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Tables of transcription

Table 1. Transcription of the Pashto script1
Pashto

\

a, , i,
u2 /
b

x

š

l
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n
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t
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w, , o, aw
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\

y

The transcription of Pashto vowels is based on the spelling pronunciation found in Aslanov
(1966) and PPTQ (1358–1365). The vowel e [ ] is sometimes found in the texts represented by the vowel [ / ]. In such cases, the transcription has retained the original spelling.
2
The letter alef ( ) does not carry any vocal quality in itself but is used only to indicate the
vowels a, e, and o in initial position. In medial position, these vowels may occasionally be
indicated by the diacritics ( : a) zebar, ( : e) zir and ( : o) piš, but are normally not written.
1
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Table 2. Transcription of the Persian & Dari script
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Persian
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q
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z
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v, u, ou

w, u, , au3

ž

ž

h, e

h, a

s

s

y, i, ey

y, i, , ay

š

š

The muted in the consonant cluster + (in words such as
xv stan) will be
transcribed as xv- in both Persian and Dari. A similar transcription will be applied to Pashto
xvuš l,
words having the same consonant cluster in which the is muted (e.g.
“happy”). In Pashto, the in the consonant cluster + may retain its consonant value
with the pronunciation xw- (e.g.
xw , “direction”,
n xw lay, “affliction”). The
(ba i ye in Urdu, ye-e p y ni-ye xv bide in Persian and Dari, da ye in Pashto)
letter
used in final position is only an orthographical variant of other ye’s and will not be distinguished in transcription.
3
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1 Introduction

Trust a snake before an harlot, and an harlot before a Pathan…
(Kipling, 1960 [1901], p. 252)
The Pathan is warlike and lives hard. He goes about armed, usually carrying
a rifle with which he is a dead shot. In a pair of rope-soled shoes he is as
agile as a cat and will cross steep mountain ranges as easily as other men
walk along metalled roads.
(Feldman, 1958, p. 48)
The Pathans are strange people. They have all sorts of horrible customs and
frightful revenges.
(Churchill, 1930, p. 144)

Although taken out of context, the line above from the novel Kim written
by Rudyard Kipling just over a hundred years ago, serves as a good example of how Afghanistan and its inhabitants, and most notably the Pashtuns,
have been portrayed in the Occident over the years. Descriptions like these
have certainly influenced the conception of Afghanistan in the West (in one
way or another) and may live on in the mind of a great many people.
Though this quotation belongs to an older colonial generation, even today
we may discern similar stereotyped descriptions of Afghanistan and its
people; both in the media and in fictive expressions (in the West as well as
in the East). Young and Haley (2009, p. 273) write that “the fact that misrepresentation has occurred and continues to occur in the treatment of minority cultures in fiction and film is undeniable. It is easy to identify works
of art in which cultures have been harmfully or offensively misrepresented
by outsiders.” The Indian movie Kabul Express (2006) by Kabir Khan may
serve as a good example of this. The Pashtun character is portrayed as a
bloodthirsty madman, the Hazaras are represented by a gang of vile, dirty
savages, and the Dari-speaking Afghan guide is depicted as a jolly imbecile. This may seem a bit odd since Kabir Khan himself is a Pathan, i.e. an
Indian of Pashtun ancestry. However, since most of the Pashtuns in India
15

have lost both the language and much of the cultural traditions of the Pashtuns, we might consider him to be an “outsider”. What appears more
strange is that one of the underlying reasons for making the film was to
negate the common stereotyping of Muslims in Indian cinema (Khan, 2009,
Online). “This Orientalist perspective has even been perpetuated by Easterners such as in the Iranian-native Mohsen Makhmalbaf’s film Kandahar
that propagated such existing stereotypes” (Sadat, 2006, p. 5). But even
such a distinguished writer as Salman Rushdie, in the novel Midnight’s
Children, applies these orientalist attributes to the Pashtuns, or Pathans as
they are referred to in India: “warrior Pathans…shouting the praises of
their favourite whores in Pushtu” (Rushdie, 2009, p. 117).4
Certainly, some exceptions to this tendency can be found. The movies In
This World (2002) by Michael Winterbottom and Son of a Lion by Benjamin Gilmour (2007) are both narrated from a Pashtun-centric perspective
and voice a Pashtun reality rather than articulating someone else’s generalised ideas of how the world is constituted. Readings of the material discussed below also present an opposite picture, another world. The tiresome
synecdochic representations of the average Afghan as an uncivilised, dirty
Islamic warrior obsessed with the regulations of the purdah and every Pashtun as being a God-intoxicated Talib quickly fade away.5
The standpoint in this work will thus be Pashtun-centric. As opposed to
writings based on old misconceptions and prejudiced representations of
Afghanistan, and the transnational Pashtun community in particular, I will
here deviate from the route, refrain from reprocessing these thoughts, and
instead build an argument from material which has rarely been addressed
previously. In the material studied in this work, it is the voice of the Pashtun themselves which is heard, or rather the voice of a number of contemporary Pashto short story writers. I will thus examine the perspective of
these writers, rather than how others conventionally present the Pashtuns.
I have always been drawn towards borders, in my private life and also
professionally, in my studies as well as in my research, with a persistent
determination to explore the edges of life and science. The study of Pashto
This is not meant as a personal criticism of Rushdie, and the idea is not to make him responsible for how a fictive narrator communicates the world; however, this sentence demonstrates well how representations of Pashtuns have been and continue to be formulated.
5
“In 1849, when the British captured the southern part of Afghanistan and made it part of
their Indian empire, Pukhtun tribes offered a bloody and protracted resistance to the colonial
army. So overwhelmed were the British by the resistance that they seemed to have found the
exact opposite, ‘the Other’, of their ‘civilised’ self in the shape of insolent Pukhtuns – the
noble savage. Thus started the orientalist discourse of the Pukhtun society as a wild land of
‘unruly’ and independent people that could neither be conquered nor tamed by the invading
armies and eulogised them as the martial race that would rather die for its Pukhtunwali
(Pukhtun code of honour) than submit to the will of the alien power” (Khan, 2003, p. 70).
The British images and representations of the Pashtuns are further elaborated in Banerjee
(2001), pp. 35–42, and of Afghanistan in general, in Fowler (2007) and more recently in
Oeppen & Schlenkhoff (2010b).
4
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and the Pashtuns can be said to epitomise such a border phenomenon. Geographically, we encircle a border area or a periphery depending on viewpoint, sometimes defined as belonging to the Middle East, other times to
Central Asia, and on other occasions to South Asia. Scientifically, the topic
addressed here meanders between the disciplines, though whether addressed
in the discipline of Iranian languages, South Asian studies or any other area
of research, it always surfaces in the periphery within that discipline. From
a societal and cultural point of view, the Pashto voice has always been secondary to something else, pushed aside from the centre. In this work, even
though it is possible to discern a certain sense of “borderism” – in theory,
method, as well as in material – Pashto and Pashtun will be in the centre.

1.1 Contextualising Pashto and Pashtun
In spite of the fact that the Pashtuns are said to “constitute the largest ethnic group in the world without a nation-state” (Johnson & Mason, 2008, p.
70), very few people know anything about them beyond their affiliations
with the Taliban movement. Therefore, and for context and background to
the subject at hand, some brief notes on the concepts of Pashto and Pashtun
can be justified. Previously the Pashto language has been examined extensively in, e.g., Robson & Tegey (2009) and MacKenzie (1989), and comprehensive works on Pashtun society can found in e.g. Caroe (1983), Rittenberg (1988), and Misdaq (2006).

Strangers say that it is the language of hell, though I will go to paradise
along with Pashto.6
Am r

amza Š nw r

Pashto7 is classified as an East Iranian language and is often divided into
three major branches, a western, a central, and an eastern dialect.8 It is
mainly spoken in the southern and eastern parts of Afghanistan and the
Cited from: http://www.zmong-afghanistan.com/hamza.asp [2009-10-20].
Pashto is sometimes also referred to as Af ni by Persian-speakers. In one of the first
newspapers in Afghanistan, Sir j al-Axb r, the designation zab n-e af ni was used to denote Pashto.
8
Henderson (1983) gives four major varieties of Pashto.
6

7
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western parts of Pakistan, that is, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province (NWFP
prior to 2010) and parts of Balochistan, but also by over two million speakers in Karachi, the capital of Sindh province in the south (Robson & Tegey,
2009, p. 721). Large groups of speakers are also found in Iran, the UAE,
and India.
There are few morphological differences between the dialects, the main
distinctions being phonological and to a certain degree also lexical. The
normative dialect which the alphabet is based upon (a Perso-Arabic modification) has traditionally been considered the one spoken in the Kandahar
area (although this is disputed). There are, however, tendencies towards a
split, that is, two standardised dialects and orthographies: one Afghan and
another Pakistani.
Studies on Pashto dialects mainly concern the spoken language, however; the corpus of short stories used in this study shows significant variations in written Pashto as well, particularly between Afghan Pashto and
Pakistani Pashto, but also on a more local level. For example, there are
clear differences, in syntax and lexicon, and not because of stylistics, between a writer from e.g. Khost in eastern Afghanistan and a Kunduz Pashtun from northern Afghanistan.
The number of speakers in Pakistan and Afghanistan is difficult to estimate (40 million is a rough estimation),9 as are the literacy rates in both
countries. The adult literacy rate of the total population of Afghanistan was
estimated in the Afghanistan Human Development Report (CPHD, 2007, p.
19) to be 23.5% in 2005 (a decrease from 28.7% in 2003 according to the
same source). In Pakistan, the adult literacy rate is approximately 49.9%
(UNDP, 2007/2008, Online). However, these figures do not make any distinction between different languages, and hence do not specify the number
of people literate in Pashto.10 Historically, Dari has been the preferred administrative language in Afghanistan, in spite of the fact that the country
was governed by Pashtuns for nearly 250 years. There have been several
attempts to strengthen the position of Pashto but these have only succeeded
to a modest degree. The role of Pashto, in terms of power, status, and as a
literary medium, will be discussed in further detail in the chapter on Pashto
literature.
The number 40 million is deduced from the mid-2009 population figures given at
www.prb.org [Accessed 8 December 2009] in combination with the percentage of estimated
Pashtuns living in Afghanistan ( 40% = 11,600,000), Pakistan ( 15% = 27,120,000)
and the Diaspora, ( + 2,000,000). Misdaq (2010, pp. 5–6) estimates the Pashtun population to be 70 million (Pakistan 37 million, Afghanistan 18 million, Diaspora 15 million).
However, these figures are highly questionable and need to be verified with further data. He
estimates the number of Pashtuns living in Afghanistan to be 62.5% of the total population
and also includes 10 million of Pashtun origin living in India.
10
Ethnologue estimates the literacy rate in Pashto (northern dialect of Afghanistan only) as a
first language at 5–10%, see: http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=pbu
21/05/07. No estimations are given for Pakistan.
9
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Contextualising the Pashtun is a difficult task, and as already mentioned,
there are both stereotype pictures and generalisations related to this matter.
The aim of this work is to let the Pashtun contextualise themselves through
their writings, and I limit myself to introducing a few recent works on the
topic, which nevertheless should be read cautiously. In a recent AAN article, Lutz Rzehak (2011) gives an informative introduction to Pašt nwal ,
the Pashtun rules of behaviour. Nichols (2008) surveys patterns of Pashtun
migration since the latter half of the 18th century, and Ahmad & Boase’s
book Pashtun Tales (2003) contains examples and an analysis of Pashto
storytelling. The social and cultural history of the Afghan Pashtuns are
examined by Caron (2011; 2009a), mainly through readings of Pashto oral
poetry. For a more general history of the Pashtuns, see Caroe (1983),
Dupree (1980), and Vogelsang (2002).

1.2 Survey of previous research
As many researchers have remarked previously (see Oeppen & Schlenkhoff
2010b, pp. 1–7), Afghanistan is still highly under-researched in many aspects. This is particularly true as far as Pashto prose literature is concerned,
and especially that of the twenty-first century. One of the first comprehensive works on Pashto prose literature was D pašto nasar hind ra [A Mirror
of Pashto Prose], written by idd q All h Rišt n in 1963. This treatise, as
with many other works from that era, is best described as a chronologically
arranged anthology of writers and examples of their prose. These works are
certainly most useful in research on literary history but are of little use
here. Examples of more recent research on Pashto literature are for example
Farhang-e adabiy t-e paštu [A Dictionary of Pashto Literature] (1977–
1987) by the Afghan scholar Zalmay Hew dmal, and a few sporadically
published articles (e.g. Marwat, 2007) and dissertations (e.g. Far, 2002). In
western academia the research on Pashto literature borders on negligence.
Besides Alessandro Bausani’s short article “Pashto Language and Literature” published in 1971, only Alevtina Sergeevna Gerasimova’s book Literatura Afganistana na iazyke pushtu, 40–80-e gody, published in 1986, is
worthy of mention. In the twenty-first century, there are no comprehensive
works on this topic, only two brief examinations by Muhammad Zarrin
Anzur & Arley Loewen (2010) and Leonard Bartlotti (2010), and an article
in two parts by Gerasimova (2011a; 2011b).
Thus, due to a lack of more comprehensive secondary sources and a
solid standard work on the subject, one has to resort to other means for
context. Much information has been gathered, after careful deliberation,
from the abundance of Pashto publications circulating the internet: articles,
reviews, writer introductions, etc. Another important source of information
is what Genette & Maclean (1991) refer to as paratext, that is, text which is
19

related to, but not included in the text itself, such as preface, introduction,
book cover, etc. Pashto books, in particular, are often supplied with much
paratext, which can be both informative and helpful in presenting us with
context.

1.3 Method: Sources and selection
This study will engage a textual corpus consisting of about 800 Pashto
short stories that have been collected primarily from five websites during
the last five years (2007–2011), but also from printed short story collections
from the 1990s onwards. The digital material has mainly been collected
from two Pashto websites: benawa.com11 and dastanona.com (nonfunctional since November 2009), but also from the websites samsoor.com,
baheer.com and, talafghan.com.12 Most of these websites are overtly described as apolitical and ideologically neutral. However, one cannot ignore
a sporadic presence of underlying ethnocentric tendencies, which comes
naturally with the monolingual appearance, that is, that they are exclusively
in Pashto. The text corpus consists of both digital republications of printed
versions and texts that have been published directly on the internet. Many
of the hyperlinks referred to below have subsequently been broken, however, the texts that they refer to are most likely to be found elsewhere, as
republications at other addresses. Such a circulation of texts resembles what
often is defined as “grey literature”, a digital “semi-published literature
which is not formally listed or priced but is nevertheless in circulation”
(Muswazi, 2001, p. 218). This somewhat transient and ephemeral feature
marking these digitally published texts is also reflected in terms of presentation, with many orthographic errors, inconsistencies and non-standardised
spellings, deficient dating, etc., which accordingly renders the reading quite
demanding.
This situation means that you can find the same text on a range of websites as well as in printed form; in varying appearances and with different
errors and orthographical variants. At times, one has to recourse to principles similar to those of textual criticism in order to find the best reading of
the text. There are also instances where the internet publication differs from
the printed version, that is, the author of a text consciously publishes several versions of one and the same text. One such example can be found in
the short story “X k-e bot” written by Zalmay B b kuhi, an Afghan prose
Benawa.com was temporary banned by the Afghan government 10 September 2010 and
consequently rendered inaccessible from within Afghanistan. It is reported (Wahedi, 2010,
[Online]) that this came in response to an inaccurate article reporting the death of
Mu ammad Qas m Fah m, the Afghan vice-president (2009–).
12
Material has also been retrieved from the websites larawbar.org, ketabtoon.net, pukhto.net, and worbal.com.
11
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writer living in Canada. Although written in Dari, it is an illustrative example of how the internet text (2001a) may differ from the printed version
(2001b). Take the following excerpts:
un tuda [-ye] motar kem šoda-i az fary d, bar far z-e w di ist d wa pahn
kašid (B b kuhi, 2001a).
“As a piled up mass of clamour, it rose above the valley and dispersed.”
un tuda [-ye] motar kem šoda-i az x k, bar far z-e w di ist d wa pahn
kašid (B b kuhi, 2001b, p. 87).
“As a piled up mass of dust, it rose above the valley and dispersed.”

/…/ dar sar sar-e jah n x k-e bot pahn šoda bud (B b kuhi, 2001a).
/…/ “all over the world, the idol’s dust had been scattered”.
/…/ dar sar sar-e mantaqa [-ye] qalamrau-e t leb n x k-e bot pahn šoda bud
(B b kuhi, 2001b, p. 95).
/…/ “all across the Taliban realm, the idol’s dust had been scattered”.

As these examples demonstrate, it is possible to find several versions of the
same text, drafted internet versions, printed versions, and possibly also
revised post-print versions published on the internet. This is an interesting
area of study in itself, since it can provide us with an insight into the working process of a text, but it lies outside the scope of this study. In the first
example, one clearly notices the writer’s uncertainty in applying the rather
abstract and far-fetched simile of “clamour”, which he later (one month
later) changes to “dust” in the published version. Also in the second example, it is possible to sense the writer’s negotiations preceding the exchange
of the hyperbole “the world” for the more localised “the Taliban realm”.
This phenomenon, that a short story may be surrounded by several parallel
versions, also bears a certain resemblance to the discipline of textual criticism and the study of different text traditions. We will address this in the
reading and analysis of one of the short stories in this work, Wažma Sab
mir’s short story “Š m ho ”.
The selection process of the material and methodological approach in
this work is as follows. Within the war discourse on Afghanistan, as well as
in an extended crisis discourse including Pakistan, there are certain topics
(or thematic structures) that appear to stand out, issues that seem more sali21

ent to address than others, because they more significantly affect the realities of Pashtuns. Four topics of this kind, which will be addressed below,
have been generated from a broad reading of the larger narrative, i.e. of
every type of communication (fiction, non-fiction, music, news feeds, etc.)
that in one way or another involves a Pashtun reality and can be referred to
as a Pashtun discourse. These four topics are categorised under the headings: “The Terrorist”, “Female agency: Representations of and by”, “The
Madman”, and “Axtar: Longing for peace or imaging disillusion”, and are
thoroughly presented in the introductory section 4.1, which precedes the
actual analysis.
In order to find texts that communicate these topics and to navigate the
rather extensive corpus of more than 800 short stories, in addition to general readings of printed books, I have performed database searches in the
corpus of digitalised and searchable short stories based on terminological
principles in order to identify short stories that are suitable for analysis
under each heading. Firstly, texts that explicitly address one of these four
topics in the heading (e.g. “terrorism”) have been chosen for detailed
analysis and reading. Secondly, by using relevant keywords, the corpus has
been searched in-text. Using the same example, “The Terrorist”, such an
in-text search will entail keywords such as war, bomb, death, etc.
However, the concepts of war and crisis by no means only concern the
direct consequences of a conflict situation, such as death and suffering, but
entail every aspect pertaining to life under such circumstances. Life is by
no means a unilateral entity but constitutes a complex pattern of correlations and dualities; war, as an example, does not act alone, its existence as
a concept depends upon the presence of its opposite, that is peace. To experience sadness you need to possess some intellectual knowledge about the
nature of joy. Likewise, hate must be in dialogue with love. Therefore the
searches have been extended to also include words that are only loosely
associated with the topic of war and crisis. Sarah Maguire, the British poet
and translator (cited in Wagner, 2009) suggests that “those who live in
zones of conflict see greater significance in writing about what we take for
granted as ordinary life”, and concludes that “people in the West forget
how important it is when you’re living in a situation like that to write about
simple things, like love and family.”13 Although such an observation certainly could be attributed to a Pashtun context, these “simple things” are
rarely detached from the larger narrative of war and crisis.
Furthermore, it must be emphasised that the selection does not entail any
aesthetical considerations as to whether the text is “good” or “bad”, or
whether the text has been well received or not. This study will engage a
Among other things, Maguire has translated the second novel of Atiq Rahimi, Hiz r x naye xv b wa ixtin q (2002) into English (A Thousand Rooms of Dream and Fear, 2006) as
well as some poetry by Partaw Naderi (Poems, 2008).
13
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mixture of “high” and “popular” literature, the canonical as well as the
non-canonical, “grey literature”, and listed publications. The sole aesthetical concern here is that the text should be overtly categorised as “short
story”. Whether this categorisation is made by the writer him/herself, a
website administrator/editor or a publisher is not taken into consideration.
Four texts on each topic, that is, sixteen altogether, will be selected according to these principles and constitute the basis of the analysis. To provide context, and also since many of the writers discussed below are unknown to a wider public, a short introduction to the writers’ biographies
and bibliographies will be given before the reading of the texts. However, I
will not expound on any ideological or political standpoint of the authors,
unless this comes through in the text and is of relevance for the interpretation. I will go through the short stories from beginning to end, intertwining
summaries and commentaries with excerpts of translated text. This will be
followed by a concluding section that summarises the findings.

1.4 Translation, transcription, Pashto text, and year of
publication
The translation strategy adopted in this work is mainly source/text-oriented,
that is, my aim is to be as truthful as possible to the author, and the transmission of both content and form is deliberated. The goal is to preserve
Pashto idioms and cultural specifics in the readings as far as possible and
explain these in notes whenever needed.
The transcription systems adopted are described in Tables 1 and 2 above.
Proper nouns and names which are found and used in Standard English will
be transcribed according to convention, e.g. Ghazni instead of azn , jihad
instead of jih d, etc. However, less common proper nouns will be transcribed according to the transcription systems, e.g. Ka aw z instead of
Katawaz.
The transcription of Pashto is based on principles found both in Aslanov
(1966), which is transcribed in Cyrillic script, and PPTQ (1358–1365),
which contains a Roman transcription. The transcription of Dari and Persian lexical items is based on the system used for Pashto, although with a
different set of vowels and other modifications to match these languages.
These additions are based on the pronunciations found in Neghat (1993)
[Dari] and Anvari (1381) [Persian]. To use three different kinds of transcription systems in one and the same work can be rather confusing, but it
is essential for consistency. The strategy adopted here is that when words
that co-occur in several languages are transcribed, context (i.e. topic of
discussion) governs which system to adopt. Names of individuals will be
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transcribed as they appear in the source text, which means that the name of
one and the same person can appear in different transcriptions.
Many of the texts examined below are difficult to find, either due to the
transient character of the internet discussed previously (i.e. they tend to
disappear), or because the books are often printed in limited editions with
little circulation. Therefore, as a means of transparency, all text translated
and examined in the analysis chapter, will also be given in its Pashto original in a separate appendix. Emendations of the Pashto text will only be
made where it is obvious that a misspelling is not an orthographic variant.
Inconsistencies in the use of the vowels e [ ] and [ / ] are left intact.
Page references in the appendix refer to the page where the translation of
the Pashto text occurs.
For the year of publication, I use the year of the Christian Era (A.D.) if
that is found in the publication. For publications where only the year of the
Islamic Solar Calender is found, this year is used. The equivalent year A.D.
can be found in the bibliography. Sometimes the exact year A.D. can be
retrieved, but sometimes a two-year span has to be included. For internetpublications, the A.D. year is given (i.e. the year of its appearance online)
unless another year is specified in the text as the actual year of writing.

1.5 Purposes and assumptions underlying the study
The main purpose of this study, which has already been alluded to, is to
investigate and give emphasis to an area of study, which over time by and
large has remained under-researched and in some respects even neglected.
Another purpose of this study, besides constituting an addition to the basic
research on the topic, is to examine how the writers included in this thesis
communicate and interpret their surroundings and realities through their
writing. Which aspects of the four selected topics examined here are emphasised and reflected upon, and how are these aspects presented in terms
of form?
In a wider perspective, to see how literature, or more specifically, the
short story, takes on topics related to the present time of war and crisis, will
first of all add to our general understanding of the recent course of events,
but also disclose an emotional aspect of the narrative, something which
general historiography usually overlooks. Also, since historical writing (at
least on Afghanistan) traditionally tends to exclude “non-elite modes of
experience and expression” (Caron, 2007, p. 315), the analysis of literary
texts may certainly reveal a historical mood and sentiment based upon individual experience, judgment, and memory, which, albeit subjective by nature, and without making any claims to historical truth, can add much to
our understanding of the larger whole.
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A natural outcome of the study is that these readings, analyses, and findings will generate an additional perspective to the contemporary war and
crisis discourse on the area under investigation, as well as to research on
Afghanistan and Pakistan in general, and that this in the longer run will
bring about a more nuanced perception of the Pashtun community.
Previous classifications and categorisations of Afghan literature, and especially of Pashto literature, tend to divide the different stages of the development of literature into thematic categories (cf. Marwat, 2007; Gerasimova, 1986; Ahmadi, 2008, etc.). The aim here is not to decide upon a
generic term that characterises contemporary Pashto prose literature. Considering the diversity of this literature, such a term would not do justice to
the material, and would only lead to an over-generalisation of the matter.
Neither is the purpose to present a full treatment of the history of Pashto
literature, but rather to point out those aspects and problems that seem to
characterise this literature. For context, though, a brief historical overview
of Pashto literature will be given.
The argument of this thesis is based on two main assumptions. One of
these assumptions, which underlies this study, is an extension of the hypothesis set up by Melberg (2008, p. 81) which says that “the prose poem
offers an interesting version of modern prose as a literary strategy exploring the boundaries of prose as well as poetry”. By extension, the assumption made here is that the short story, and especially the Pashto short story,

presents a version of modern prose as a literary strategy exploring the
boundaries of both prose and poetry; not as a strategy of prosification of

poetry but rather as a poeticising approach to prose. In other words, I propose that the Pashto short story, due to reasons argued below, is marked by
features which essentially belong to the domain of poetry.
The other assumption suggests that contemporary Pashto short story
writing is mainly a fictionalised extension of personal experience, which
renders the short stories sensitive and responsive to social realities, that is,
rather than expounding on historical or conceptually distanced topics, or
experimenting with form, it is the immediate surrounding and reality that is
topicalised. This standpoint is embodied in a quote by an anonymous Pashtun schoolteacher saying “I have no story to tell. I’ve been through no
hardships” (Grima, 1991, p. 85).

1.6 The philologist’s dilemma
The methodological as well as theoretical domain of the classical philologist has been well defined and rigidly structured for centuries past. Textual
criticism and comparative linguistics, as an example, have both had established traditions of method and theory to rely upon. However, the scientific
basis of the (post)modern philologist is virtually the opposite, often emanat25

ing from the two main disciplines, that is, linguistics and literary studies,
but with further cross-disciplinary excursions into areas such as aesthetics,
literary theory, anthropology, ethnology, musicology, political science, etc.
This situation is reflected in the theoretical approach adopted in this thesis,
as middle ground between literary theory, linguistics, and history, though
with occasionally leaps in other directions as well.
A central idea in this work is that the analysis should be text-oriented,
that is, the understanding, interpretation and analysis of the texts should be
in focus. Their position and relation to context is of secondary, but still
important concern. In this respect, I see this study as philological groundwork, pragmatic and empirical in essence, which can prepare the way for
future research, following the device that you cannot refine a material
which has not yet been discovered.
However, as will also be argued later on, the Pashto short story is widely
believed to be an adaptation of non-indigenous forms of writing (e.g. Bartlotti, 2010, p. 116), at least partially, and I will therefore approach the
Pashto short story in a theoretical framework of short story writing. One of
the assumptions of this study suggests that a characteristic feature of the
Pashto short story is how it seems to explore the boundaries of both prose
and poetry as a strategy of expression. Drawing on short story theory specifically, as well as on more general literary theory, this idea – the interference between prose and poetry – will be developed theoretically in chapter
two and applied to the texts in the analysis.
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2 The short story genre: Theoretical
considerations

…something glimpsed from the corner of the eye, in passing.
(V. S. Pritchett cited in Carver, 1983, p. 277)

2.1 Introduction
A preliminary examination of the emergence of the Pashto short story genre
reveals a unanimous opinion among scholars that it has been affected to
various degrees by external literary developments; not only by Western
models, but also by adjacent ones (both culturally and geographically) such
as pre-partition Indian, Egyptian, Turkish, and Persian literatures. The similarities between the Western short story and the Pashto short story of today
are many. Generally they share the form, structure, disposition of content,
and also the tradition of publishing short story collections. Therefore, before approaching the Pashto short story in detail, we will need to foreground the discussion and examine how the short story has been defined in
the West; its origin, development and theory. Focus will be put upon how
the genre has developed and how it has been theorised over time.
Most certainly, many literatures modelled upon a Western type of narrative prose have over time distanced themselves from their origin and developed their own distinct sets of literary definitions and taxonomies, that is,
as regards terminology, aesthetical definitions, hierarchy of genres, etc.
This will be further explored in the following chapter. Since the analysis of
the short story genre, disregarding its place of origin, often contains an
instinctive defence mechanism aiming at safeguarding the distinctive qualities and characteristics of the genre as opposed to other genres, this matter
will also be addressed. The dynamic or perhaps unstable character of the
short story genre has also raised questions about how, and if, such fleeting
characteristics could be defined. This problem brings up further issues of
definition; where do we draw the line between the short story genre and
other adjoining genres, e.g., when does a short story become a very short
story or a prose poem? This matter will be discussed and examples of
trans-generic texts (or text situations) will be given.
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My personal experience of reading within the short story genre suggests
that one of the main characteristics of this specific text type is its poetic
appearance. This view is not temporally or geographically limited; it is a
recurrent experience observed both in the formative stages of the Western
short story genre, as well as in contemporary Pashto short stories. Whether
this perception may be discarded as being nothing but a subliminal experience of individual taste or if it may be a discernable narrative strategy
adopted by the author in order to render the text poetic (deliberate or unconscious) will be discussed in detail.

2.2 General conceptions of the genre
Although there is some justification for the common claim that the short
story as a distinct genre began in the nineteenth century, the wellsprings of
the form are as old as the primitive realm of myth. Studies in anthropology
suggest that brief episodic narratives, which constitute the basis of the short
story, are primary, preceding later epic forms, which constitute the basis of
the novel.
(May, 2002, p. 1)

As with the general conception of the short story genre, there are different
opinions as regards the origin of this short form of fiction. However, we
may narrow the flux of ideas down to three main sets of definitions: a) the
short story genre is the result of an unbroken chain of literary development
emanating from the earliest oral, folkloristic, and biblical narrative traditions; b) this genre is the sum of tradition plus modernity, that is, it carries
both traditional patterns and modern features; c) the short story genre is a
19th century invention, as it was formulated and put in effect by authors
such as Irving, Hawthorne, and Poe during the 19th century. It is possible to
add a fourth definition here: that the short story genre was non-existent
until the emergence of the modern short story in the early 20th century, with
authors such as Joyce and Chekhov.
Wright (1989, p. 46.) states that “Nowadays, despite the recent flourish
of short story criticism, we dispute not only the definition but the canon
itself, the question of what works are or are not short stories. Hence the
difference between those who trace the genre back to Boccaccio, The Arabian Nights, and the Bible, and those who would have it begin with the
Irving or Poe, or, still more narrowly, Chekhov or Joyce. Some distinguish
between the short story and the modern short story; for others the only kind
of story is the modern.” Similar uncertainties concerning temporal delimitations of genres are to be found within the broader narrative of Pashto literature as will be examined below.
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…it is a short story because it is — well — a short story.
(Ferguson, 1982, p. 219.)
The short story has been called the oldest form of verbal expression, as well
as the most recent; it has been called the most natural form of verbal expression, as well as the most conventional and artificial; it has been called
the literary form that most adequately reflects human reality as it is actually
experienced, as well as the form that reflects only an arbitrary view of human reality.
(May, 2002, p. 113.)

Statements of resignation and contradictory dichotomies like the ones expressed above are often seen in discussions of the definition of the short
story. Along with the emergence of the modern short story in the early 19th
century, an abundance of theories co-emerged, often apologetic in nature,
aiming to defend its aesthetic merit, and accentuate its distinctive characteristics and independent qualities as compared with its elder brother, the
novel; with its predecessor, the tale/story; or with its companion, the lyric
poem. Thus, what is a short story? There are, of course, no definite answers
to this question, only tendencies aiming towards definitions. The short story
“has been the most generically defined of all literary forms…it has at the
same time been the most neglected by serious theoretical critics” and
“much of what has been said has been either simplified ‘how-to’ descriptions by popular critics or vague metaphors by admiring practitioners”
(ibid., p. 108).
However, there are several parameters related to the definition of the
short story which recur constantly among critics of the genre. The most
fundamental question of definition is how to deal with its form, that is, its
length, technique, and type. The length/shortness of the short story has been
discussed since the inception of the genre. One of the earliest ideas of this
is Poe’s definition that one should be able to read a short story at one sitting (Poe, 1846, p. 69).
The shortcomings of this definition are rather clear; firstly, “some people can sit for longer periods than others” (Pasco, 1991, p. 123), and secondly, the brevity/shortness of the short story, which by its own nature
reveals a reduced narrative structure as regards its chronological arrangement, details and plot, etc., renders, as a result, “the reading process extremely difficult and slows it down” (Taha, 2000, p. 75). One sitting may
thus not be enough.
Proposals have also been made to define the formal nature of the short
story according to the number of words or pages it comprises. Most natu29

rally, these suggestions mostly involve a comparison with the novel (or
sometimes with the novella if it is distinguished as a genre) since “shortness cannot be an intrinsic property of anything, but occurs only relative to
something else” (Pratt, 1981, p. 96).14 A general remark is that everything
greater than a sentence and less than a book may be defined as a short
story,15 however, definitions are often more precise than this. “The short
story tends to be between five hundred words long and the length of
Joyce’s The Dead” says Wright (1989, p. 51)16 while others hold that
15,000 words or less is a short story, 15,000–50,000 words is a novella, and
50,000 words or more is a novel.17
It appears to be an impossible task to give an exact figure of how many
words a short story should consist of; however, brevity is an important
factor in defining the generic features of the genre. However, it is rather the
characteristics which brevity brings along and the specifics which follow
from it that are important, not the exact number of words, something which
more belongs to the science of buttonology.18
To conclude, “no one disputes the necessity of brevity to the short story,
though there has been considerable discussion about the exact meaning of
the trait…What is long for an American would doubtless be very short for
a Zulu. What seems short on an ocean cruise is impossibly long on a lunch
break” (Pasco, 1991, p. 123). How brevity, or shortness, in a context of the
short story, is defined among Pashto scholars, will be discussed in the following chapter.
Among the more frequently cited definitions is that in Brander Matthews’s article The Philosophy of the Short-Story:

Noteworthy is that the length of the novel is never discussed in comparison with the short
story. This is most certainly related to the positions of these two within the hierarchy of
genres; with the novel on top and the short story floating below.
15
This presents further problems of definition, namely: What is a book and what is the
definition of a sentence? It also dismisses a possible additional genre, that is, the very short
story. For a discussion of the very short story, see e.g. Gerlach (1989, pp. 74–84), and Taha
(2000, pp. 59–84).
16
The Dead, according to the calculations of the author, is composed of 15,633 words. In
the same context, Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness is mentioned as an exception, as the
absolute upper limit of what can be considered a short story. It contains 38,712 words.
17
An even more detailed description of this matter is to be found at http://www.thevalve.org
/go/valve/article/novels_novellas_novelettes/ [2007-11-02]. Short story (less than 7,500
words), novelette (between 7,500 and 17,500 words), novella (between 17,500 and 40,000
words) and novel (more than 40,000 words).
18
An expression meaning ‘pedantic and meaningless scientific systematization’ coined by
August Strindberg in the short story De lycksaliges ö from the second part of the collection
Svenska öden och äventyr (published in 4 parts 1882–91). See http://runeberg.org/
strindbg/svoden2/ [2007-11-02] pp. 101–103.
14
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The difference between a Novel and a Novelet19 is one of length only: a
Novelet is a brief Novel. But the difference between a Novel and a Shortstory is a difference of kind. A true Short-story is something other and
something more than a mere story which is short. A true Short-story differs
from the Novel chiefly in its essential unity of impression.
(Matthews, 1901, p. 73)

This difference of kind, something other, something more, and unity of
impression are basically the key concepts which critics of the short story
genre have tried to explain, that is, what are the generic features which
distinguish the short story genre from other genres? Attempts to find answers to this question have been made by an abundance of critics. Ferguson
(1982, p. 218) summarises a number of approaches saying “short stories
are defined in terms of unity (Poe, Brander Matthews, and others), techniques of plot compression (A.L. Bader, Norman Friedman, L. A. G.
Strong), change or revelation of character (Theodore Stroud), subject
(Frank O’Connor), tone (Gordimer), “lyricism” (Moravia), but there is no
single characteristic or cluster of characteristics that the critics agree absolutely distinguishes the short story from other fictions.”
One of the more graspable summaries of the extent of theoretical approaches to the short story is given by the Canadian literary critic W. H.
New (1986, p. 6). He finds that critical commentary on the short story “repeatedly derives from one of three premises: (1) that the short story can be
formally defined, (2) that history explains the genre, and (3) that the genre
derives from (and portrays) the cultural structure of society”. Definition by
form is further divided into three different aspects: length, technique, and
type. The definition of length has already been examined above; as formal
aspects of technique are suggested features such as plot structure, theme,
dénouement, types of character, “making strange” etc. Types of form are
related to the taxonomy of the short story genre, that is, definitions of subgenres such as realist, naturalist, modern, postmodern short stories, but also
comprise classifications such as science fiction, detective, philosophical,
satirical short stories. Historical considerations of the short story genre
were discussed briefly above.20

There are no clear-cut definitions as regards the generic differences between the novelette
and the novella. However, the differential tendency is that the novelette shares the generic
characteristics of the novel (that is in being a short novel) and the novella belongs to the
short story (in being a long short story).
20
For a detailed discussion of this, see New, 1986, pp. 10–12.
19
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2.2.1 Apologetics of a genre

The literary-critical practice within the short story genre is somehow
marked by an apologetic outlook. Many critics, in their eagerness to assert
the superiority of their genre over other genres, often fail to properly analyse the ontological nature of the genre. This could, of course, be more
typical of research on the specifics of genres in general, however, as regards the short story genre it is something one cannot fail to notice.
Dubrow (2006, p. 257) adds to this matter that “comparisons of genres are
often driven less by an objective drive to classify than a covert need on the
part of authors and critics to celebrate one form as lacking the limitations
and dangers of another, a variant of schoolyard game: ‘My genre is bigger
than your genre.’”
A general idea concerning the short story is that it is considered to be a
compromise of something else, of something better, and that it is nothing
but a training genre for more prestigious genres such as the novel. As an
example, Ahmadzadeh (2003, p. 161) discussing the Persian and Kurdish
novelistic genre, confesses to this generalisation by saying that “the precedence of the novel over the short story is generally an accepted fact” and
he takes on the common rhetoric by adding: “the considerable flourishment
of the Kurdish short story, in comparison to the Kurdish novel, can be justified by various social, political, economic and cultural factors. There is no
doubt that the writing of the novel needs relatively more time and consequently a more established and secure political milieu [and] the publication
of novels requires large economic sources [sic] and a wider reading public”
(ibid.).
First of all, the precedence of the novel over the short story may be a
definition which holds true in some parts of the world, but not universally.21
Bezhan (2002) writes that “among all the narrative forms in Afghanistan in
the 20th century, the short story alone has reached maturity, while the novel
and novelette have not yet had the same degree of success” (p. 313) and
continues by claiming that “the short story took precedence over the novel
and novelette” (p. 314) and “what one understands as modern fiction in
Afghanistan may in fact mainly and largely mean the short story” (p. 315).
Secondly, if the short story is nothing but a practice genre, or a literary
compromise due to economic hardships and political disturbances, then
why has this genre flourished so well and retained such verve in Iran, or for
that matter in other countries, where the prerequisite means for writing in
the novel genre do in fact exist? The contemporary Iranian short story is a

21
Unfortunately, Bezhan makes the same assumption saying that “the short story was considered a testing ground for the writers in order to obtain their first experience in this genre
and then turn to the novel and novelette” (p. 314), and that “the short story is less timeconsuming to write” (p. 244).
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literary form with a broad readership and still held high in prestige today,
and it is definitely not seen as something of less merit than the novel.22
Lastly, the assumption that the process of short story writing involves
less time and less effort compared to the novel more or less invalidate the
short story as a genre. The amount of time consumed and effort put in,
writing a short story cannot be estimated only by looking at the size of a
book or the length of a text. Such an estimate would demand some type of
external evidence. To this discussion may be added that in third-world
countries such as Afghanistan there is hardly such a thing as a salaried author of fiction; there is simply no money into it. Publications are most
likely to be paid for by the author himself or by a publishing house, but
without receiving any economic compensation of significance (Eide &
Schoulgin, 2004, p. 12). The work may also be published directly on the
internet. In either case, whether you have written a collection of short stories or a novel, it is difficult to see how a novel compared with a collection
of short stories should demand more economic resources or a wider reading
sphere; at least in a context such as Afghanistan.

2.2.2 Defining the unstable: Genre problems

The short story is often described as a genre lacking generic characteristics
of its own, acting as an intermediary genre in constant dialogue with other
genres and always on the verge of transforming into something else. This
view corresponds well with how Derek Walcott describes the prose poem:
“an animal that can’t be categorized” (Brodsky & Walcott, 2001, p. 190).
Melin (2009, p. 40) describes in an article how we quite easily can define a
genre by only seeing fragments of a larger whole, e.g. how a piece of music, a TV programme, a building, or a photograph may be decoded in terms
of genres in only a few moments. According to Melin this phenomenon is
also experienced in instances when different types of texts are to be defined. However, defining literary texts and deciding which genre they belong to appears more difficult. For instance, take the following text as an
example, the lyrics of a contemporary rock song.23
In Iran Daily, October 24, 2007, M. H. Shahsavari is quoted as saying: “Iranian short
story should be appreciated […] because it contributes more to the development of contemporary Iranian fiction than novel.” He also adds that “since short story is in some ways
closer to poetry and Iranian poetry has a long history, it is more successful than novel.”
http://www.iran-daily.com/1386/2973/html/art.htm#s267486 [2007-11-23]
23
This composition is performed spoken to the accompaniment of piano music. It caught my
attention due to its striking similarities with the Pashto short story. Recitals of Pashto short
stories are often recorded with accompanying music which functions as a paratextual enhancer of mood and tone. Many pieces of Pashto literature, especially poetry, are found in the
form of voice recordings, as cassettes, CDs, and nowadays also as mp3s on the internet. This
is a natural development of the traditional means of transmitting literature, but to a certain
extent also a result of deficient distribution channels for printed literature in general. Most
importantly, this enables access to literature by the otherwise excluded illiterate majority. In
22
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I’m gonnae get stabbed, the Baltic Fleeto are up my arse. No cavalry could
ever save me. I’m gonnae get stabbed. You dont want to stab me, you dont
want to stab me, cos you dont know my family and our capabilities. You
dont want to stab me. I had my choice, I took my choice. That was to stand
and fight the Fleeto Boys. But now I find myself running for my life. I seen
their swords and their knives and I changed my mind. It’s time to go, it’s
time to run. Run rabbit run. Run rabbit run.24
(Glasvegas, 2008)

As presented above, this text could easily be interpreted as belonging to the
short story genre. First of all it shares the idea of brevity. It also follows the
demands of a narrative, that is, it displays a beginning, a middle and a closure/ending. There is a protagonist, and there are several conflicts and a
resolution. At the same time it reveals several types of poetic devices, all of
which may be found within a short story. Features of rhyme (or near
rhyme) such as choice/boys, or life/knives are evident, and instances of
alliteration (Run rabbit run), repetition (You dont want to stab me * 2), and
parallelism (I had my choice, I took my choice) can also be seen. Traces of
paralipsis are also present in the text, lacunae of details which are compensated for by the use of allusions; e.g. the dialectal reference to the Fleeto
(gang) locates us in Glasgow, and the indication of the Baltic Fleeto even
more specifically to the working-class district of Dalmarnock. Also the
skaz-like use of dialect gives us some clues in locating the text. The visual
arrangement and context appear to be the sole factors distinguishing this
text from a (poetic) short story. Examples of narrative lyrics that could be
read as short stories are many, the ecstatic Rock ‘N’ Roll Suicide (1972) by
David Bowie or the song Famous Blue Raincoat (1971) in letter form by
Leonard Cohen to name but a few.
What about the opposite? Could a short story be transposed into a poetic
structure and be read as poem?
The Window
– like a kitchen window steaming up
on a very cold morning
and it’s hard to see out of,
then the steam slowly disappears
and you can see the snow-covered mountains,
10,000 feet high,
out of the window,
literary discussions where the “reader” (lwast nkay) is concerned, the “listener” (awred nkay) is many times addressed as well (See e.g. Say d , 1386, passim; S nd, 1383, p. 4).
24
The spelling has been reproduced as it is rendered on the Glasvegas website. See
http://www.glasvegas.net/gb/recordings/songs/stabbed?page=1 [Accessed 23 February
2009].
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and then the window gradually steams up again,
coffee on the stove and the mountains gone like a dream.
…that’s how I feel this morning.25
(Brautigan, 1980, p. 234)

The text contains two sentences, the first made up of a long simile (with a
secondary simile at the end), and the second one presenting the narrative
resolution. On the surface level, one clearly detects a number of poetic
devices, such as imagery, a lyrical first-person present tense, alliteration
(line 4), repetitions, and contrasting concepts or dichotomies such as
warmth/coldness, dark (coffee)/light (snow), appearing/disappearing, etc. It
is evident that a short story can look like prose but sound like poetry
(Morace, 1989, p. 512) and if the visual arrangement of a prose text is contorted into a poetical structure we might as well interpret the text as poetry.

2.2.3

“For sale: baby shoes, never worn”

Whether this six-word story really was composed by Hemingway himself,
or if it emanates from some kind of urban legend, is not important. However, it is a good example of very short narrative fiction; it has a beginning,
middle, and end, and contains a protagonist, a conflict, and a resolution.
The internet, and its demands for immediacy and instantaneousness, is most
likely one of the reasons behind the boom of different genres of very short
narrative fiction. A striking example of this may be found in an anonymous
tweet, hashtagged with #iranelection and posted from Tehran on Twitter
June 16, 2009, that is, during the aftermath of the presidential election in
Iran, which reads: “140 characters is a novel when you’re being shot at.”26
The six words in the heading above carry a wide range of allusions, presenting an imaginary, almost novelistic world. This type of text is also often referred to as the “six word novel”. If the novel tells you what to think
and how to imagine a world, the shorter forms of narratives only point out
potential directions where to head.
The collective term often used for this kind of very short narrative fiction is flash fiction, though one may also come across different synonymic
terms and vaguely defined sub-genres, such as very short stories, nanofiction, baby shoes, 55 fiction, 69ers, “short-short stories, sudden, postcard,
25
This “text” is taken from the “book” The Tokyo-Montana Express, a book which the
critical practice surrounding it has had trouble to define in terms of genres. It consists of 131
autobiographical short narratives and has been defined both as novel, short ‘takes’, stations,
essays, short stories, sketches, stops, musings, mini-discourses, vignettes and verbal doodles.
26
Twitter is a public microblog. Posted texts are called tweets which may contain up to 140
characters. Searchable metadata may be added to the tweets by including a word prefixed
with #; these are called hashtags. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter and
http://hashtags.org [2009-06-20]
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minute, furious, fast, quick, skinny, and micro fiction /…/ little short story,
pocket-size story, minute-long story, palm-sized story, and /…/ the smokelong story” (Casto, n.d., Online).

2.3 Poetic narrative: A characteristic of the genre?
I am sitting in the heart of my mother, contemplating a mother’s yearnings.
(K rw n, 1995, p. 74)

At an early stage of this study, I somewhat hastily postulated that the lyrical nature of the short story is an uncontested matter. Before making such a
definite claim, this tendency needs to be further addressed. As was discussed in the previous section, the short story appears to be one of the more
unstable literary genres as regards the definition of its generic characteristics. This instability certainly renders the genre more open and consequently also more susceptible to absorbing external elements which are
distinctive of other genres. The form of the short story, that is, its characteristic of being short, makes the genre more disposed for borrowings from
shorter modes of literature, such as the poem and the prose-poem, but also
from the literary essay and the journalistic reportage. It is said that the
[short story] genre “‘works’ more like poetry than like the novel” (Brown,
1989, p. 234). Although Brown avoids giving a proper explanation of the
actual meaning behind the phrase “like poetry”, expressions such as this
have become almost standard in commentaries upon the short story genre;
that is, scholars often readily notice a close link between poetry and prose
within the short story genre, however, at the same time they refrain from
exploring this notion further than simply acknowledging its occurrence.
May (2002, pp. 114–115) writes that “although the short story is committed to a prose fictional representation of an event, it makes use of the
plurasignification of poetry – a metaphorically overdetermined language,
which results either from the basically subjective nature of the form or
from its ‘much-in-little’ necessity to use the most suggestive but economical means possible”. In other words, the short story tends to present a
minimal plot, which makes it more dependent on impression and suggestion
than on intrigue. This lyrical (or poetic) character of the short story has
been described as something “marked by a broad range of suggestion, careful management of tone, the use of metaphor as a major structural device,
and the abandonment of conventional plot sequence for the sake of the
presentation of a developing emotion or pattern of feeling” (Baldeshwiler,
36

1994, p. 240) and as “a marked deviation from chronological sequence, the
exploitation of purely verbal resources such as tone and imagery, a concentration upon increased awareness rather than upon a completed action, and
a high degree of suggestiveness, emotional intensity, achieved with a minimum of means” (ibid., cited in May 2002, p. 218).27 According to May
(2002, p. 122), the short story writer and critic Frank O’Connor said that
“the short story is the nearest fictional form to lyrical poetry”, and Lukács
(1971, p. 51) expresses a similar view saying that “[the] short story is the
most purely artistic form; it expresses the ultimate meaning of all artistic
creation as mood, as the very sense and content of the creative process, but
it is rendered abstract for that very reason.” Taha (2000, p. 74) in a discussion of the modern Arabic very short story, a genre defined as an intermediary between the short story and poetry,28 points out several poetic characteristics of the very short story which at the same time are typical markers
of poetry. It is described as a weak narrative which “gives a description of
a synchronic, local and specific occurrence”29 using “lyrical and indirect
language, metamorphosis, rhyme, and repetition”. It is obvious that brevity
is a key factor in giving a text a poetic character. This is also acknowledged
by Baudelaire who according to Todorov (1990, p. 66) thought that “the
poetic is purely a thematic category to which is added the requirement of
brevity. A text which may otherwise be narrative as well as descriptive,
abstract or concrete, must, if it is to be poetic, remain brief.” The shorter
the text the greater the need for supportive devices in order to get the message across, to maintain the minimal demands of narrativity. The use of
poetic devices is one strategy to fill the narrative gaps that brevity brings.
Undeniably, as also Akbib (2000, p. 84) emphasises, “the short story is
first and foremost a narrative genre”, nevertheless, if one dissects the genre
further, each expression within the genre may also be seen as an entity
constituted by varying degrees of narrativity.30 At one end of the scale the
low-degree narrative is positioned, that is to say, the poetic short story
which is more or less “empty of action” (Jakobson, 1987, p. 315); at the
In an article on the prose of the poet Pasternak, Jakobson (1987, p. 310) explicitly says
that “there is an undeniably closer relationship on the one hand between verse and metaphor, on the other between prose and metonymy.” A frequent use of metaphor in prose
could thusly be an indicator of a poetic or lyrical narrative and “different literary styles may
be classified by their preference for metaphor or metonymy” (Brown, 1989, p. 233).
28
In his own words: “the blurring of borders between short story and poetry has led to the
birth of the very short story” (Taha, 2000, p. 60).
29
Synchronic, spatial, syntagmatic, and configurative are conceptually speaking synonymous
definitions of poetic structures, while diachronic, temporal, paradigmatic, and successive
refer to non-poetic properties (see e.g. Brown, 1989, pp. 232–235, and Sloane, 1996, pp. 68–
69). These terms are often used in contexts where the short story and the novel are contrasted with each other. An additional dichotomy may be that between an imperfective structure (the short story) and a preterite (the novel).
30
The definition of narrativity in this context is the qualities, or characteristics that distin27

guish a narrative from all non-narratives.
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other end of the scale, we find the high-degree narrative, that is, the linear,
sequential-narrative short story. In the high-degree narrative short story, the
emphasis is on context, and in the poetic one, the text itself is the focus, or
as Selden & Widdowson (1993, p. 114) dichotomise it, there is “a distinction between an active and contemplative aspect of narration.” As the degree of narrativity is reduced, the text “moves from an emphasis on sequences to a focus on human feeling” (Dubrow, 2006, p. 263). Lack of
narrativity is compensated with poeticity. When the degree of narrativity
drops below the threshold of comprehension, that is, when the links holding
together a narrative text start to dissolve, we first end up with a prose
poem, and finally we reach the poem. “In transforming the plot by deletion
and substitution, writers also made their language more economical: dense
with meaning as it is in poetry” (Ferguson, 1982, p. 226).

2.3.1 Proesy: Interference between prose and poetry
Even when representing other issues with the precise detail and complex
coloration of Mughal painting at its best, many studies adopt the bold gestural strokes of Franz Kline to discuss the relationship between the lyric and
narrative.
(Dubrow, 2006, p. 254)

As seen in the above discussion, the critical practice surrounding the short
story genre is highly eclectic. Nevertheless, at least one common denominator can be discerned, namely, the lack of any clear idea of what adjectives
characterising texts as poetic or lyrical really signify. Examples of how
short narratives tend to incorporate poetic or lyrical devices were given
above; however, these seldom lead beyond the mere description of the phenomenon, and seem satisfied merely presenting the plain statement.
A definition of the poetic is not easily made in a context such as this,
where the primary focus is fixed in a slightly different direction, however,
the conceptual fundamentals need to be addressed. Impressions of poeticity
are by no means constrained to the world of literature, nor even to art for
that matter. They permeate our entire existence in one way or the other.
These experiences of poeticity can be seen as arbitrary sensations governed
by individual constitution or taste, all according to the mechanisms of subjectivity. As an example, contemplating the way the sunlight falls upon the
repetitive pattern of a Persian rug may cause a sensation of poeticity in one
person, while someone else only sees a carpet, its stains and discolorations,
resulting in nothing but a non-reflective experience of its practical func-
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tion,31 “an ambivalent object, like the sea-port, like twilight /…/ poetic and
spiritual on the one hand, prosaic and material on the other” (Todorov,
1990, pp. 65–66). A more tangible explanation of this concept, partly reflecting Jakobson’s formula on the poetic function of language, could be to
define the poetic as an impulse evoked by something (that is anything) real
which is experienced by an individual as a quality, or value, of extranominal essence.32 This interpretation of poeticity resembles several notions
within the aesthetics of the sublime or the philosophy of beauty; that is, it
describes beauty that does not necessarily have to be beautiful.
Let us leave the ontological domain of the poetic and instead narrow
down the discussion to the level of epistemology, to what makes language,
or more specifically, literature poetic. To fully understand the relationship
between poetry and the short story proper we need to define what is meant
by attributes such as poetic or lyrical in descriptions of fictive non-versified
narrative texts. In order to do this we first need to look at the interference
between prose and poetry, that is, at how prose interferes with poetry. We
also need to define how certain genotypic properties constituting the poetry
genre are borrowed into prose, and as a result, render the text poetic. The
relationship between prose and poetry has been discussed since the early
stages of classical criticism, most notably by Aristotle in his Poetics in
which “the classical distinction between narrative poetry and dramatic poetry [that is, between diegesis and mimesis] is established” (Genette, 1982,
p. 128). This distinctive opposition was later brought into focus by the Russian Formalists, and especially by Roman Jakobson (1987, p. 69), who
from a linguist’s point of view explored the nature of poetic language in
depth. He makes the important observation that “any attempt to reduce the
sphere of the poetic function to poetry or to confine poetry to the poetic
function would be a delusive oversimplification. The poetic function is not
the sole function of verbal art but only its dominant, determining function,
whereas in all other verbal activities it acts as a subsidiary, accessory constituent.”
On the level of aesthetics, the definition of the adjective poetic is anything which has the character of poetry; “elevated or sublime in expression” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2009, s.v. “Poetic”) whereas prosaic on
the other hand, is defined as representing its binary opposite: something
unpoetic or anything lacking in poetic expression (ibid., s.v. “Prosaic”). So,
how can these two extremes interfere with each other? Aviram (1994) reThe sun or the Persian rug could just as well be replaced by non-artistic artefacts, let us
say a sterile fluorescent strip light and a dull concrete wall in a parking garage.
32
Jakobson’s formulation reads: “But how does poeticity manifest itself? Poeticity is present
when the word is felt as a word and not a mere representation of the object being named or
an outburst of emotion, when words and their composition, their meaning, their external and
inner form, acquire a weight and value of their own instead of referring indifferently to
reality” (Jakobson, 1987, p. 378).
31
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frains from giving such a categorical definition and suggests instead that
the concepts of poetry and prose should be seen as hypothetical directions
moving from two bipolar positions towards each other (ibid., p. 46), and
that there is no such thing as a “real pure poetry or pure prose” (ibid.), only
poetry that can be more poetic or prosaic than other poetry and prose that
can be more prosaic or poetic than other prose. At one extreme we have
“ordinary language, which is practical and is used to refer to some sort of
‘reality’” (Selden & Widdowson, 1993, p. 60) and at the other end we have
poetic language, which “focuses on the message as an end in itself” (ibid.).
The former is assumed to be transparent; it “is not supposed to draw one’s
attention to its rhetorical features (style, images, figures), nor to its formal
features (how it sounds), but rather to its thematic content (what it says)”
(Aviram, 1994, p. 49). The latter is said to be opaque; difficult to understand and drawing attention to its form and rhetoric (ibid.). As a means to
decide the degree of interference or level of distinguishing factors between
prose and poetry, a simple test is suggested (ibid., p. 47); if a substantial
part of a text, out of its context, cannot be read as prose and likewise is
difficult to paraphrase, the text is poetry. There are several evident flaws in
a test like this since a decontextualised text positioned on the margins between two genres will certainly be judged differently by different readers.
Depending on their backgrounds, one reader may interpret a work such as
Petits Poèmes en Prose (1869) by Baudelaire, when decontextualised, as a
short story collection written in a highly poeticised prose, while another
may experience the same text as a rather free, prosified poem. Thus, “since
poetry, as language, must have meaning (or something approaching meaning, at least), it always has something akin to prose; since prose, as language, must have some sound patterns, accidental or intentional (rhetorical), it always shares something with poetry” (ibid., p. 56).
Similar ideas are also found in the argumentation of Todorov (1990, p.
71) who summarises the phenomenon by saying that “language may be
transparent or opaque, transitive or intransitive; but these are only two extreme poles, and concrete utterances are always located, as it were, somewhere between the two: they are only closer to, or farther from, one of the
extremes.” However, the question remains: at what point does a prose text
turn into a poem and vice versa? “If poetry is made to be more like prose,
then how far can one go, a poet might ask, before the work is no longer
conceived as a poem?” (Aviram, 1994, pp. 61–62). To come within reach
of answering these questions we might start out by looking at the prose
poem and its main characteristic: the interference between poetry and
prose.
Which one of us, in his moments of ambition, has not dreamed of the miracle of poetic prose, musical, without rhythm and without rhyme, supple
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enough and rugged enough to adapt itself to the lyrical impulses of the soul,
the undulations of reverie, the jibes of conscience?
(Baudelaire, 1869, pp. ix–x)

The prose poem which “has the distinction of being the literary genre with
an oxymoron for a name” (Riffaterre, M., 1983, p. 117) has been studied
along similar lines as many analyses of the short story, that is, how the
nature of interplay between prose and poetry is put into effect. Another
question to be considered is whether the prose poem should be defined as
prosaic poetry or poetic prose? Wanner (1997, p. 527) says that “Baudelaire was rewriting his earlier verse poetry in prose and thereby questioning
the very notions of lyric poetry, Turgenev was poetically ‘upgrading’ his
earlier narrative prose.” Whether or not the originator of a particular prose
poem might have been a poet or a prose writer is not a crucial point here;
the most plausible solution to the matter must be to leave the trouble of
labelling a work to the intention of the author and to the reception of the
reader.33
A prose poem is always prosaic poetry; it is a text which combines poetic and prosaic elements but in which the level of poeticity surpasses the
characteristics of prose. The prosaic element in a prose poem does not confront us with much of a mystery; prose lacks verse, demands some sort of
narrative element, and is visually arranged according to a structure we by
convention experience as being prose. The problem rests with “what remains of poetry if verse is removed?” (Todorov, 1990, p. 60); what characterises the poetic element of an oxymoronic epithet such as the prose poem
if verse is lacking, and what remains of poetry if “lyrical digressions in
narrative prose do not in themselves constitute prose poems” (Wanner,
1997, p. 524)? A recurring concept in Todorov’s exploration of the poetic
is representation. Representative arts “gives rise, so to speak, alongside
itself and outside itself (at least outside its body and beyond its phenomena,
although still emanating from itself and supported by itself), to a world of
beings and things that cannot be confused with it” (Souriau, É., 1969 cited
in Todorov, 1990, p. 68). Thus a denial of representation, of a signified
reality, begets disorder and “the negation of the real universe” (ibid., p.
68), something which stimulates poeticity. We might say that the representative arts represent a prosaic reality while the presentative arts present a
poetic unreality. Repetition, rhythm, incoherence, and atemporality are all
fundamentals of poeticity, something which has been suggested earlier and
also is acknowledged by Todorov (1990, pp. 61–62, 71). In the prose poems of Baudelaire, Todorov detects three central thematic categories, or
“The prose poem establishes its ‘poeticity’ not through any inherent formal quality, but
simply by being labeled as such” (Wanner, 2001, p. 459).
33
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“figures of duality”: implausibility, ambivalence, and antithesis (1990, p.
63), all of which are relevant for understanding the poetic element in a
prose poem. The first figure, implausibility, corresponds closely to the concept of “making strange”, or defamiliarisation, acknowledged by Taha
(2000, pp. 66–71) as being essential for the poeticity characterising the
Arabic very short story. Implausibility is at play when parts of the narrative
are distanced from reality, when a phenomenon contrasted with normal
behaviour appears strange or implausible. Ambivalence is the second duality and “can be explained as the contrast between what things are and what
they appear to be” (Todorov, 1990, p. 63). The third figure of duality is
antithesis. This is when two “beings, phenomena, actions, or reactions”
(ibid.) are juxtaposed, resulting in opposites such as good and evil, strong
and weak, etc. This last figure is also noticed by Melberg (2008, pp. 85–86)
when discussing a prose poem by Tomas Tranströmer, although he uses the
term oppositions, or disturbances for unstable oppositions, to designate the
contrast.34 An interesting observation is made in pointing out the duality of
tenses, that is, between a (lyric/poetic) present and an (epic/prosaic) past as
a use of emphasising this effect (ibid.). Patrick (1967, p. 82) also points out
this oppositional effect as a characteristic of the poetic short story, though
the term used he uses is polarities.
The prose poem and the short story share their most basic formal features; both are written in prose, are characterised by their brevity of composition, and share the distinction of being autonomous creations in that
they are “not part of a larger narrative framework” (Wanner, 1997, p.
524).35 Certainly, the presence of different levels of poeticity may also be a
joint feature to be reckoned with. However, a prose poem must always
contain some element related to the domain of poetry, while the short story
may very well lack such a feature. The prose poem is always read as poetry
and a short story is always read as prose, notwithstanding the potential
level of poeticity involved. The sole distinguishing factor between the two
genres accordingly appears to depend on the presence of paratextual materials included with the work, e.g. a subtitle or a preface, etc.
Poetic structures are also manifested and interfere with prose within genres that normally are experienced as being intrinsically prosaic, or as nonpoetic categories, such as the short story and the novel. Patrick (1967, p.
78) suggests that the short story may be divided into subgenres, two major
classes being the lyric and the mimetic short story. This distinction agrees
with the ideas of high- and low-degree narratives as discussed in the previous section, that is, “both use action and character to develop a theme, but
Also Wanner (1997, p. 525) mentions this feature of the prose poem saying that “the
antithetical juxtaposition of semantic opposites also constitutes a defining feature of the
Russian prose poem.”
35
This is of course also true for other genres of short prose as well.
34
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the mimetic story places the primary emphasis on narration, whereas the
lyrical subordinates the narrative element to a secondary or even inconsequential role and places the emphasis on dramatizing an idea or emotional
situation, as the lyric poem does” (ibid.).
As regards the novel, one can also find instances where prose interacts
with poetry, although “it is not present everywhere but surfaces intermittently, at moments when narration falls into the background” (Sloane, 1996,
p. 68). Even a prosaic work such as War and Peace, an archetype of prose
fiction, has retrieved attention for its poeticity, for displaying a prose operating within the domain of poetry. This, according to Sloane (ibid.), is a
conscious strategy by Tolstoy who “struggled to find a definition of prose
that would not exclude ‘poetry’”, and “wanted to combine the lyricism of
subjective experience with the concrete detail of objective reality”, and also
“wanted to find a place for the musicality of verse in his prose” (ibid., p.
70). Sloane demonstrates several passages that “stand out by virtue of their
rhythmical organization or phonological cohesion” (ibid., p. 74), which
“signal a prose striving to be like verse” (ibid., p. 80), “aimed at poeticizing, and mythologizing reality” (ibid., p. 81).
Similar features, that is, effects pertaining to poetry such as rhythm, parallelism, anaphora, and inconsistencies are, according to Morace (1989, p.
514), also found in the novels of John Cheever, narratives, “metaphoric –
rather than metonymic,” which are “less concerned with providing information about the ‘practical world’ and more concerned with evoking a lyrical mood”. One should notice that the Todorovian figure of antithesis is
also recognised in this context: “Instead of developing plot and character,
he [Cheever] juxtaposes opposites (male-female, past-present, humorpathos)” (ibid., 1989, p. 515). A more recent example of a novel written in
a highly poeticised prose is Atiq Rahimi’s Syngué sabour: Pierre de patience (2008)36 in which the narrative structure may be described as a dialogue between prose and poetry, a dense prose, visually close to poetry, in
which every word is vital to the narrative, interspersed with something
similar to poetic pauses, functioning as scene descriptions of the “acts” to
follow.
Rien ne se passe. Rien ne bouge, à part cette araignée qui s’est installée
depuis quelque temps dans les poutres pourrissantes du plafond. Elle est
lente. Indolente. Après un bref tour sur le mur, elle retourne à sa toile.
Au-dehors:
Un temps on tire.
Un temps on prie.
Un temps on se tait.
36

The title Syngué sabour is a rather strange “frenchified” transcription of the Persian Sang-

e abur.
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Au crépuscule, quelqu’un frappe à la porte du couloir.
Aucune voix ne l’invite.
Il insiste.
Aucune main ne lui ouvre la porte.
Il s’en va.
(Rahimi, 2008, pp. 124–125)

2.4 Conclusion
The aim of chapter two is to act as a general framework both for the upcoming discussion of Pashto prose literature in chapter three and for the
analysis in chapter four. Obviously, the Pashto short story has emerged
under the influence of both the Western short story and the short story in
neighbouring areas such as Iran, Pakistan, and India, as well as of coexisting indigenous literary traditions in especially Persian, Pashto, Urdu,
and English. Thus, to draw near the nature and essence of the contemporary
Pashto short story, a brief discussion of the general concept of the genre
may be justified. As is evident from the above discussion, there are several
competing theories as regards origin, form, and generic features of the
genre; however, notwithstanding the validity of each of these, they certainly
indicate the difficulties one faces when aiming to formulate a condensed
definition of the genre. The dynamic and fleeting characteristics even preclude all prospects of giving any generalising comments upon the genre.
We can only conclude that it is a literary text type which is written in prose
and is relatively brief, characteristics which are central in defining other
genres as well. The standpoint adopted here furthermore holds that the generic features of a genre cannot be defined through comparison, neither
cross-culturally or diachronically, but should be approached and studied
within the genre’s own context, both culturally and temporally.
One of the reasons why the critical practice surrounding the short story
often takes on such an apologetic rhetoric in discussions of its characteristics is most certainly related to the problem of definition. An entity that
lacks distinct definitions of its own needs to be argued for in a more convincing way than a phenomenon that is defined by a simple formula.
It is also evident from the above discussion that genre-defining a short
story is first and foremost related to how the text is supposed to be received, how and under what circumstances it is presented. Testing a fragment of a text does not say anything really about the author’s intention as
far as the question of genre is considered; to decide upon such a matter we
need to refer to context or paratext. This was exemplified hypothetically by
transposing certain text types onto other textual arrangements which dem44

onstrated the difficulties in genre-defining a text that has been visually contorted and decontextualised.
A substantial amount of attention was given to the poetic character of
the short story, assumed to be one of the more tangible genotypic features
of the genre. Melberg (2008, p. 94) suggests that “even the most prosaic of
languages is always on the verge of poetry”, and this is especially true of
the short story genre. This has been acknowledged by many short story
critics, though they commonly refrain from going deeper into a proper ontological explanation of the poetic, the prosaic, and the interference between the two. Therefore, examples of how poetic devices and characteristics can be integrated into text types such as the short story, the prose
poem, and the novel were given. From this it may be concluded that, although “prose forefronts in the reader’s mind the principle of sequentiality
or succession of textual elements, whereas verse [that is poetry] forefronts
the principle of formal or semantic equivalency (similarity or association)
independent of the order in which the elements are arranged” (Sloane, p.
68), there is no contradiction in the idea of the two of them interfering with
each other. Thus, a poetic narrative text “is designed to draw attention simultaneously to its thematic referents, or signifiers, and to the formal qualities of its signifiers” (Aviram, 1994, p. 101), while still upholding some
sort of narrative progression, that is, sequentiality of the plot. The poetic
short story may be defined as a dynamic structure, a process which aims at
internalising an “externally realized situation” (Dubrow, 2006, p. 254), of
which an ideal version would be that in where there is a balance between
form and meaning; where the focus is equally distributed between the Saussurean signifier and the signified.
The concept of high- and low degree narratives was established as a
means to describe the characteristics of a particular text. The figure below
is an extended and modified version of the figures found in Aviram (1994,
p. 46) and aims to present how different prose genres may be positioned
hypothetically on a scale according to their likewise hypothetical intrinsic
degree of poeticity.
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Poetry

Prose
Prose poem

Flash fiction Short story

Novel

The horizontal axis at the top should be seen as “hypothetical directions”
(Aviram, 1994, p. 46) towards poetry and prose respectively, where “Poetry” and “Prose” representing the archetypical experience of the two concepts. The positions of “Prose poem”, “Flash fiction”, “Short story”, and
“Novel” should not be seen as fixed, but aim to demonstrate the hypothetical relationship amongst themselves and their supposed relationships to
“Poetry” and “Prose”. Each of the genres in the figure above is connected
with a poetry/prose axis upon which one could place certain works depending on how well, or to what degree, the text meets with the criteria for poeticity. This suggests that, e.g., a novel, with a prototypical positioning
closer to prose than to poetry, could theoretically be positioned at the far
left of the axis.
Finally, if the prose poem, as Melberg (2008) argues, is the result of a
process consisting of a prosification of traditional poetry, can it not be the
case that the short story genre at times reveals a literary strategy aiming at
poeticising traditional prose? Perhaps we should be satisfied with surrendering to the idea that the prose/poetry dichotomy is nothing but “an illmatched couple that has decided to continue to live together, after all”
(Melberg, 2008, p. 86). And, if Mallarmé, according to Genette (1982, p.
92) “compared the transitivity of prose with that of walking and the intransitivity of poetry with that of dancing”, could we not compare the essence
of poetic prose with that of an elegant walker or perhaps a novice dancer?
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I am Majn n and you are my Layli [Layl ],
You are my flower and I am your bee [bawr ]

3.1 Introduction
Taken out of context, considering only the translation, its imagery, and the
theme involved, these two lines of verse could hypothetically have been
written anywhere from Northwest Africa to Southeast Asia anytime during
the last thousand years. However, this particular text is the refrain of a recorded song retrieved from the Taliban website Voice of jihad [d jih d
až],38 one of several others claiming to be the official site of the now
ousted Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan [d af nist n isl m im rat].39 The
fact that representatives of the purist Taliban chose to publish a song, or
chant [tar na] with these two lines of verse as its refrain, and the mysticerotic sentiment40 they convey, may at first appear incongruous, as an unFrom track one on the album Zwa ndi za ri [Falling Armours] by Mi r j al-D n R j
and Axtar Mu ammad Bah r available at:
http://www.freewebtown.com/taranetarane14/zawarandi_zaghari.htm [2009-09-28].
38
The site often changes address since it is being shut down by so-called “internet terrorist
hunters” or by its internet service providers. At the moment of writing the following addresses are used for the Voice of Jihad: www.alemarah1.info, www.shahamat.org,
www.shahamat.co.cc [2009-09-22], http://islamicemirat.blogspot.com/ [2010-04-08],
http://alemarah-iea.net/, www.alemara1.com and, http://www.shahamat-iea.com/ [2011-0519].
39
The Taliban reign lasted 1996–2001, however it was not until October 1997 that the official name of the state was changed from d af nist n isl m dawlat (Islamic State of Afghanistan) into d af nist n isl m im rat (Crewes, 2008, p. 258).
40
Heston (1996, p. 333–334, n. 66) says that the bee and the flower is a well known image
throughout South Asia but that in “Afghanistan, bawra means ‘butterfly’, resulting in a shift
to an image more familiar to western readers but losing the aggressive and even sexual
overtones of the bee penetrating the flower for its honey”. This appears strange since the
denotative meaning of the Pashto word bawr (Skr. bhramara) is a black bee. However, in
the aesthetic sense, the word bawr may very well also (or perhaps only) yield the meaning
“butterfly”, as a poetic image contrasted with the flower. It is possible to assume that the
word bawr has a poetical connotative meaning for some people, who lack factual experi37
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expected paradox; however, at the same time it may serve as an indicator of
how deeply rooted literature and poetry, and especially the ideas of popular
and classical poetry, are in the minds of the Pashtuns, and even among the
conformist Taliban.41 These songs are usually referred to as d t lib no
tar ne (Taliban chants) or jih d tar ne. In accordance with the Taliban ban
on music, no musical instruments are used, however, reverb and delay effects are used to such an extent that the songs often sound as if they were
accompanied by music. Thematically, they are mainly religious in character, often performed in the form of na t (praise, especially of the prophet),
amd (praise), naš d (religious song), honouring their warriors and their
commitment to Islam, commemorating their martyrs, or promoting jihad.
However, they may also contain elements of a more secular character, e.g.
criticism of the presence of foreign forces in Afghanistan, as well as expressions of dislike for the Afghan and Pakistani governments. Baily (2001,
p. 43) says: “the singing uses the melodic modes of Pashtun regional music, is nicely in tune, strongly rhythmic, and many items have the two-part
song structure that is typical of the region.” The songs are often modelled
upon popular verse forms such as the rob i, the azal, and especially the
flexible rbayta, since it has a refrain.
Although themes and ideas such as the ones presented above are of
rather limited occurrence, poetry sections tend to be almost an obligatory
feature of websites similar to this. As an example, the website mentioned
above contains examples of compositions in both the traditional azal form
and in the rob quatrain. On another website, www.toorabora.com [2009–
09-21],42 also claiming to be in support of the Taliban, one can find a section containing contemporary “beautiful poetry” [šk li aš r] composed
ence of its denotative significance. Presenting this issue among Afghans, the author found
Persian-speaking Afghans to give it the meaning “butterfly” while Pashto speakers unanimously referred to bawr as “some kind of black insect or black bee”. The same image is
used by the Pashto poet Zarlašt af z (2010) in her prose poem [adab o a] “T d r tlo p
tama” [“Longing for you to come”]:
I have created an imaginary world,
that of the flower and the bee
where only these two hearts are known
Where only one can see the soul in the other’s eye,
Me and you, like the flower and the bee

“They [i.e. the Taliban] are Pashtuns and therefore cannot live without listening to their
own melodies. That is why they have crafted their own hymns, based on all-time popular
Pashto tunes” (Anonymous Pakistani singer cited in Dacey, 2009, Online)
42
Also at http://toorabora.info/ [2010-11-08]. This site was endorsed and published by the
publication organ of “The Tora Bora Jihadi Front” [D tora bo a jihad ma ] but is now
non-functional [2011-06-01].
41
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according to classical Persian models such as the masnavi, azal, tarji band, and qet e.43
To Karzai

Than slavery for the slave, death is better
Than a life in shame, death is better

So that no honour will remain one is made unemployed
Than such a position and rank, death is better

And you are taunted as slave by everyone
Than such a life, such a world, death is better

Muslims, remove the foreign yoke and be brave
Than the yoke of slavery, death is better

And their God-fearing brothers are fettered in jail
Than this poor world, for them, death is better
(

)

Thus says Mu sin to you; you spineless thing
Than that apan and Qara Q l , death is better44

The azal is a verse form consisting of rhyming couplets according to the following pattern: a-a / b-a / c-a. It is generally limited in length to five to twenty baits (Utas, 2006, p.
227). The last couplet usually contains the author’s name, or his pseudonym (taxallo ), and
is called maqta . The qet e is only differentiated from the azal by omission of the opening
double-rhymed matla . The qet e is often short but may range from “two to 170 couplets in
length” (Elwell-Sutton, 1976, p. 251). The tarji band starts out as a azal. It contains a
matla but the stanza is concluded after some verses (most often after 5–10 baits) with a socalled v sete or band-e še r, i.e. a recurring double-rhymed verse which functions as a refrain. After this v sete, a new stanza follows having another end-rhyme than the previous
stanza and the v sete. The masnavi has the following rhyme scheme: a-a / b-b / c-c and is
not limited in length. The rob i is a quatrain with the rhyme scheme: a-a-b-a.
43
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The Persianate cultural space, that is, the transnational domain constituted
by a number of societies in which elements of linguistic and cultural influence can be traced to the legacy of Persian language and culture, includes
Afghanistan as well as Pakistan. The influence of Persian literature and its
impact upon both Afghan and Pakistani literature would be difficult to
deny. The development of Pashto literature has undoubtedly been affected
by Persian literature to a certain degree, and this applies not only to classical Pashto poetry, but also to contemporary literature, something of which
the azal cited above may serve as an example.45 The proposal is not that
these literatures are constituted by or are dependent upon the existence of a
Persian literature, only that they have emerged within a cultural space permeated by the literary traditions constituting Persian literature. At risk of
overgeneralising, a common characteristic that stands out when “reading”
these communities is the societal importance and topicality of the poetry
genre.
In the West, modernity brought with it a process of prosification; a tendency whereby “traditional poetical signals, conditioned by metrics, rhythm
and rhyme, became less important” (Melberg, 2008, p. 83), while in the
Persianate cultural space, this change was not as distinct (at least not initially). As regards Pashto, and also several other literatures in the adjacent
area, especially Urdu and variants of Persian, the poetry genre, and especially the traditional forms of poetry, constitutes an essential element of the
cultural identity. The modernistic project in these literatures did not really
cut off the umbilical cord connecting it with earlier classical poetry, but the
two came instead to co-emerge side by side, and today, at least in Pakistan,
Afghanistan, and also in Iran, poetry is still composed according to classical conventions of writing, e.g. in the metric verse form of the azal.
It is also important to note that much of the classical canon is a “living”
literature in these areas, not only from a scholarly point of view, but also as
an element in the everyday lives of ordinary people. Regarding Afghanistan, Olszewska (2007, pp. 205–206) writes that “poetry composition and
recitation has been and continues to be the most highly prized and widely
practiced art form among Afghans from all walks of life, both literate and
illiterate. Poets in Afghanistan possess an aura of wisdom and authority:
‘People use the prefix “Sha’er mega” (“The poet says”) to substantiate

Available at http://toorabora.com/Safhi/khkwali_ashaar_waghayra/sheerona/30.htm [Accessed 11 December 2009]. The publication date of this azal is 10 September 2009 and it is
signed with the name aparh r (Mu sin ).
45
An important difference to notice is that Pashto poetry composed according to classical
verse forms follows the classical rhyme patterns (having both radif and q fiye), but does not
“obey the quantitative rules imposed on Persian verse. In fact, all Pashto verse is syllabic in
nature” (MacKenzie, 1958, pp. 319–320).
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argument’” (citing Azoy and Khalili, 2004, An Assembly of Moths, p.
11).46
In Iran, renowned poets such as Hušang Ebteh j (S ye), Šafi i Kadkani,
and Esm il Xuyi47 still compose poetry according to classical conventions
of form, and in Pakistan, the azal form continues to flourish as the modern, or jad d azal “without having lost its popularity” (Farooqi, 2008, vol.
1, p. xxxviii). A similar development is seen within Pashto literature where
the classical azal was modernised in the middle of the 20th century in the
works of poets such as the prolific Am r amza Š nw r (1907–1994), often referred to as “D Pašto azal B b ”, i.e. “Father of the Pashto azal”,
Qalandar Momand (1930–2003)48, and Ajmal Xa ak (1925–2010). The
modern azal is referred to in Pashto as the jad d, or n way azal (Tabassum, 2007, p. 175) and its popularity within a greater Pashto literary discourse remains unchallenged.49
Baily refers to the status of the poetry genre in Afghanistan saying that
“it would be hard to over-emphasise the importance of poetry in Afghan
culture, irrespective of what language we are dealing with…Poetry is a
national preoccupation and many Afghans consider themselves to be poets”
(2001, p. 20). This could also probably be said of a greater Persianate cultural space, including nations such as Pakistan and also Iran, in which at
times one can only with difficulty distinguish between the voice-over in a
televised ketchup commercial and that of a Š hn me reciter at a teahouse;
both being performed with the same poetic outlook. It was said earlier that
the poetry genre constitutes an essential element of the cultural identity
within this region. In Iran, or possibly in the whole Persianate cultural
space, poetry was the dominant genre from its inception until the introduction of new forms of modern prose fiction. Even today, poetry holds an
important position in the society, in particular, the classical canon from the
10th–15th centuries, which represents a living element of people’s everyday
lives today.50
This phenomenon is also true for Iran where poets from the classical era in particular are
often referred to when an argument needs to be further substantiated, e.g. š er n miguyand
[“the poets say”], Sa di miguyad [“Sa di says”] etc.
47
Other poets worth mentioning are Simin Behbah ni, Mo ammad Qahrem ni, H di Xorsandi, and Mo ammad Sa ar.
48
It is said that “Hamza Shinwari spiritualised and Pashtunised the Pashto ghazal whereas
Qalandar embellished it with the jewels of romanticism and humanism.” See
http://thenews.jang.com.pk/daily_detail.asp?id=200964 [2009-10-14].
49
A representative collection of Pashto poetry is available online at http://pukhto.net [Accessed 24 November 2009]. Contemporary Pashtun poets such as Abd al-B r Jah n , P r
Mu ammad K rw n, and Ab s n Y sufzay are all represented by compositions in the azal
form.
50
Kubí ková (1968, p. 399), in a discussion about the literary trends in post-1941 Iran,
declares that “despite all the seeking after new forms and all the experimentation of the
literati, there is still alive in all classes of the nation a knowledge of classical poetry [my
italicisation] and the tendency to compose poems in the traditional forms.”
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Poetry is read widely; it constitutes an important part of the national
school curriculum (see Godazgar, 2001, passim), and it is also incorporated
into everyday speech through proverbial expressions etc.51 Anderson (1985,
p. 207) is of the same opinion, noting that “Pakhtun speech is liberally
sprinkled with landay, matluna [proverbs], passages from the Quran and
references to the hadith, which punctuate ordinary discourse and diction.”52
Poetry has also served as an important ideological tool for various oppositional groups and as a vehicle in spreading state propaganda across the
region (see Edwards, 1993). The muš ‘ira, public gatherings where poetry
is recited, is the “central sociocultural event in the Urdu-speaking world”
(Silver, 2003, p. 416), and is also an important institution in other regions
as well, especially in Afghanistan. Another feature which is related to poetry, and which is particularly pervasive within the Pashtun community, is
the rich tradition of folkloristic and popular poetry, something which will
be discussed further below.
The point to be made here is that poetry, in a variety of guises, manifests
itself and functions at a wide range of levels in these societies. I propose
that the acknowledgment of this “phenomenon”, for which I suggest the
term poeticised communities, is fundamental in the understanding of modern Pashto literature, and possibly also fruitful for other disciplines of research focussing upon the region.53 Similar ideas were put forward by the
French scholar James Darmesteter in the essay “Afghan Life in Afghan
Songs”54 who holds that “if we want to know what an Afghan [i.e. Pashtun]
is, let us put all books aside and receive his own unconscious confession
from the lips of his favorite poets” (Darmesteter, 1895, p. 107). A more
recent example of this poetic presence can be found in the social media
flux; on Twitter, Bil l Sarw r , a BBC journalist reporting from Afghanistan, tweets under the name @bsarwary. Amid different news tweets about
the realities of war; about abusive Arbakay55 forces and background facts
51
As an example, in which Western society would it be possible to hear a teenager nowadays quoting lines from e.g. the Icelandic Saga or citing a Shakespearean maxim in order to
substantiate an argument? In Iran and Afghanistan it is not unusual to come across people
quoting proverbs from the 13th century Golest n or exemplifying a situation by referring to a
Rumian parable. Likewise, lines of poetry from the Pashto classics of Ra m n B b and
Xvuš l [also Xvuš l] X n Xa ak are to be found idiomaticised as proverbs in modern
Pashto. This phenomenon also appears in Kurdish communities (See Blau, 2010, p. 12).
52
Similar standpoints are adopted in Majrouh (2003, p. xi), Bartlotti & Khattak (2009, pp. i–
ix), and Bartlotti (2008, passim).
53
An interesting study that aims to incorporate the concept of poetry into a non-literary field
of research is “Poetic Engagement with Afghanistan, Caucasus and Iran: an unexplored
strategic opportunity?” by Anthony Judge, 19 February 2009, (Online). The study explores
the interface between strategy [military] and poetry [aesthetics]. Available at:
http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs00s/caucas.php [2009-12-14].
54
Originally published in the October issue 1887 of Contemporary Review.
55
An Arbakay (also referred as Pal anay, Tsalwešt , Šalg n) is a community-based police
force (see Tariq, 2008; HRW, 2011, Online).
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on Sard r Mu ammad, the assassin of A mad Wal Karzai, Sarw r interposes into the news flow two couplets from the azaliy t of Mawl n ’s

Diw n-e Šams-e Tabr z .56

O you, who make me break my repentance, where shall I flee from you
O you, who dwell within my heart, where shall I flee from you

O you, who bring light into my eyes, how shall I see without you

O you, who are tied around my neck, where shall I flee from you

It needs to be said that this chapter does not have the pretension to present
an all-compassing or encyclopaedic treatment of the literary history in
Pashto as a whole; such a project would demand both better access to
printed primary sources as well as a more profound knowledge of the literary past of the Pashtuns. The aim is rather to position Pashto literature in
time and space; to relate this category to a greater context, though from a
Pashto-centric perspective, and stress certain aspects and problems related
to the subject. I will break away from the prevailing ta kira tradition, with
its plethora of name-dropping and biographical data, and instead try to
point out those features that form the basic characteristics of a Pashto literary discourse. The tazkira is an anthological compilation of literature, popular throughout the Persianate area, especially during the classical period,
but also today. Traces of this method can be seen in contemporary histories
of literature. Prichett (1994, p. 65) says about the Urdu tradition: “the earlier ones tend to be more like anthologies, with only brief critical commentary and minimal information about the poets; later ones tend to include
more extensive biographical data, anecdotal asides, and/or critical comment”, a description that fits the Pashto context as well. Although the tazkiras traditionally have been considered “notoriously unreliable as regards
biographic and bibliographic data and lacking theoretical deliberations”
(Utas, 2006, p. 211) and are often presented as selective histories representing the author’s personal idea of a literary canon, Caron (2009a, p. 9 ff.,
2011, pp. 176–177) has demonstrated that these accounts can be of relevance in the study of literature.
As both the literature of the classical era, as well as popular and folkloristic traditions seemingly play an important role in the contemporary Pashto
literary discourse, this chapter will also engage certain aspects of these
This tweet was published 16 July 2011 at: http://twitter.com/#!/bsarwary. Also 23 August
2011, the news flow was interrupted by a series of tweets containing Pashto, Dari, and
Hazaragi poetry (ibid.).
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categories. Although prose will be the main focus of this discussion, some
aspects of poetry will also be considered.

3.2 Delimiting and defining the concept and study of
Pashto literature
All the books in the home are in Dari or English and there are no Pashto
books despite this being the family’s first language. While Pashto is widely
spoken in Afghanistan, there is no local publishing industry and only a
small one over the border in Pakistan, making Pashto books less accessible
than the more widely available Dari books.
(Oates, 2009, p. 6)

If one examines the emergence and development of Pashto literature, a
number of related problems appear which need to be clarified, or at least
brought to one’s attention, before entering further into the discussion. As
previously mentioned, one of the main problems in studying the discipline
of Pashto literature is the lack of previous research, especially as far as
Western sources are concerned. Thus, the first question to address is: What
are the reasons for such scholarly neglect over time? How is it that a relatively large language such as Pashto, with approximately 40 million speakers, has received such limited attention?
From the above description of the status of the Pashto language, it is
evident that Pashto has suffered from a lack of both governmental and institutional support, historically as well as in the present. Officially, Pashto has
been recognised and promoted by the Afghan State in varying degrees since
the reign of Am null h in the 1920s (Rahman, 1995, p. 151), however, this
kind of state sponsorship has remained marginal in effect, most possibly
due to the unchallenged position of Dari as a literary medium in Afghanistan. Lindgren (in Farajzade & Lindgren, 1985, p. 8) finds that “the Pashto
language has traditionally been subject to discrimination, despite having
been spoken by more or less half of the population.”
In Pakistan, the Pashto language has by and large been marginalised by
the government. Initially, during the British period, a model imperialist
language policy was enforced and Pashto scholarship was promoted only as
a means for control “while denying its use in the domains of power for the
natives” (Rahman, 1996, p. 137). The British strategy was to support the
local vernacular Pashto instead of Persian, which was still used in admini54

stration at the courts and among the educated classes of the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, and thereby steer the Pashtun population of the Frontier areas towards India and Urdu, and not towards Afghanistan where the seedbeds of nationalism were being watered at the time (a process in which the
promotion of Pashto as a state language, as a differentiating and identitymarking symbol of statehood, played an important role). Later on, Afghanistan’s irredentist claims to the Pashtun areas in Pakistan referred to as
Pašt nist n or Pašt nxw , in combination with the anti-British movement
Xud y Xidmatg r formed in 1929, further strengthened the suspicion of
the government towards the promotion of Pashto.57 More recently the use of
Pashto in Pakistan was seen as a threat to the official nationalism promoted
by the Pakistani government, that is, to the “one Pakistani nation united by
the bonds of Islam and the national language Urdu” (Rahman, 1995, p.
152).
Constraints such as these become most apparent when one surveys the
writings of the history of literature and examines anthologies of fiction in
both Pakistan and Afghanistan. Specimens of Pashto fiction or descriptions
of the emergence of Pashto literature are hardly ever included in works
encompassing Pakistani/Afghan literature. Exceptions to this tendency are
the anthologies Colours of Loneliness: Short Stories from Urdu and the
Regional Languages of Pakistan (Iqbal, 1999), A Letter from India: Contemporary Short Stories from Pakistan (Sheikh, 2004), and Fires in an Au-

tumn Garden: Short Stories from Urdu and the Regional Languages of Pakistan (Farrukhi, 1997) in which examples of Pashto short stories can be
found. Pakistan Literature and Society (Riaz, 1986) contains a short section
(6 pp.) on Pashto literature in Pakistan. Also, in the anthologies Short Stories from Afghanistan (2002) and Afghanistan (Geerken, 1977) some translations of modern Pashto fiction can be found. The biannual periodic Pakistani Literature (1992–) published by The Pakistan Academy of Letters

covers all the literary languages of Pakistan. Since only one issue has been
accessed by the author so far (Hashmi, 1993), it is difficult to draw any
conclusions as regards the selection of authors or distribution between represented languages. The Pashto section (ibid., pp. 173–200) consists of
examples from the divan of Xvuš l X n Xa ak (in translation by Biddulph,
Howell and Caroe). Recently, an anthology appeared with the title Modern
Poetry of Pakistan (ed. by Arif & Khwaja, 2010), in which poems translated from seven languages in Pakistan have been included, e.g. Pashto
poetry by Am r amza Š nw r (pp. 30–37), an X n (pp. 92–101) and
the contemporary female writer as na Gul (pp. 261–265). Nevertheless,

The Xud y Xidmatg r, often translates as “Servants of God” though a better translation
would be “Godly, or Pious Servants”. The movement was banned now and then, both during the British rule and after the partition in 1947 (Banerjee, 2001, pp. 59, 70 and 189).
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the Pakistani literary discourse centres upon works in Urdu, and the Afghan
one, upon ones in Dari.
It should be mentioned that modern Afghanistan has been officially a bilingual country. Both Persian (Dari) and Pashtu are considered the official languages of the state. Although a splendid array of modernist writings exist in
Pashtu, the discourse of cultural and literary-aesthetic modernity in Afghanistan has been predominantly articulated in the Persian language. Despite institutional patronage of Pashtu throughout the twentieth century, Persian has remained the cohesive cultural force throughout the land.
(Ahmadi, 2008, p. 2)

The category of Pashto literature appears to be having trouble fitting in,
being for the most part excluded from both national literary discourses. As
far as Pakistan is concerned, regional and local historical narratives, such as
those of Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and Sindh, which in the past have
not always been in line with the official version of Pakistani history, have
at times been excluded from the greater narrative of national history
(Ayres, 2009, pp. 135–137), or have been narrated from a rather euphemistic perspective.58 The marginalisation of Pashto scholarship is not only related to internal policies and conventions in Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is
also possible to map out a wider tendency if one approaches the problem
from a broader perspective, to view it as something which appears to be
related to the deficiency of Pashto studies by scholars in the West as well.
A regional perspective on the problem presents a clear hierarchical structure with Iran, and Persian literature, functioning as a normative model for
the whole Persianate cultural sphere, the Dari literature of Afghanistan as a
subcategory within the category of Persian literature,59 and Pashto literature
occurring only sporadically as a footnote to the latter category. A recent
publication, A History of Persian Literature: XVIII (Kreyenbroek & Marzolph, eds., 2010), includes the history of Pashto literature (classical, modern, written, oral, and popular) under the misleading, and somewhat belittling, heading Oral Literature of Iranian Languages. The hierarchical relaA striking example of this is how the “Frontier Gandhi”, X n Abdul aff r X n and his
nonviolence movement, the Xud y Xidmatg r, have more or less been erased from the
Pakistani national history, “because explaining that his party favored an independent
Pukhtunistan rather than subordination to Pakistan or India suggests that Muslims of the
Indian subcontinent were not fully in agreement about the formation of Pakistan” (Ayres,
2009, p. 135).
59
Examples of the hierarchical relation between Persian and Dari can be found in almost
any Swedish library catalogue in where many Dari works are catalogued with the code for
Persian literature (Hqca according to the Swedish SAB-system) instead of the code denoting
Dari literature (Hqce).
58
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tionship between Persian literature in Iran and Afghanistan is discussed in
an article by Ahmadi (2004) which on the one hand aims to demonstrate
how contemporary Persian studies tend to exclude non-Iranian Persian literature from discussion, and reduce modern Dari literature to be only “a
minor project, almost a negligible phenomenon” (p. 420), and on the other
hand, substantiated with examples, argues against the prevalent conception
of Afghan Persian literature as being an inferior category, “a belated and
derivative enterprise, a mimicry of the more established, standard Iranian
originals” (p. 417).60
This tendency of exclusion within Persian poetics has striking parallels
to how the area of study historically has been approached in the West. Instrumental to this tendency has been the Iran-centric tradition within the
study of Iranian languages; not only Afghanistan has suffered from such an
outlook, but also India and the countries of greater Central Asia (Ahmadi,
2008, n. 1, p. 148). Thus, studies of Persian literature tend to be Iran-centric
and often fail to proper analyse or describe Persian literature outside Iran,
areas which have been given only peripheral attention and have rarely been
studied in their own right. Exceptions to this may be found in the delineation of the classical literature in which several authors of non-Iranian origin
are often incorporated into the Iranian literary canon (e.g. Amir Xusro Dehlavi, Bidel, Fay i, and possibly also Nez mi,61 all of whom worked and
lived in a Persian context though being of non-Iranian descent). However, it
is important to point out that the category of Persian literature of the classical era holds canonical consensus among the nations constituting a greater
Persianate cultural sphere. This idea, namely, the conception of Iran as the
dominant force within a greater Persianate cultural sphere, appears to be a
widely accepted truth, manifested in a great many minds still today, which
has led to a situation where the “peripheral” literatures are often studied in
an Iranian setting.
These lines of argument may appear more clearly if one looks at Afghanistan for instance. Examining articles, books, and movies all with the
attributes “Afghan”, “Afghanistani,”62 or “of Afghanistan” in the title,
There are a few exceptions to this tendency, e.g. the writers Mo ammad ef Solt nz da
and Mo ammad osain Mo ammadi who both have met a positive reception in the Iranian
literary community (both being receivers of the prestigious Hušang Golširi Award). However, it must be noted that these writers have lived, worked and have been published in Iran
for many years.
61
Amir Xusro Dehlavi was of Indian/Turkic origin (Rypka, 1968, p. 257), Bidel of Uzbek
descent (Be ka, 1968, p. 516), and Fay i a native of India (Rypka, 1968, p. 299). Nez mi
has been subjected to a highly politicised debate as to whether he was of Iranian (Kurdish),
Turkic, or mixed origin (ibid., p. 210).
62
“Within Afghanistan the term Afghan connotes those of Pashtun descent. Other ethnic
groups (e.g., Hazaras, Tajiks, Uzbeks, etc.) resent this equating of their country with the
political power of the Pashtuns. Thus the term Afghanistani is widely in use inside Afghanistan. This word (Afghanistani) describes the inhabitants of the multi-ethnic modern nation of
Afghanistan [excluding the Pashtuns?]” (Bezhan, 2006, p. 171).
60
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clearly reveals such a Persian-centric stance. As an example, the article
“The Afghan Experience Reflected in Modern Afghan Fiction (1900–
1992)” (Sadat, 2008) invites the reader to believe that Dari is the only literary language of Afghanistan, and only makes a few references to the existence of Pashto, though without any reference to its complexity and importance as a literary language. The Pashtun voice, or perhaps more precisely,
the Pashto voice, is either articulated through a Dari proxy or is simply
excluded from discussion.63 Publications in Persian also tend to use this
kind of “false advertisement”, of which a recent compilation of Afghan
story writing may serve as an example. Mo ammad osain Mo ammadi’s
Farhang-e d st n-nevisi-ye Af nest n (1385)64, in spite of the neutral title,
only contains Dari works. Only four Pashtun writers are represented in the
book, all of whom either write in both Dari and Pashto, or in Dari exclusively. These writers are ul m aws Xaybar (b. 1312), Ma ma I mat
Wardag (b. 1309), Say d Bah al-D n Majr
(1928–1988), and
Mu ammad M s Šaf q (1930–1978). At the same time it should be mentioned that the encyclopaedic treatise of Persian literature in Afghanistan by
asan Anuše, D nešn me-ye adab-e f rsi: f rsi dar af nest n (1381), carrying a most subject-specific title, discusses several Pashto writers, among
which many write in Pashto exclusively.
This tendency of exclusion is also seen in more general surveys of Afghanistan, particularly in Emadi’s book Culture and Customs of Afghanistan (2005) which “devotes fewer than three pages to their [i.e. the Pashtuns’] social organization, language and culture, and does not even reference Pashtunwali, their code of conduct and values” (Barfield, 2007, p.
141).65 The glossary included in Emadi (2005, pp. 221–225) is clearly Persian-centric. For instance, a word such as anjoman “society” is explained in
the glossary while its synonym in Pashto, olana, is excluded, despite the
term being referred to in the text.66 Persian, or Dari, thus tends to act as a
default language, or a kind of linguistic origo for a greater Afghan discourse.67 The shifting status of Pashto and Dari has stirred a great many
63
One of the few exceptions this is Hatch Dupree’s article “The Conscription of Afghan
Writers: An Aborted Experiment in Socialist Realism” (1985), which addresses both Dari
and Pashto writers. In the same article, an allusion to her view on the status of Pashto as a
literary language is made: “Taraki wrote in Pashto, which limited his influence [as a writer]
in general” (p. 70). Unfortunately, the article does not elaborate this statement any further.
64
This book has an alternative English title on its backside reading Afghanistan Story Writing Encyclopedia.
65
Barfield (2007, p. 141) adds to this, saying: “Except to excoriate them as oppressors, the
author ignores the Pashtuns who constitute 40% of Afghanistan’s population.”
66
Two words in this glossary (p. 225) are explained as being “Pushtu words” which clearly
shows that the default language in the book is Persian; wuluswal [wul sw l] “district governor”, and wuluswali [wul sw l ] “district”. By “Pushtu words”, Emadi probably means Dari
words of Pashto origin, since both words are used in contemporary Dari.
67
This can be seen quite clearly when one enters different Afghan websites which speak to a
broader national public, such as those belonging to the Afghan government or to NGOs in
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discussions and controversies in Afghanistan during the years, perhaps the
most recent example being the controversy over the use of d nešg h “university” and d neškada “faculty/college”, that is, the Persian equivalents of
Pashto pohant n and pohandzay.68

Although Pashto is spoken by the largest ethnic group in the country, they
[i.e. the Pashtuns] complain that Dari is the dominant language in Afghan
government offices, at official meetings, in the courts, in publications and
on radio and television programs…Professor Abdulshukur Rashad, a prominent Afghan scholar, told RFE/RL that apart from the Faculty of Pashto
Language and Literature, all other departments at Kabul University function
only in Dari. “Some people says [sic] that Pashto is also one of the official
languages, but it is only on paper. It is not the case in reality. The language
of education is Farsi. The language of offices is Farsi,” Rashad said.
(Najibullah, F., 2003)

Thus, language status, both due to official policies and traditional preferences, is an important aspect to take into consideration before embarking
on the study of Pashto literature. Certainly, the low literacy rates in Pashto,
as compared with Dari and Urdu, must also have played some part in the
marginal output of Pashto literature and scholarship. As was stated previously in chapter one, the adult literacy rate of the total population in Afghanistan is estimated to be around 25% and in Pakistan approximately
50%, but that this data do not disclose the ratio of people literate in Pashto.
One must also notice the great differences in literacy between urban and
rural areas, and its relation to ethnic distribution.69
Low literacy rates in Pashto seem to have restricted the spread of Pashto
writings in general and generated a rather limited sphere of intellectuals
writing in Pashto; Pashtuns writing in Pashto for Pashtuns reading Pashto.
Still, the core question remains, namely, why has so little been done for the
study of Pashto literature in the West? In other disciplines, the Pashtuns
Afghanistan. The entry pages are most often displayed in either Dari or English. However,
recently (2011), the president’s office [d jumh r riy sat daftar] website at president.gov.af,
as well as the website of the provincial government office in Kandahar [kandah r wil yat
maq m] at kandahar-gov.com, both have their default language set to Pashto [2011-08-09].
68
Linguistic controversies such as these have resulted in a number of demonstrations (especially in Dari-dominated cities such as Balkh, Kabul and Mazar-e Sharif) and parliamentary
debates. See e.g. http://www.bbc.co.uk/persian/afghanistan/story/2008/08/080811_ram-farsipashtu.shtml [Accessed 23 November 2009].
69
“Zabul, Paktika, Hilmand, Uruzgan and Badghis have the lowest literacy rate respectively.
Cultural constraint and tradition of people in [the] first 4 provinces with mainly Pushton
nationality is the main reason associated with lack of school, distance from school, lack of
job opportunity and insecurity” (MRRD – AIRD, 2006, p. 2).
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have received more proper attention, e.g. in anthropology (Barth, 1959;
Banerjee, 2001), musicology (Baily, 2001), history (Caroe, 1983; Rittenberg; Nichols, 2008; Caron, 2009a), political science (Misdaq, 2006), folklore (Ahmad & Boase, 2003), and linguistics (MacKenzie, 1989; Robson &
Tegey, 2009). For natural reasons, scholarly focus upon the Pashtuns has
increased considerably after the emergence of the Taliban concept in the
early 1990s, and especially after the launch of Operation Enduring Freedom, that is, the US invasion of Afghanistan in October 2001. However,
the greater part of these studies has mainly been concerned with different
aspects pertaining to the present conflict in the country – addressing such
subjects as war experience, migration, health issues, terrorism, etc. – and
rarely involves any cultural aspects of the Pashtun community.
Classical and popular literature have, however, been the subject of several studies, especially during the periods of British and Soviet interference,
but also more recently, something which will be looked at below. Previous
research on modern Pashto literature in Western languages has, on the contrary, been remarkably rare, especially as far as prose is considered. Similarly, the number of translations of modern Pashto literature available in
Western languages is very limited. Except for some scattered occurrences
in different anthologies (e.g. in Cooke & Rustomji-Kerns, 1994)70 and a few
examples represented on a handful of websites (e.g. at dastanona.com,71
wordswithoutborders.org, poetrytranslation.org, etc.), only two published
translations of modern Pashto prose works exist to the author’s knowledge;72 Confiture d’orange: nouvelles by Safia Haleem (2004) and Fifty
Million: Short Stories by Abdul Wakil Sulamal Shinwari (2009b).73
70
Translations into Russian appear to be of rather occasional occurrence as well, and most
of them are anthological compilations of Afghan literature in general (i.e. of both Dari and
Pashto) and not Pashto literature specifically.
71
The site appears to have been suspended and is non-functional since November 2009.
72
An online version of a translated collection of modern Pashto poetry can be found at
http://www.khyber.org/books/ashauq/twistfate.pdf [Accessed 30 November 2009]. Shauq,
A., 2006, Twist of Fates: Collected poems of Afzal Shauq, translated by Alley Boling, Islamabad: Faizur Islam printers.
73
This book is the first (and so far only) collection of Pashto short stories to be translated
into English. The book has received some critical attention, both due to it being the first
complete publication of Pashto prose in English, and as such, the first piece to reach a wider
market outside Afghanistan and Pakistan, but also because of how it addresses a number of
sensitive topics and controversial themes that rarely have been attended to earlier in a context of modern Pashto literature. The prose writer and poet Alam Gul Sa ar (2009) agrees
with this, saying that “the plots [s že] of his stories are both innovative and fascinating,
since no other writers have written stories on these subjects [maw
t] before.” Shinwari
(2009b, p. 1) himself recalls in the introduction to his short story collection that “even publishing this book in Pashto frightened me, as most of the short stories in the book depict
characters of those people who still grab high and mighty positions in present-day Afghanistan’s politics.” Also in Pakistan, publishing an Urdu translation of this collection was not
without friction, publishers feared reprisals due to its sensitive subjects and critics were not
that eager to review it after it finally reached the market. This is further demonstrated by
Shinwari (2009b, p. 2), citing its translator, Rashid Khattak: “It is up to you now to be
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Those few Afghan writers who have received recognition internationally
have all written in Dari or in the languages of their host countries. For instance, Atiq Rahimi writes in Dari, though he did not reach a broader international readership until he switched to French, Khaled Hosseini writes
exclusively in English, Mo ammad ef Solt nz da writes in Dari, and has
been translated into Danish (2005), French (2002), and English (in Vatanabadi, 2004; Soltanzadeh, 2011), and Akram Osm n has received international recognition through the 2005 English translation of his Dari short
story collection Mard ra qawl as (1367/1988) by Arley Loewen.
From all of this, a distinct causal chain can be discerned which can lead
us closer to an answer to the question posed earlier. Certainly, one could
argue that the reasons for the neglect of Pashto literature by Western scholarship may simply be deduced from the nature of the Pashto language itself, its grammatical intricacy and rigidness of structure, in combination
with the limited choice of Pashto language study opportunities at Western
universities. Also, the lack of material, both as regards the overall limited
scope of published literature in Pashto, as well as difficulties accessing it
physically, may be convenient explanations of the matter. An intellectual
experiment viewing Pashto literature as nothing but an imitation of its Persian counterpart, applying similar forms, and addressing the same ideas and
world view as authors writing in Dari could even be attempted.74
Although, such propositions may hold a certain element of truth,75 the
answers are more likely to be found in the light of what has been discussed
earlier. The proposal is not that the study of Pashto literature has been subjected to some deliberate strategy of discrimination; it is rather the effect of
language status, in combination with low literacy levels and ethnic distribution between urban and rural setting that constitutes the connectional basis
of this causal chain. The shortage of prerequisites such as these has resulted
in both a late introduction and a marginal spread of Pashto as a language
taught in higher education. The natural consequence of this, as was sughappy or upset. An Urdu daily in Pakistan has criticised all three—Fifty Million, you, and
me. I could not get a copy of the said daily, but a friend told me that the writer of the review
recommended a suicide attack on both the writer and translator of the book.” The collection
is only a partial translation of its Pashto original that was published in 2005 under the title
Pindzos m ly na [Fifty Million]. Some of the stories that are included in the Pashto version
have been replaced with other stories in the English version.
74
Yarshater (1988, p. 15) e.g. states that “in the vast regions where Persian literature was
patronized, it was a mere ethnic or linguistic accident whether the poet wrote in Urdu, Sindi,
Turkish, Chagatai, Pashto, or Persian; the poetic ideas and images were the same.” Such a
statement is only partially true. Undoubtly, different forms of poetry were borrowed into
these languages, however, “the poetic ideas and images” were not exactly the same but were
often adapted to fit a local context and culture.
75
As an example, one could mention that the institutional libraries to which the author
belongs to do not have a single work of modern Pashto prose literature in their holdings.
The Karin Boye Library in Uppsala (special library for the humanities, theology, and sociology) does not even have a category for Pashto literature.
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gested earlier, has been the creation of a comparatively limited field of
expertise working upon Pashto literature, a practice, perhaps not isolationistic in character, but to a certain extent protectionist and self-amending.
As far as language status is concerned it should be added that the situation differs between Pakistan and Afghanistan. In Pakistan, language proficiency is related to power as well as economic prospects. Proficiency in
English is valued the highest, second comes Urdu, and third regional languages such as Pashto, Punjabi, and Sindhi (see Ayres, 2009, pp. 36–39;
Rahman, 1996, p. 250 and 2003, passim). In Afghanistan, language status is
more of a cultural and social issue, rather than being related to power and
wealth, though bilingualism may certainly have some economic advantages.
Similar considerations can be put forward to explain the limited number
of published Pashto poets and prose-writers. In relation to this, one must
also consider the effects of bilingualism in both Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Many, or probably most Pashto writers, are bilingual or even multilingual,
which has resulted in a situation where we can find Pashto writers composing works in a secondary non-maternal language such as Dari or Urdu at
the expense of Pashto. Thus, bilingualism has enabled Pashto writers to
partake in a broader Afghan or Pakistani literary discourse.
Another causal connector within this chain may be the lack of canonical
consensus, especially as far as modern Pashto literature is concerned. The
arrangement of the classical literary canon, and also the acknowledgment of
important early modern writers such as Say d R at Z xel (1884–1963),
Gul P
Ulfat (1909–1977), and ‘Abd al-Ra f Benaw (1913–1985) are
commonly subjects of agreement among scholars in both countries; that is,
Pashto literature is regarded as one transnational category (Gerasimova,
1986, p. 3). However, the current situation displays a tendency pointing in a
different direction, toward a more national, or localised character in descriptions of Pashto literature. Such a tendency is most likely to have
emerged due to the differences between the Pashtun communities in Afghanistan and Pakistan in terms of social conditions, stability, economy,
etc., or has developed as an inevitable compromise due to the lack of means
for undertaking more comprehensive studies upon the subject.76 Especially
in a country such as Afghanistan, three decades of war and political instability must have had a significant effect upon the prospects for carrying out
adequate research.
Popular culture is often one of the first casualties of war, either sacrificed to
the exigencies of war in the interest of life-and-death national struggle, or
transformed in various ways, often not benign, by the war itself. In Afghanistan the social framework and indigenous culture were direct targets
throughout the war of various combatants, thus it is no surprise that Afghan
Scanning the internet and exploring Pashto websites clearly shows a national split between Afghan Pashto and Pakistani Pashto, orthographic as well as lexical.
76
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popular culture has been so damaged. Virtually every area of popular culture has been affected over the past two decades, including music and the
arts, architecture, customs, education, historical heritage, intelligentsia, literature, publishing, and sports, to name a few.
(Goodson, 1998, p. 282)

A conjunction of the factors mentioned above should provide an answer to
why modern Pashto literature has been met with such neglect by Western
scholarship. A Persian-centric stance, and an uncommunicative or private
sphere of indigenous Pashto scholarship, appear to be the main reasons for
this. Previous attempts to define the causes of this situation have addressed
Persian literature exclusively (cf. Ahmadi, 2004). Another scholar who has
taken on this issue is Bezhan (2002, p. 5) who states:

Persian literature in Afghanistan has been widely ignored, in particular by
Western academic scholarship, as if Persian had died out in that country.
The main reason for this situation is associated partly with the cultural policies of the regimes that have ruled Afghanistan in the course of the 20th century and have attempted to promote Pashtu as a ‘national language’, practically denying the same status to Persian, despite the fact that Persian has
served as a lingua franca and has always been the language of literature.

Such an assumption appears highly questionable and implies that Pashto
literature in Afghanistan de facto has been acknowledged and studied by
Western scholars (at the expense of Dari literature), something which is
very far from the truth.
Although, one should exercise caution when pointing out discrepancies
in reasoning based on ethnicity, it is interesting to read a Pashtun standpoint on the same matter. Sher Alam Shinwari (2009a, Online) holds the
opposite view of that of Bezhan saying that “Pashto has never enjoyed official recognition and patronage, as it has never been the court language despite the fact that Ahmad Shah Abdali and Sher Shah Suri were Pakhtun
kings; even they preferred Persian to Pashto for court proceedings and
other matters”.77
Considering the present situation in both Afghanistan and Pakistan, with
ethnic rifts, institutional nepotism, and sectarian antagonism, one could
predict a certain presence of biased or prejudiced secondary information
This is of course not completely true since Pashto has been promoted by the Afghan
government since the 1920s, even though this “official preeminence was artificial”
(MacKenzie, 1989, p. 547), at least at an early stage.
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which reflects these issues. However, the discussion of Pashto literature
presented below will start out from the neutral presumption that “the discursive strategies that are symptomatic of modern Persian literature, powerfully reverberate in the modern Pashtu literature as well, and some prominent poets and writers…also produce, with equal versatility and adaptability, in Pashtu” (Ahmadi, 2008, p. 2).
To this should be added that when Pashto literature is discussed in the
present work, it is done from a transnational and diasporic perspective,
engaging a Pashtun literary discourse involving Afghanistan, Pakistan, and
the diaspora. Literary discrepancies that can be related to national characteristics will however be taken into consideration and discussed as they
appear. Also, since Pashto literature has emerged alongside other literatures, both within the nation and the region, the discussion will include
contributions from these as well. However, the Pashto-centric approach that
previous studies have refrained from adapting will be insisted upon
throughout the discussion.

3.3 Past and present: An overview of Pashto literature
The Pashto language has a literature that is very rich in quantity. It is essentially an imitation of Persian, though in spirit it is rather different from the
Persian literature of Iran and approaches more the spirit of Indo-Persian and
Urdu. This “imitation of Persian”, as in the case of Urdu and other Islamic
literatures, has been a little exaggerated by some European scholars who
perhaps have not taken the pains to examine more closely the statistic and
literary realities of these “secondary” languages which can offer some
pleasant surprises.
(Bausani, 1971, p. 56)

It is true that classical Pashto literature was mainly based upon poetic models of a Persian type; or perhaps better, certain aspects of the literature in
fashion at the time, i.e. Persian literature, were borrowed and applied to
Pashto literature. Verse forms such as azal, rub i, masnavi, qa ide and
qet e etc., some of which are still in use today, were modified to fit the
characteristics of the Pashto language. Also the Arabo-Persian tradition of
collecting poetry in a div n was adopted by Pashto poets. On the surface,
much of the classical poetry resembles Persian poetry, however, considering the nature of the Pashto language, with its many word-initial consonant
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clusters and vowels distinguished by quality rather than by quantity, the
adoption of the aru system was difficult (MacKenzie, 1996, pp. 339–340).
Furthermore, the sentiment of Pashto poetry, as well as to a certain extent
the imagery, remains conspicuously Pashtun, just as Persian poetry produced in India tends to represent an Indian world of ideas rather than expressing a “Persian” mood.
The development of classical Pashto literature has been discussed previously78 and will therefore only be touched upon briefly here. However,
there are some aspects of this that will need some attention before a proper
analysis of the modern period, and especially of the transitional period into
modernity, can be made. The beginning of Pashto literature is still shrouded
in somewhat of a mystery, since most of the material put forward as evidence from the 8th and 15th centuries is drawn from the “infamous” Pa a
xaz na [The Hidden Treasure], an anthology of Pashto poetry, allegedly
compiled in the 1720s. The manuscript is considered to be a forgery by
most scholars on the subject (see e.g. Andreyev, 2010, p. 91; Sampson, p.
123) and MacKenzie’s (1996, p. 339) uncompromising view upon this matter is difficult to misinterpret, “The earliest Pashto poetry on the Persian
model that has come down to us dates from the end of the sixteenth century. Anything purporting to be earlier is a pia fraus.”79
idd q All h Rišt n, in D pašto nasar hind ra, a tazkiraic treatise on the
development of Pashto prose from the 10th century to the first half of the
20th century, divides the history of Pashto prose into five periods. The first
period (ca. 1000–1500), consists mainly of works which are mentioned in
the Pa a xaz na but of which not a single line of text has been preserved.80
Solaym n M k , Šayx Mal 81, and Kaj X n (also X n Kaj ), are other
names mentioned as representatives of this period, however, only parts of
the Tazkirat al-Awliy , a hagiography allegedly composed by Solaym n
M k in 612 h.q. (1215–1216) have been preserved.82 Rišt n (1991, pp. 37–
See e.g. Andreyev (1999, 2010), Bausani (1971), Gerasimova & Girs (1963), Rišt n
(1991), and Raf (1997).
79
The authenticity of Pa a xaz na has also been questioned by Pashtun scholars, e.g. the
Pashto scholar and writer Qalandar Momand in the book Pa a xaz na f al-m z n [The Hidden Treasure on the Scale] (1988). See Far (2002, pp. 216–217) and Caron (2009a, p. 176).
80
These are D s lo wažma by Ab Mu ammad H šim Sarw n , T r x-i S r by
Mu ammad Bin Al Bust , Lar on Pašt n by Šayx Ka a, and A l m al-lawza f axb r alLod by Šayx A mad. These are the main sources of reference used in Pa a xaz na. See
Hotak (1960, passim).
81
The Daftar-i [or Dawtar-i] Šayx Mal is believed to have been a 16th (or 15th) century
treatise on the Y sufzay clan and the land distribution system known as Weš, although, as
Raf (1997, p. 62) states: “There are very few documents to support Šayx Mal B b and
the Daftar of his, though, there are an abundance of [oral] narratives [riw y t] that to a great
extent are based on folklore and legend, and lack supportive documentation.”
82
This manuscript (8 pages) was found by Abd al- ayy ab b in the village dam X n in
1933. See www.alamahabibi.com/pdfs/B_Tazkerat_ul_awlya.pdf [Accessed 29 September
2010]. The authenticity of this manuscript has also been questioned (see e.g. Khattak, 1995,
pp. 28-29).
78
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44) proposes two additional categories of prose writing from this period:
Pashto tales (Pašto k se) and Pashto proverbs (Pašto matal na). The category of “Pashto tales” alludes to the oral narrative tradition and stories
such as D
dam X n aw Durx n y k sa and D Gul aw anobar k sa.
Prose versions of these stories were not written down until the 18th century
(ibid., p. 131) and, despite the fact that these stories are without a doubt
based upon traditions that are much older,83 it is not possible the draw any
definite conclusions as regards the characteristics of their prose. It is also
possible that these late prose versions are adaptations of earlier narrative
forms in verse. It is also impossible to say whether the secondary sources
referred to in the Pa a xaz na are direct citations from a prose original or
perhaps reformulations of narrative poetry.
Thus, with only these examples at hand, it is not possible to make any
further comments or judgments about the nature of Pashto prose prior to
the 16th century. This standpoint is also shared by many other writers (cf.
Bausani, 1971; Andreyev, 1999, 2010; MacKenzie, 1996). Although the
insertion of a category of Pashto proverbs in a discussion on the prose
genre may be justified, since they are in fact short narratives, being
“‘molecules’ of popular literature” [and often] “the embryonic ‘punch
lines’ found in folk tales” (Edwards & Tair in Bartlotti & Khattak, 2009, p.
xiv), they cannot present us with any hard facts as far as the historical development of prose is considered.
Even though many things point to an already established tradition of
written Pashto literature when we enter the 16th century, there is not enough
evidence to verify this idea. From the following period, which Rišt n (1991)
sets to 1494/95–1688/89, 84 several important works have been preserved. It
appears that the rise of Pashto literature in the mid-16th century is somehow
related to historical developments in the surrounding areas; in the Safavid
Empire, Persian literature declines both in quality and quantity, a tendency
which can be traced back to the Mongol invasion in the 13th century (Safa,
1986, p. 948). Previous literary centres are relocated to the outskirts of the
Persianate sphere, to the Ottoman Empire and India in particular. Simultaneously, the Pashtun migration gains impetus; tribes are moving west towards today’s southern Afghanistan from the hills surrounding the Sulaym n mountain range, and onwards up to Kabul and along the Kabul River
towards the Peshawar valley (Vogelsang, 2002, pp. 23–24). In India, Pashtuns were already established through the Khalji (1290–1320), Lodi (1451–
1526), and Suri (1539–55) dynasties. Thus, the Pashtuns walked into a sort
of power vacuum, which is soon to be filled by the contesting Safavid,
83
Most versions of the story of dam X n and Durx n y are set during the reign of Akbar
(1556–1605), though this does not exclude the possibility of even earlier versions (Jah n ,
1389, Online).
84
This time period corresponds to what Bausani (1971, p. 59 ff.) refers to as The Moghul
Period (1494–1687).
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Shaybanid, and later Mogul dynasties, and they settled down along the major trade routes. It is in this interregional milieu that Pashto literature
emerges.
Without any doubt, the Persian literary canon was a significant source of
influence and inspiration initially, though what seems more important is the
influx of ideas coming from India, and more precisely the emergent trend
of writing in the regional languages as a device for sects and popular religious movements to communicate with the common people and attract supporters (Kulke & Rothermund, 2004, p. 152; Andreyev, 2010, p. 92).
Written Pashto was a rather new phenomenon in the 16th century. This is
evident from the discourse on the Pashto alphabet by the Indian-born B yaz d An r , also known as P r-i Rawš n, or Miy (n) Rawš n (c.
1520/1525–1572/1586). In his Xayr al-Bay n [The Best Explanation], written around 1560 (Khattak, 1995, p. 212), the origin of the Pashto script is
explained as having come to him through a revelation from Allah (ibid., p.
204), and most of the letters used in Pashto today can be derived from this
treatise. Although one cannot exclude the possibility of an earlier system of
Pashto script (cf. Tazkirat al-Awliy above), this is an important document
since it is the first instance when the functions and importance of Pashto as
a language is discussed. The text may also be seen as a testimony to the
growing Pashtun self-awareness and emerging collective identity. It is also
the earliest example of Pashto prose, a rhymed prose in the Arabo-Persian
saj tradition. This work came to serve as a source of inspiration for later
generations of writers, but especially for the followers of the Rawš n
creed; the Pashtun Sufi movement of which B yaz d An r was the founder.
The Rawš n movement survived well into the 17th century and was followed by well-known poets such as Xvuš l X n Xa ak (b. 1613) and Abd
al-Ra m n B b (d. 1708).85 Pashto literature continues to prosper until the
latter half of the 18th century, when the “pro-Persian” Timur Shah comes
into power, which also coincides with the transfer of the capital from Kandahar to Kabul (Vogelsang, p. 236). Even though it was now Persian literature that was promoted and patronised at the courts, Pashto literature continues to thrive in a non-elite periphery (Andreyev, 2010, p. 111). Pashto
literature at this period of time mainly encompasses works of poetry,
though, besides the Xayr al-Bay n, which was written in rhymed prose,
Af al X n Xa ak’s (grandson of Xvuš l) work T r x-i Mura a [The Bejewelled History] (beginning of 18th century) is worth mentioning (see
Rišt n, pp. 115–120). These writers belong to period three (1688/1689–
1882/1883) in Rišt n (1991, pp. pp. 90–223).

For Xa ak see e.g. Morgenstierne (1960), Kushev (2000), and Andreyev (2010). For
Ra m n B b refer to e.g. Andreyev (2010) and Sampson (2010).
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It is not until the mid-19th century one can observe a renewed emergence
and interest of Pashto writing, this time among Pashto speakers in British
India. The main output is still poetry, though, as Gopal (2009, p. 19) remarks, in a context of the Indian novel “prose also represented modernity;
to have a prose history was to have made progress in time”, and gradually
such thoughts surface also in the Pashtun mind. The first Pashto publications to appear on the Subcontinent were mainly instructional texts meant
for British officers and the prose from this period (19th century) consisted
primarily of tales and anecdotes, etc. This is also reflected in Rišt n’s classification of periods four and five. The fourth period, which mainly includes Pashto writers from the Subcontinent, spans the years 1882/1883–
1921/1922 (1991, pp. 224–267) and represents a pre-modern stage of prose
writing.
The beginning of the contemporary period [osan y dawra], and the establishment of modern Pashto prose writing more or less coincides with
Afghanistan’s independence from the British Empire (1919), which is also
pointed out by Rišt n (ibid., p. 268). The prose writer and journalist R at
Z xel (1884–1963) is often considered the “harbinger of modern Pashtu
prose, novel and short story” (Marwat, 2007, p. 63), though, despite having
several short stories and also a novel published already in the 1910s, as
well as being the founder of the first published Pashto newspaper in Peshawar – Af n – in 1909 (Rišt n, 1991, p. 304), the development of Pashto
prose fiction gets off to a slow start. Although a number of newspapers
appeared over time86, it is not until the late 1940s that Pashto short stories
and novels are beginning to be published on a more regular basis, both in
Pakistan and Afghanistan.
The beginning of Pashto literature on the Subcontinent is initially
strongly linked to the Pashtun nationalist movement initiated by X n
Abdul aff r X n in the 1920s, which first started with an anti-British
agenda, and later, following the Partition in 1947, centred on independence
and self-determination of the Pashtun community. Although Pashto prose
writing has diversified and developed in different directions over time, the
ethno-nationalist cause has always been a connecting thought in Pakistani
Pashto prose writing. In Afghanistan, the emergence of Pashto literature
owes much to the progressive ideas of Ma m d Tarz (d. 1933) and the
journal Sir j al-Axb r (1911–1918).87 Although this journal was written
mainly in Dari, with only scattered examples of Pashto (or zab n-e af ni)
poetry included, the ideas of modernisation and promotion of Pashto is
rooted in Tarz ’s modernisation “programme”.
Modern literary ideas and techniques were introduced relatively early to
Pashto writers, and “translations of eastern authors were of great impor86
87

See Hew dmal (1366, vol. 3).
See Sax warz (1386) for a detailed account of Tarz and Sir j al-Axb r.
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tance to accelerate the development of Pashto prose [pushtunskoi prozy].
Both India and Egypt have been a kind of cultural West for the Pashtun
world” (Gerasimova, 1986, p. 17). However, limited access to printing and
non-existent distribution channels initially delayed the literary development,
a fact which is supported by Morgenstierne’s testimony (1975, p. 3) below.
In 1924 in Peshawar I could only find [Pashto] translations of Persian and
Indian ballads, such as the songs of Yusuf and Zulaikha, Bahram and Gulandam or the Punjabi-Sindhi legend of Hir and Ranjha. In the Kabul bazaar
at that time, there were no other printed Pashto books than the drill regulations.

During the 1930s, the promotion of Pashto continued and was institutionalised through the establishment of the Pashto Academy in 1937, and Pashto
being declared a national language the preceding year. Modern Pashto
prose writing as a formalistic project develops quite similarly in both Pakistan and Afghanistan; the short story and the novel (and their techniques)
are fully adopted during the 1940s and 1950s, along with the introduction
of free verse. In terms of form, Gul P
Ulfat’s prose-poetic pieces are of
additional interest from this period. Among the genres to emerge, or mature, during this time, the short story genre holds a prominent position,
something which still holds true. Thematically, the prose literature from
this era mainly concerns social ills, the situation in the rural areas, and traditional backwardness, themes which still today keep appearing in Pashto
prose writing, and of which the below very short story of Šer Zam n T yz
(1988) is a good example, though of a more recent date.

.

The Field

.

Sultan Bacha was killed.
Mir Bacha was sentenced to transportation for life.
And that field over which the two brothers were fighting was taken by others.88

The Pashto text of this short story has been retrieved from a facsimile of the first page of
the collection Špel y (The Flute). This, along with a translation, was kindly sent to me by its
author, the late Dr. Šer Zam n T yz .
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The further development of Pashto prose writing from the 1960s and onwards is strongly linked to the political climate, in Afghanistan particularly,
but also in Pakistan (see e.g. Marwat, 2007; Dupree, 1985). Many Dari
writers in the 1960s and 1970s, according to Bezhan (2007, p. 188),
“turned to writing fiction not purely for its aesthetic value but as a forum in
which they could express their political and ideological viewpoints”, a description which also can be applied to many Pashto writers at that time. The
link between society, politics and the Pashto short story will be further
examined below in section 3.7.

89

And now, the end is near,

And so I face the final curtain
My friend, I’ll say it clear
I’ll state my case, of which I’m certain
I’ve lived a life that’s full
I’ve traveled each and ev’ry highway
But more, much more than this
I did it my way
(Jah n , 2007, pp. 137, 140)

To conclude this historical overview of Pashto literature by quoting a verse
such as this may come out as an anomaly. However, there is much in this
interpretation of Paul Anka’s My Way (later popularised by Frank Sinatra),
here versified by Abd al-B r Jah n , that speaks about the conditions (and
the character) of Pashto literature today – both through its capacity as literary expression and as an act of performance. As an artistic expression, it
tells us something about the societal centrality of poetry, and also reveals a
sense of hybridity, being modern and traditional at the same time. As an act
of performance, it manifests a didactic and enlightening purpose.

89

In the original text, Persian g [ ] has been used for Pashto g [ ].
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3.4 Pashto literature and the concept of “genre”
The life of mankind is a story by itself, it is a d stan, a ik yat and a k sa;
When life begins, a story begins along with it; the deeds and actions of this
life travel from one mouth to another, become stories, tales and novels.
(Akbar, 1989, p. 1)

The influence of classical Persian literature on other literatures within the
Iranian language family is an undisputable fact. Also extra-Iranian literatures, such as those pertaining to certain Turkic and Indo-Aryan languages,
have historically emerged in a context influenced by Persian literature and
culture, either directly or by proxy. This is especially noticeable when it
comes to the distribution and taxonomy of genres across these literatures, to
which we might apply the term “pan-Persianate” genres. Pashto literature
as well was moulded in a Persian matrix and adopted a similar terminology
of genres as well.
It must be mentioned here that despite the conspicuous resemblance of
terminology used across the region, these terms have been employed and
developed within their own specific contexts and have often come to differ
in meaning. Take for example, the term d st n, which in Persian has
evolved from designating a narrative in general, either in verse or in prose,
to denoting a short story in its modern usage. In Tajik and Turkic folk literature it is used to designate a long narrative poem. In the context of
Kurdish oral literature, Allison (2010, p. 43) states:
dastan, hikaye and efsane are “epic”, “story”, and “legend” respectively

[but] there are always Kurdish exceptions, areas and contexts where the
terms have other meanings. The term dastan/destan, for example, for most
Kurdish scholars, means a long, elevated heroic or romantic narrative about
exceptional people and events. However, in some areas the term means little
more than “narrative” and does not have heroic connotations. It does not
necessarily denote a specific form; the telling may be in prose, or poetry, or
both.

In Pashto literature, the d st n also belongs primarily to the genres of narrative folk poetry, only sporadically denoting the short story genre (see
Raf ’, 1997/1376, pp. 419–451, and Nang, 2005), and more often described
as a folkloric variant of the more formal masnavi and qa ide (Y n, 1387, p.
181, and Hew dmal, 1366, pp. 96–97). Jam lz de (1339, pp. 3–19) writes
in his famous preface [dib e] to the short story collection Yeki bud yeki
nabud that the introduction of new thoughts and concepts into a society also
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demands new words and terms to define them. Since the short story was
such a new concept, it also brought along some terminological innovations.
However, it is evident that the introduction of this new genre was delayed
initially, since it did not coin a new term in order to distinguish this kind of
writing from the older modes of prose. Most likely, this new genre appeared as a natural continuation of the traditional genres of short fictional
narrative in prose, e.g. ek yat,90 afs ne, qe e, and rev yat, etc., and was
perhaps not perceived as a distinct genre during its initial formative stage of
development.
Today, the terminology of genres is rather stable. A short story in Persian is named d stan-e kut h, or simply d st n (e.g. majmu e-ye d st n
“short story collection”).91 Pashto literature (pašto adab, or pašto adabiy t),
which shares many aspects of the Persian literary past, also displays similar
uncertainties as regards the terminological definition of genres (as the Persian short story did initially that is). The most common designation of the
short story genre today is lan a k sa (lit. short story) however one can also
come across terms such as wa a k sa, k sag y, lan d st n (see Nang,
2005), d st n and afs na, all of them meaning the same thing. Definitions
of the Pashto short story are given by Rišt n in D pašto nasar hind ra
(1991, pp. 14–15) as follows:
The short story [wa a k sa/k sag y] is called ik yat in Persian and is
termed short story [š r s or ] in English. Among these, many are also called
ik yat or afs na…Short stories [wa e k se (pl.)] are of two kinds. Some
may be true and non-fictive while others may be fictive and composed upon
non-realistic themes. Nowadays, the realistic [factual] short story is of great
importance. The short stories are narrated in a simple and smooth language
with a moral and social purpose, but sometimes with the sole purpose of
amusement and delight. The nature, habits, customs of the people of a nation and also other things are disclosed through these short stories, which
are considered as being of great quality. Many short stories like this are also
composed with an educational purpose, for the teaching of boys and girls,
and accordingly they are written with an uncomplicated syntax in a simple
language. Ganj-i pašto by Mawlaw A mad and the stories of sup ak m in
Pashto [referring to the Pashto translation of Aesop’s fables by H. G.

The short stories in Jam lz de’s collection mentioned above are designated as ek yat(s).
Bezhan (2002, p. 15) writes that “There was no term in Persian for the short story until
the 1960s, even though examples of it had appeared since the 1930s. So for a long time
Afghanistani writers did not have a fixed term by which to call their works, but terms such
as afsana, qisa, afsanae kochak, hekayat, fantazi, roman kochak and dastan were used,
among which fantazi (fantasy) and dastan (story) were more common. It is not known
whether these terms were selected by the writers or the editors of newspapers and journals,
because prior to the 1980s only a few collections of short stories were published in book
form. However, since the 1960s, the term dastan kotah, which is a literal translation of
‘short story’, has been widely in use. At present only this term is used”.
90
91
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Raverty published in London 1871] are good examples of short stories of
which I will talk about later on.

This text by Rišt n, written in the early 1960s, gives us some idea of the
blurred conception of the short story genre at the time. There is a tendence
to use afs na in reference to a short story on the Pakistani side of the border,92 most likely due to the influence of Urdu literature and its use of terminology. A short story collection is usually referred to as d lan o k so
olga and occasionally as d lan o k so gwar , but other compounds also
occur. It appears that the establishment of the terminological definition of
the genre occurs simultaneously with the fulfilment of its generic features,
i.e. when the concept is fully matured and stabilised the genre receives its
name.
Similar tendencies can be seen in Kurdish literature which used the term
ciroki kurt and later kurtecirok in order to distinguish it from cirok, which
is the general term for narration (see Ahmadzadeh, 2003, p. 157–58, n. 72,
and Shakely, 2001, pp. 6–8). The short story genre in Germany likewise
needed a new term, Kurzgeschichte, in order to distinguish it from the Novelle, which apparently encompasses the generic features of an older state
of short fiction such as the tale, anecdote, etc. (Jennings, 1965, pp. 65–67).
Thus, neologisms such as these are all definitions which have been invented
in order to distinguish short stories from older genres, this occuring once
this particular type of writing had gathered sufficient distinctive generic
features that it could no longer pertain to, or be defined according to prior
forms of narration. This is also seen in the early stages of development of
the terminological progenitor of the genre, the Anglo-American short story.
Initially “the terms ‘tale’, ‘story’, ‘short story’ and ‘sketch’ were interchangeable” (Marler, 1994, p. 168).
In spite of the fact that the term lan a k sa (pl. lan e k se) is normally
applied with reference to works corresponding to the Western definition of
a short story, it is apparent that the aspect of “length” is the most dominant
feature. The different text types included under the heading lan a k sa (e.g.
on internet sites) range from proper short stories to acts of drama,93 chapters
from detective novels, essays, literary essays, satire, and even prose poems,
etc. The term lan a k sa can thus also be seen as a collective term for several types of short narratives in prose, and as not only designating the short
story proper.

The Pashtuns situated east of the border are refered to as Lar Pašt n, i.e lower or eastern
Pashtuns (in contrast to the Bar Pašt n in Afghanistan, i.e. the upper or western Pashtuns).
93
The short story collection r ta raw n sa ay [The Man Who Went into the Hills] by P r
Mu ammad K rw n (1383a) contains a fable-like one-act play [ r ma] with the title “D
Gul no Š per y” [“The Fairy of Flowers”].
92
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The confusing definitions of genres such as miniatures, fragments,
sketches, and literary essays are present also within Pashto literature. The
Afghan scholar and writer Abdull h Xidmatg r Baxt n (1374, Online)
writes that “those writings that are both prose and poetry are called adab
nasr [literary prose], mans r ši r [prose poem], lat f adab [subtle literature],94 adab o a [literary piece], and adab p r a [literary essay]”. These
categories make up a cluster of related forms whose generic features and
boundaries are highly elusive and difficult to define, and that often end up
as sub-categories of the short story. Nevertheless, these types of short texts
are interesting from a number of perspectives. First of all, as Bezhan (2002,
p. 133) also mentions in the context of Dari literature, “the prose poem
(shere mansur) and literary essay (parche adabi) have not been defined in
Persian”, and many aspects of these genres also remain unexplored in
Pashto literature today.95 They may be defined as intermediary genres located somewhere between the short story, rhymed prose, and free verse
[naway/ z d ši r],96 between traditional and modern forms of expression;
and as such, they make up an important area of study for both Pashto prose
and poetry. The same position is taken by Y n who states in the preface of
Say d (1386, Online) that “in the literary society of ours, the literary piece
[adab o a] is a subject matter that still today lacks full consensus among
literary scholars as regards its definition and form. Some people consider it
to be a literary form, while others dismiss this form. Some people even say
that it is a badly written short story, or is an unrhymed or sprung rhymed
poem.” The following narrative by P r Mu ammad K rw n, “L mbozan”
[“The Swimmer”], is classified by Say d (1386, Online) as such a “literary
piece.”97
He spent a lifetime under the water of the sea, collecting pearls one by one.
Like a child in laughter, he came up on the seashore of Najak. From the
pearls he built himself a small house, and his wish was to make room for a
bride in it. Suddenly, a thievish wave reached out its hand, and every pearl
he had collected, was thrown into the pocket of the sea.

In a short note on genres, I s null h P m r (2010, Online) writes that “literary scholars refer to it [i.e. to the adab o a] also as prose poem [mans r
ši r] and subtle literature [n zuk adab]. It has a poetic quality, a narrative
94
Lat f adab is also referred to as n z k adab. Not to be confused with the lat fa, i.e. a literary joke or a witticism.
95
The mans r ši r is briefly discussed in Gerasimova (1986, pp. 21 & 31).
96
Also spelled az d.
97
At mirmanbaheer.org the same text is found under the heading “maq le”, i.e. “articles”,
at khost-web.net, baheer.com, and benawa.com the text is arranged as poetry and is also
classified as such.
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base, and explains the reality in a grasping manner. This reality may be
enfolded in such coloured expressions that it arouses the most profound
feelings and sentiments.” Such a description echoes that of Y n cited above
and corresponds well to the example from K rw n. Examining contemporary texts that have been categorised as “literary pieces”, however, reveals
that a clear-cut definition of the genre seems even more distant than the
already elusive formulations suggested by Y n and P m r. As with the
short story, brevity appears to be the most characteristic feature of the
genre, although with the main difference that the adab o a rarely uses plot
as a literary device. Many of the texts examined are conspicuously close to
either free verse, the prose poem, or the short story, however, the mere fact
that the writer (or an editor) chooses to categorise the text as adab o a
(and not poetry, prose poem, or short story) suggests that there is some
additional aspect involved.
Already at the turn of the 20th century, in the early days of modern
Pashto literature, prose-poetic text types resembling the prose poem were
attempted by writers such as Mawlaw A mad (d. 1301/1922–23) and
Munš A mad J n (d. 1330/1951–1952), then designated as “adab nasr,
hunar nasr, adab o a, [and] adab p r a” (Zy r, 2011, Online). Later, with
Ulfat, Qiy m al-D n X dim (1912–1982), and
writers such as Gul P
especially Mu ammad D n Žw k (d. 1997), prose-poetic genres were explored further. Zy r (ibid.) notices that Žw k designated this text type first
as adab o a, then as sp n ši r [blank verse], and later as mans r ši r, which
epitomises the fluctuating and dynamic characteristics of the “genre”. If we
examine texts (by the writers cited above) which are designated as adab
o a, or alike, two text types clearly emerge: one that leans towards a prosaic poetry and another that aims to be poetic prose. If we return to a contemporary discourse, a similar distinction can be seen, which is also reflected in how literary scholars differ in how they classify the adab o a;
either as belonging to the genres of poetry or prose. On the one hand we
find “literary pieces” that are aligned as poetry but reveal narrative elements rarely seen in free verse, e.g. traces of storyness, some sort of temporal cohesion, and complex sentences. However, with reference to the test
set up by Aviram above in the section on proesy, these texts cannot be read
as prose and are difficult to paraphrase, and should thus be defined as poetry. Most of these texts seem to use the term adab o a in the sense of
mans r ši r, i.e. the prose poem.
On the other hand, there are “literary pieces” that are arranged as prose
and at a first sight look like short stories, but reveal quite different strategies on closer inspection. These texts, in contrast to what was found above,
can easily be paraphrased and should thus be defined as prose. To arrive at
a general definition of this type of text seems unfeasible, and would at the
very least demand further analysis and reflection. However, there are certain tendencies that can be fruitful to point out here. First of all, these com75

positions pay only marginal attention to story and plot, and could best be
described as short “contemplations”, or aphorisms, that comprise one single
idea, a memory, a thought, or an anecdote. Another feature discerned in
these texts is the frequent interspersions of exclamatory phrases addressing
an unknown second-person (also seen in many prose poetic “literary
pieces”). There is heightened attention paid to the word, i.e. to the “how”
rather than the “what”, and the result is a poetic prose sharing many features of the low-degree narratives discussed earlier.
It appears that from the onset of modern Pashto literature, this text type
evolved as a by-product of an emerging “new” literature. Experimentation
with new genres, such as the short story and free verse, in the process of
moving away from classical rhymed prose, poetry, and storytelling, resulted
in a hybrid genre resembling the prose poem and categorised as “literary
piece” (see Gerasimova, 1986, pp. 21, 27–28). Also translations of prose
poetry from other literatures during the 1940s and 1950s, e.g. Tagore’s
Gitanjali and The Gardener in translation by ‘Abd al-Ra f Benaw (ibid.,
p. 30) and Khalil Gibran’s “Joy and Sorrow” (from The Prophet) by Gul
P
Ulfat (ibid., p. 19), certainly played a role in the formation of the “literary piece”.98 Today, as we have seen, the “literary piece” is a genre that
draws in different directions; either too unpoetic to be called poetry or too
plotless to be defined as a short story.99

3.5 Pashto folk literature
Tradition and modernity are coexisting modes/ways of (re)inventing and
(re)interpreting culture within a given space. As such they must not be dichotomized as referential corollaries to precolonial and postcolonial, respectively.
(Alidou, 2002, p. 137)

For someone coming from a tradition of classical Persian poetry, the often
analogous terminology adopted in Pashto poetry can be quite confusing.
Apart from the discrepancies of designation one must also consider the coexisting popular and folk tradition of both poetry and prose, a tradition that
also employs several terms from the Persian tradition, but with other meanThe works of Khalil Gibran are still popular and have been widely translated into Pashto.
A collection of contemporary “literary pieces” [adab o e] published between 2007 and
2011 can be found at http://www.benawa.com/kandahar/adabyat_totay.php [2011-08-22].
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ings. By way of an example, the structure of a classical (or “literary”)
Pashto rub 100 corresponds with that of its Persian counterpart, having
similar rhyme patterns (radif and q fiye) though without adhering strictly to
the precise rules of aru . However, the popular version of the Pashto
rub is somewhat different, and reminds us more of a azal, though with a
different thematic focus (Caron, 2009b, p. 31, n. 2).101 Another popular
verse form is the rbaita, 102 which seldom contains four baits (couplets) as
the name suggests, and corresponds structurally (and conceptually) with the
classical tarji -band.103
However, what is important here is neither the taxonomic analysis nor
the distribution of genres, but rather observing the existence of a co-literary
tradition of folklore and pointing out its role in society and relationship to
the so-called “high” literature. Folk literature may be defined as a literary
category within the larger domain of folklore (i.e. the collective term for all
cultural expressions pertaining to the lives of a certain group, society or
transnational unity which shares traditional and unifying elements that
shape identity of that particular group). Folk literature belongs to the
masses, “to everyone and to no one” (Korom, 2006, p. 169); it circulates
and is re-created in time and space. It is formulated in a non-institutional
setting, interfacing with written as well as oral literature, it “may be ‘old
wine in new bottles’ and also ‘new wine in old bottles’ but rarely has it
been conceived as new wine in new bottles” (Ben-Amos, 1971, p. 5).
A parallel discourse of folk literature, which draws upon both oral and
classical traditions, exists among the Pashtuns in Pakistan as well as in
Afghanistan. This literature, often denigrated for being “traditional” or “of
minor value” has played an important role in Pashtun society, primarily as
a communicative and artistic tool in a historically illiterate milieu. Mills &
Ahrary (1999, Online) say that “oral and literary traditions may both depend on and support one another, with much overlap in form and content”,
and this is especially true as far as Pashto literature is concerned. There is a
constant interplay between the canonical and the non-canonical, and a
“unique aspect of Pashtu literature is the fact that /…/ it embraces popular
writings along with avant garde creations” (Riaz, 1986, p. 121).
The Pashto rub is also referred to as tsalor z , i.e. “quatrain” (Y n, 1387, pp. 38–43).
Also refer to MacKenzie (1958, p. 322) and Heston (1991, p. 309).
102
For a detailed discussion of the Pashto rbaita refer to Caron 2008 (especially chapter 5)
and 2009. In Persian, the rbaiti (also referred to as dobaiti) is defined as the folk-poetic
equivalent of the elaborate rub (Utas, 2006, pp. 253–254).
103
The tarji -band is a stanzaic verse form very similar to the azal, from which it is differentiated mainly by the recurring refrain, the so-called v sete or band-e še r. In the Persian
tradition, the most renowned poet composing tarji -band is H tef (d. 1783–4) with the fa/
(Because there is only One and
mous v se e:
no one besides him / There is no god except for God alone), but many other poets also have
this verse form included in their divans. The divan of Xvuš l has examples of tarji -band
included.
100
101
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Historically, the difference between oral and written literature has been
vague; oral literature has been written down and written literature has been
orally transmitted, a situation perhaps best described as a cyclic continuum
of reciprocal influence and integration. The tradition of Pashto folk poetry104 presents us with a complex taxonomic landscape of genres and subgenres, often only subtly differentiated from one and another, and many
times defined and classified differently from one researcher to another.105
To further complicate the matter, many verse forms may be formally identical and only differentiated according to their subject matter. Whether a
certain verse form is sung, narrated, or written down may also affect the
structural appearance of a poem, something which accordingly also has an
effect on its definition. Also hybrid verse forms occur, that is, two genres
being interwoven with each other. For example, the verse form sarokay,
also referred to as n mak y or p m, usually has a lan y (see below) included in the middle, topically related to the subject of the main poem.
Proverbs, which are a significant element of Pashtun culture and identity,
can also be found integrated with poetry, and lines of poetry can occur as
proverbial idioms.
The prevalent disagreement among researchers about definition and terminology can be seen as a reflection of the dynamics that accompany oral
literature, namely being subjected to constant circulation and re-creation,
and being less dependent on formal rules and standards. For example, the
badala form, which Y n (1387, p. 173) describes as normally being used as
a collective term for all folk songs “such as the lan y, sarok , d w da
sand re, rbaite, n mak y, and others,”106 but also as a designative term for
a specific verse form referred to as the mill azal or wol s azal,107 is
commented upon briefly by MacKenzie (1958, p. 321) as being another
name of the rbaita. Heston’s definition (2003b, p. 36) largely corresponds
with that of Y n, but she adds that “it may also be called a d st n or qi a”
in written form. However, according to Heston (1996, p. 293), the badala
can also be referred to as d st n or bagatai.108 From this it may be conCaron (2009a, p. 208, n. 11) points out that a clear-cut distinction is often made by indigenous researchers between popular (ol s ) and folk (folklor [k]) literature, the former
referring to works with a specific author attributed and the latter referring to a collective
stock of anonymous works.
105
As an example the following types of folk poetry (wol s š ir y) are mentioned by Y n
e (k ka y), d ata n re, b bo l la, rbaita,
(1387): lan y, sarokay (n mak y), k ka
104

maq m, badala, loba, d st n, bagat y, manz m f l na, d b b daste sand re, lan ak y, sole,
bar z , silsila, ang y ( iy n), d m ndo sand re, d m š m no sand re, d w o muš ire,
k se, d dzw n no sand re, ma all p r e (wol s nand re), s nde, nakal na, d š d y
sand re, t r x n re, sandzar xele n re, marwato kasar na, soz xv n.

The forms given are in plural.
This is even more confusing since the badala often formally corresponds to a kind of
syllabic masnavi.
108
These inconsistencies of terminology are observed by Heston (1991, p. 333, n. 7 and n.
9).
106
107
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cluded that the badala can designate a wide range of verse forms, both generically and also more specifically. Generically, it is used to categorise any
longer narrative folk poem or folk song, and more specifically, to characterise a narrative verse form that usually follows a masnavian or azalic
rhyme pattern, or alternates between the two.109
Without a doubt, the most emblematic type of Pashtun folk poetry is the
lan y, a short unrhymed couplet also known as apa, mi r a110 and ik y
(Y n, 1387, p. 137), which appears to be exclusive to the Pashtun community and not found elsewhere in the Persianate tradition, though it bears
some resemblance to the Hindi/Urdu doh couplet.111 The meaning of the
word lan y is “something described as being short”, possibly translatable
as “shorty”, or “the short one” (Majrouh, 2003, p. xi), in a literary context.
It consists of two unequal lines, the first with nine syllables and the second
with thirteen syllables, and follows a rigid stress pattern.112 End rhyme and
internal rhyme may occur, however, apart from the fixed distribution of
syllables, only the final syllables ending in either – na, – na, –ama, or –ana
are required.113 A characteristic of the lan y form is its anonymity, i.e. that
it does not normally specify the author of the poem, however, this may be a
characteristic of folk poetry in general. For instance, the early Persian
rub i was composed and transmitted anonymously, in the form of “short
poems that could catch the ear and be passed on like anecdotes” (Utas,
2006, p. 252). Interestingly, there appears to be a thematic correlation between the rub i and the lan y as well. Both forms possess a narrative
element, a thematic progression with a beginning and an ending. The first
two lines of the rub i present the topic of the poem, the third line introduces an opposition to the main “plot”, and the last line forms the dénouement or the resolution between the introductory statement and the unexpected element in the third line. A similar, though somewhat reduced structure is seen in the lan y; the first line sets the scene, introduces a subject,
or presents a problem, and the second line explains, concludes, or resolves
the idea presented initially: “The Pashtun maiden becomes satisfied only -/-- When the young men go and fight the Englishmen.”114

This is demonstrated in Heston (1996, pp. 295–300).
Alternative spellings of mi r a are mi ra , mi r , mi ra and the de-Arabicised variant
misra.
111
The doh consists of two unequal lines (11/13 or 13/11) and is also an independent poem,
though rhymed.
112
Every second syllable is stressed. Refer to MacKenzie (1958, pp. 322–324).
113
The penultimate syllable in the endings –ama and –ana may also come as – ma and – na,
i.e. representing the unstable zwarakay (schwa). This distinction can be seen in words such
as watana and kaw ma.
114
The Pashto text reads: “Paštane pe le xwaš l k --/-- e dzalmy n k nd d angrez sara
jang na”. Retrieved from the alphabetically arranged digital lan y collection at
benawa.com [2010-04-15].
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Although comparisons between generic features of genres can often be
difficult to substantiate, there are certain similarities between genres of folk
poetry and the Pashto short story that need to be observed. First of all, the
lan y is one of the most popular Pashtun verse forms, as is the short story
genre if one considers the whole range of Pashtun prose genres. The Pashto
lan y is encompassed by a sense of universalism; i.e. it engages values of
commonality, ideals and phenomena that mark a collective Pashtun mind,
rather than narrating personal episodes belonging to a specific person or
period of time. Caron (2009a, n. 89, p. 256) says of the lan y, “a certain
claim to non-contextuality is built into the genre. They generally speak of
long-term socio-cultural trends that enough people experienced to exist as
individually deployable yet still collective, public memory.” The same
could be said of the Pashto short story, in which one often meets a decontextualised world, divested of specific correspondence to reality, narrating
universal values with a general or sociological correspondence to the real
world.
Apart from brevity of form115 and the narrative structure, and the specific
characteristics these concepts entail, both genres also reveal a parallel approach to lyricism and realism. In the lan y, if we compare it with the
lyrical genres of classical Pashto poetry, the lyrical element is somewhat
defused, only present through its inseparable relation to music and its sporadic incorporation of stereotypical wordings from the classical tradition.
The realistic element of the lan y is manifested through its leaning towards being a “song of an earthly human being with its concerns, worries,
joys, and pleasures; a song that celebrates nature, mountains, valleys, forests, rivers, dawn and dusk, and night’s magnetic space; a song that feeds
on war and honor, too, on shame and love, on beauty and death” (Majrouh,
2003, p. x), rather than adhering to the complex ideas and language of the
classical literature.116 The Pashto short story could be described similarly, a
short narrative often ending with a twist comparable to the second line of a
lan y, and mainly leaning towards realism, though with a poetic presence.
A look at the short story “Pa ay” [“The Field”] by Šer Zam n T yz
(1988, p. 1), 117 which was reproduced in its entirety previously in section
3.3, clearly demonstrates the interplay between lyricism and realism. The
rather dry realistic narrative about an incident and its consequences occurring in a fictive past is structurally arranged as something akin to poetry. It
115
The lan y is often prsented as being the shortest verse form in Pashto (Y n, 1387, p.
135), however, the k ka y, also known as k ka
e or k ka y lan y, has a primary
form of only 16 syllables divided into two equal lines of 8 syllables each (ibid., pp. 143–
145).
116
Riaz (1986, p. 121) agrees with this saying: “Pashtu literature is inherently a literature of
deep commitment and social consciousness. The Pashtu writer is involved with themes of
social ills and always strives to expose their ugliness.”
117
T iz also addressed himself with the pen-name amjan (with the alternative spelling
amžan) [The Doleful].
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contains both rhythm and rhyme, and most interestingly, the initial sentence
displays a near one-to-one correspondence with the syllabic structure of the
lan y form.
Folk literature is still practised in its traditional setting, that is, in the
muš ira and the ujra, but as was mentioned earlier, considering its living
role in society, it can be found in more formal, urban, and modern contexts
as well.118 For instance, folk poetry can be found codified on the internet in
the form of digital collections, or can occur as a topic in the social media.119
Even in the songs (tar ne) and poetry used by the Taliban in their rhetoric,
is the presence of folk poetry manifest, as it is in the repertoire of contemporary pop singers such as N ziya Iqb l, Ra m Š h, H r n B , and Z k
Afr d . The modes of transmission are also changing in accordance with the
spread of technology; if folk poetry formerly was mainly transmitted orally
“from one mouth to another” [xwala p xwala], sung, or recited; today, the
same process can be performed by modern means, e.g. in the form of cassettes, through the internet, and as mp3s sent via Bluetooth from one mobile phone to another (Kuehn & Grosse, 2009, p. 28).120 Folk literature in
prose also exists, mainly in the form of traditional stories (k se or qi a )
such as D dam X n aw Durx n y k sa and D Fati X n B ets aw R bi
k sa121 based upon an oral tradition with many parallel versions in circulation and only later written down, especially in the form of chapbooks.122

This is not to say that only folk literature is performed in the muš ira or the ujra.
This can be seen e.g. in the Facebook group “Pashto Landay” where traditional lan ys,
as well as re-creations and innovations of this verse form are posted and commented upon
(responses are often posted in the form of a lan y). The traditional 9 --/-- 13 syllable structure and the obligatory end rhymes in the second line are adhered to strictly, but the subject
matter of these short poems is of a palpable contemporary kind, often with a certain amount
of humour or irony attached to them. As an example, in the commentary field on the abovenamed forum, the following lan y was posted by a certain Abdullah Akbari: gale d st
majlis l p ra --/-- sah r waxt z p fais b k ke nl in š ma [“For the flock of this poetic
gathering [majlis] of yours --/-- I am online on Facebook this early in the morning”]. See
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Pashto-Landay/139071761414 [Accessed 6 March 2010].
120
Different ways of transmitting Pashto poetry are discussed in Heston (1991, pp. 308–
322).
121
These stories may also be found in verse and in rhymed prose. Rišt n (1991, pp. 37–38)
says that their main characteristic is how the prose is interspersed with poetry, especially
with the shorter forms such as the n ra and the lan y. Considering the fact that these stories
were composed and transmitted orally, the interspersion of folk poetry with prose could
certainly be a feature related to mnemonics; as a means to remember the main progress of
the narrative. According to the same source (pp. 130–136), the story of dam X n and
Durx n y is the oldest story of this kind to have been preserved in written form. Based upon
the writing style, Rišt n estimates the time of codification to the first half of the 18th century.
The author is believed to be a certain Mas d, son of Abdall h. The story of Fati X n
B ets and R bi is discussed in Raf (1997, pp. 107-115).
122
For Pashto chapbooks (mainly in Pakistan) refer to Heston (1991, 1995) and Hanaway &
Nasir (1996).
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3.6 Gender aspects: The female voice in a maledominated society
With a black veil secured tightly below her chin, the 41-year-old woman
with a pleasantly cherubic face is extolling the glories of Pashtun culture
while a phalanx of severe, elaborately turbaned elders on the stage stare out
at the audience. [ afia] Siddiqi123 is the only female speaker at this two-day
seminar on Pashto poetry, where her audience this hot spring day consists of
about 1,500 men and a grand total of four women.
(Jacinto, 2005, Online)

Although two of the early successful novels composed in Pashto were written
by women, Spožm y [Moon] by Kubr Mazhar (b. 1951) in 1977, and Ka
ra šwa [If only there was light] by Salm Š h n (b. 1954) in 1998, the female voice is still mainly articulated through male proxy narrator; i.e. women
are generally depicted and represented by male writers from an inevitably
masculine and imagined feminine perspective. The azal below, written by
Gul P
Ulfat in the mid-1950s, is a characteristic example of this.
Women’s complaint

Autumn winds do not let buds laugh
Cruel hunters keep the nightingales from the flowers

My will is not mine, I belong to the religion of force
My father does not let me do what I wish

I have no say in which house I will burn
My sweetheart, they will not let me have you

afia idd q (b. 1342/1963–1964) is an Afghan politician, a women’s rights activist, and
also a well-known Pashto poet. She has published three collections of poetry; Lopa a [The
Veil] (1367/1988–1989), N lwastay kit b [The Unread Book] (1375/1996–1997), and Sp ne
Xabare [Outspoken Words] (1385/2006–2007?), which are available online at:
http://www.narenj-gul.com/poems/poshtu-poems/safiya/safiya-poems.html [2011-08-23].
123
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Who can I complain to, where can I cry
These evil traditions do not let me speak the truth

When I am beaten, I can tell no one
Cruelty beats me and does not let me cry

How long will I remain in the darkness of ignorance?
They deny me the light of science, knowledge, art

It is wrong to expect me to educate sane children
When school is forbidden to me124

A few examples of female representation on the internet may be given as
follows. The website lekwal.com presents a biographical list [ta kira] of contemporary Pashto authors [osan l kw l], which includes only five female
authors out of a total of 168, i.e. less than 3%. In a similar list at benawa.com, only one female is represented out of a total of 45, i.e. roughly 2%.
Approximately the same figures are found for published literary works (in
print and online) if one examines the distribution between genders.
In spite of the air of optimism that followed the Taliban defeat in the autumn of 2001, only marginal societal improvements have been achieved so
far, especially within domains that involve the Afghan woman. Women’s
participation in public life and empowerment in general are still awaiting
practical implementation, in rural as well as urban settings
(UNAMA/OHCHR, 2009, p. 19). As the saying goes: “for a woman either
the home or the grave” (Bartlotti & Khattak, 2009, p. 227).125 A similar
sentiment can be traced in the etymology of some female personal names,
Text and translation are from Manalai (2010, pp. 69–70), a manuscript kindly sent to me
by the author. The translation has been slightly modified to fit a more word-for-word representation of the text. In Manalai, a concluding couplet, which is missing in the Pashto text,
the following has been added: “What future can I offer my children --/-- When the doors of
education are shut in my face?” The poem can also be found in Ulfat (1334, pp. 225–226).
125
This proverb exists in many variants and is not only found in Pashto but also among
other ethnic groups in Afghanistan. The version given in Bartlotti & Khattak (2009, p. 227)
is a euphemised variant not explicitly mentioning the woman (
). The
same proverb is discussed in detail by Boesen (2002, pp. 17–43).
124
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such as Balaništa [“Not-another-girl”], Basb b [“Last-woman”], or Basgula [“Last-flower”].126 This phenomenon is thematised illustratively by the

Afghan writer Abd al-H d ayr n in the short story “The Last Flower”
( ayr n, 2011, Online). This situation is also reflected in Pashto literature
when approaching it from a gender perspective – female representation in
the literary field is more of an accidental occurrence than anything of regular frequency. However, the poetry genre may serve as a partial exception
to this reality.
Traditionally, women have always been involved in composing poetry,127
especially in the field of orally transmitted types of folk poetry, such as the
lan y, which normally does not contain the name of the originator, “thus
giving women anonymity and an opportunity to express feelings about
sexuality” (Heston, 2003a, p. 351).128 Still, the performance of poetry is
mainly restricted to the private sphere, either at home, among fellow
women, or within the extended family (e.g. at weddings). Also the modern
poetry genre is an area in which women at times are invited to participate.
The oblique and ambiguous nature of the poetry genre itself enables, or
facilitates, female representation. Also, the fact that modern Pashto poetry
to a certain degree is modelled upon traditional poetry and often incorporates stereotypes from the classical stock of imagery into more contemporary themes, renders the female voice less threatening. Women are restricted to talking “about the country, war, honor, and pride” (Siddiqi cited
in Jacinto, 2005, Online), while more sensitive topics, such as love and
sexuality, must be expressed by other means: implicitly, through ambiguity
and metaphor, by exploiting the often vague line between a spiritual and
worldly connotation; or symbolically, engaging archetypical pairs such as
the nightingale and the rose, the moth and the flame, or the flower and the
bee.
Another alternative for women to make “themselves” heard is to adapt
their writings to a male style of expression. Lutfull h Maš al (cited in Jacinto, 2005) testifies to this, saying that “most of the women poets in Afghanistan are expressing the feelings of men.” Rather sadly, the prospects
of increased female participation in the Afghan public sphere are not the
brightest at present. Female enrolment in universities has in fact been in
decline since 2005, sinking to 17.5% in 2007. This should be compared
with the female enrolment levels in universities from 1965 of 19.9% and
Personal names such as these are also found among Persian-speaking groups, e.g. Doxtarbas [“Last-girl”]. Also worth mentioning is that while girls occasionally are endowed

126

with names of this character, boys can also receive names of this sort, although with a more
positive meaning such as Bem ni [“Stay”] and Bem n- Ali [“Stay- Ali”], something which
gives further evidence on the presence of societal gender disparities.
127
The Pa a xaz na mentions five female poets who are supposed to have lived during the
15th–17th centuries.
128
Also refer to Edwards, 1996, pp. 243-245, n. 26.
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the all-time high in 1990 of 42.4% (Giustozzi, 2010, p. 4). Gender disparities in Pakistan, especially in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa area, are present at
most levels of society, particularly when it comes to literacy rates and levels of education enrolment.129
Notwithstanding all of this, if one looks beneath the surface a little, a
few shining stars can be seen in this male firmament, e.g. Zayt n B n ,
Zarlašt af z, Tob Nid S p y, Parw n Fai z da Mal l,130 Wažma Sab
mir, as na Gul, and afia idd q , all of whom are established and published poets, novelists, and short story writers. However, on the whole,
female writers remain highly underrepresented within the literary space, in
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and in the diaspora. This is not only seen in the uneven gender representation of published Pashtun writers, publications in
other languages (anthologies etc.),131 in where Pashto writers are represented, tend to have a predominantly male focus. One could imagine that
the digital space would provide a fitting outlet in which restrictions of female agency could be bypassed or neutralised, however, female writers are
still highly underrepresented even in literary forums on the internet.

The Gender Gap Index of 2009 (World Economic Forum) ranks Pakistan 132 out of 134
listed countries (World Economic Forum, 2009, Online).
130
Parw n Fai z da Mal l currently works as cultural attaché of the Afghan Consulate General in Peshawar.
131
See e.g. Geerken (1977) and Short Stories from Afghanistan (2002).
129
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3.7 Pashto literature: Representations and realities of
war and crisis

The truth is uninteresting to me, it is for historians.
(Mario Vargas Llosa in Brandel, 2010)
The authenticity and modernity of literature can be measured by the degree
of its commitment to a formula of reflectiveness. Accordingly, in the belated
conditions of Afghan society, for poetry to be privileged as “modern,” it
would need to be didactic and instructional; for fiction to remain “modern”
it would have to be mimetic, allegorical of the social world, and referential.
Thus emerged, largely in the shadows of Mahm d Tarz ’s hypotheses, an
aesthetics that stressed the representational nature of literary genres and insisted on the conjunction of literary works with the world of public events
and society. It was this aesthetics that, in many revealing ways, profoundly
colored both literary production and literary criticism in Afghanistan – until
very recently.
(Ahmadi, 2008, p. 61, italics added)

One often comes across suggestions that literature can be seen as a reflection of societal realities, however the standpoint in the following analysis is
that the function of literature is not to reflect realities themselves, but to
present reflections upon certain aspects of reality. In the words of Melberg
(2008, p. 59): “literature negates reality in order to constitute a reality of its
own /…/. Fiction is simply the literary way to disconnect from ‘reality’ in
order to constitute a literary reality on its own.” In the context of Pashto
literature, this disconnection from the real world is not that distinct, especially when it comes to fiction.132 This fact rests on two interrelated phenomena. Historically, works of Pashto fiction have commonly been marked
by a high degree of referentiality to the real world, and in doing so, they
have formed a literature that has had trouble fully detaching itself from a
certain amount of historicity and truth. This development, which to certain
degree still persists, has also had implications for the reader’s expectations
about a text. Due to the text’s close correspondence with the real world, the
concept of fictionality appears to be hard to “accept” in full.
132
Say d (1386, Online), in an exam paper on the Pashto short story and the literary piece
[adab o a], writes: “The [short] story must represent the truths and realities of a society,
reflect people’s sufferings and problems, and invigorate our societal awareness of people
/…/. We must not write stories just to while away time, but we should write for the reformation and improvement of society.”
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An illustrative example of this may be how the writer often is forced
into a discourse of apologetics. A literary critic or a reader may interpret a
fictive text as deviating from the real world or history, and hold the writer
accountable for such discrepancies. Such a discussion can be found in the
preface of Š nw r (1384b). As an example, Š nw r replies to Nis r N r alab b’s criticism of one of his short stories, saying: “This story, by contrast with many other stories in the book, is not based upon any real event
that I have witnessed or heard of, but everything comes from my own
imagination and fantasy, although it has been sprinkled by the reality of
Afghanistan; the reality that has become a bitter truth for the suffering nation of ours” (ibid.). Likewise, in the preface to Bang w la, the rst novel
of Wažma Sab
mir, she writes that “the characters that you will meet in
mir, 2006, Online).
the novel are all fictitious [far ]” (Sab
Explanatory statements such as this are at times found in the preface of literary works, where the author explains that the characters and events represented in the book are fictitious, almost resembling an all persons fictitious
disclaimer seen after the opening credits in many motion pictures and books
(especially in American literature).133 By doing so, the writer protects him- or
herself against eventual misreadings of the text, e.g. fictional characters being
identified as historical/real persons; or in cases where sensitive topics are
treated, especially in first-person narratives, such disclaimers may mark a distance between the writer’s own person and the fictional voice in the story. This
is also seen in Khattak’s biography of the Pashto writer Šer Zam n T yz
(2000, Online), where Gul Mohammad Baytab is quoted as saying that the
short stories of T yz “do not give any impression of being imaginary work.
For this very purpose one of his stories had been rejected and returned by the
editor of a Pushto monthly with a note, asking for assurance that the story and
the characters were not real” (italics added).
Ever since the very inception of written Pashto literature, its utilitarian
function has been at the forefront; it has been a socially committed literature ranging from unveiled polemics to a more subtle mode of expression,
whose function as literary commentaries on social phenomena has been
more manifest than its art for art’s sake [adab d adab l p ra] function.134
This is evident already in the early works of Pashto literature, in the ideologically motivated or “social revolutionary” (Malik, 2008, p. 177)
Rawš n literature (16th–17th centuries), as well as in the counter-polemics
133
See e.g. Š nw r (1384b) and Dost (1385). There are also instances when the opposite is
stated, i.e. when a story is explicitly referred to as “real”, i.e. a fictionalised “reality”. For
example, the short story “Tam ša” [“The Spectacle”] by X n Mu ammad S nd is introduced with a remark saying: “This story which I have entitled ‘The Spectacle’ is a real
incident that occurred during the time of migration [hijrat] of Afghans to Peshawar” (S nd,
2007b, p. 36).
134
According to Gerasimova (1986, pp. 17–18) a discussion on the topic of “literature for
life” vs. “literature for literature” was initiated by ‘Abd al-Ra f Benaw in the magazine
“K bul” in 1947 and continued to be a topic of debate during the 1950s.
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of Ax nd Darweza, in the nationalist resistance poetry of Xvuš l X n
Xa ak, and also in much of the early popular literature in general (see e.g.
Darmesteter, 1971). Certainly, there are also examples of literature which
are clearly detached from worldly affairs, especially lyrical poetry under
the influence of the Indo-Persian tradition, and the azal form in particular
(i.e. in its classical form).
Writers such as Abd al-Ra m n B b , whose poetry “in marked contrast to nationalistic and war-like poetry /…/ stands like a quiet oasis in the
turmoil of violent struggle” (Sampson, 2010, p. 126), can hardly be accused
of having any political motives or undertones, though the utilitarian function of his lyrics can be discerned in its capacity of being more or less
spiritual in character and purpose. This is also the case with the later classical poets in the 18th–19th centuries who mainly wrote in the Indo-Persian
tradition, adhering to the aesthetic standards set by the Indian poet Bidel
(1644–1721) in particular. However, the point to be made here is that a
strong tradition of communicating with the real world through literature has
always been present, a literary continuum of social comment and alternative
history which persists into the present.
When we enter the period of early modernist literature in both Afghanistan and Pakistan at the turn of the 20th century, the idea of literature-cumpolitics is there from the start. It is also one of the watchwords of Ma m d
Tarz (1865–1933), the great reviver of both Pashto and Dari literature,
whose main motivation was to “bring Afghanistan onto the path of modernization and progress” (Sakhawarz, 2010, p. 53), a process in which the
reformation of Afghan literature was an essential element. Abd al- Al
Musta n (1874–1933/1934), who wrote in both Dari and Pashto, delivers a
poem almost echoing a Marinettian futuristic outlook; still in a classical
form but with a rather new message:

\...\

\...\
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An abridged version of this poem appears in Sax warz (1386, p. 101). Partial translations
are found in Ahmadi, (2008, p. 63) and Sakhawarz (2010, p. 55). Both sources deviate from
135
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Don’t be a traditional poet – leave eloquent speech behind

Struggle to learn science and technology for your homeland

Talk no more about long flowing hair or dimples on the chin
Learn knowledge useful for you, my dear!

Don’t be lazy, don’t sit at home in ignorance

Seek knowledge and science, like a train rushing along the trail
Search after the art in London and Paris

Leave the delight of Khotan and the Khatay Turk behind. 136

Bartlotti (2010, p. 120), drawing on other sources, says about Musta n and
other writers belonging to his generation, that they “returned to the aesthetic values, Islamic idealism and poetic forms of the Persian tradition.”
However, a clear-cut change, or “return” to an earlier stage of writing
comparable to the neoclassical, B zgašt-e Adabi movement, that occured in
early 19th century Iran as a reaction to the “Indian style” of poetry, cannot
be seen in Afghan literature. During the early 20th century the traditional
forms of writing were still used (and still are), though in terms of content,
there is a change (Bezhan, 2002, pp. 74–76). As the cited lines above
clearly demonstrate, the literary direction of this enlightenment, or progressive movement, was to abolish traditional symbols and imagery, and to
imbue language and literature with the spirit and ideals of modernity; “a
thorough alteration of the ‘content’ of contemporary poetry to reflect the
‘truth’ about the society, the nation, and the people of Afghanistan”
(Ahmadi, 2008, p. 41).
The idea that “literature should concern the welfare of the common people, it should be grounded in reality, and that it should be morally uplifting” (Farooqi, 2008, vol. 1, p. xx), was not limited to Afghan literature, but
was a leading idea in many literatures of the region in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Edwards (1993, p. 117) states that “in Afghanistan, as
elsewhere in the Middle East, poetry expresses cultural values and norms
and is one of the traditional channels for articulating political beliefs”, a
description which seems particularly applicable to Pashto literature. The
initiatives taken and e orts made by Tarz and his adherents came to result
in something of an “awakening of minds” (Gerasimova, 1986, p. 6)137 and
also came to affect the emergence of national consciousness.
the original published in Sir j al-Axb r (30 October, 1912, Nr. 2, p. 14) which is accessible
at: http://afghanistandl.nyu.edu/books/adl0616/adl0616_v2_p02_000014.html [2011-01-12].
136
The translation, given by Sakhawarz (2010, p. 55), has been changed to some extent.
137
Dupree (1985, p. 74) refers to this period (1900–1929) as one of “Political Awakening”.
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From this point onward it is possible to follow a parallel narrative of history through poetry and fiction, especially visible at times of social and
political upheavals and large-scale paradigm shifts. The fact that most writers were, and to a large extent still are, not only writers, but acted “simultaneously as poet, prose writer, playwright, publicist, philologist and historian, social- and political activist” (ibid., p. 19), probably contributed to the
emergence of a literature characterised by its sensitivity and responsiveness
to social realities. This phenomenon is not only limited to an Afghan context but is also evident with the eastern Pashtun writers of the British Raj
and later of Pakistan, though their agenda has had a slightly different outlook.
One can also note that most prior descriptions and histories of Pashto literature tend to focus on the socio-political positioning and orientation of
text/author rather than considering aesthetical or thematic commonalities
and principles thereof; i.e. literary works are classified and clustered according to their ideological direction and position in time, and not according to their literary specifics and characteristics, something which further
strengthens the notion of Pashto literature as being highly mimetic and
dependent upon its surroundings. An example of this can be found in Marwat (2007), an article giving a politicised overview of Pashto literature in
Pakistan. Here three phases are outlined: Pashtunistan Literature (1947–
1978), Inqilabi and Jehadi Literature (1978–1992), and Aman and Jirga
(Peace and Reconciliation) Literature (1992–2002).
Returning to the initial citation of Ahmadi above, we were told of an
emerging “aesthetics that stressed /…/ the conjunction of literary works
with the world of public events and society”, and that this process has been
essential in the development of Afghan literature “until very recently”.
Considering the fact that Afghanistan, and to some extent also Pakistan,
have been subjected to war and crisis over a long time, particularly during
the last three decades, it is plausible to assume that such conditions would
have had some consequences for the emergence of literary production, especially with the citation of Ahmadi in mind. At the risk of being overexplicit or repetitious, the one-sidedness that marks the debate on contemporary Afghanistan and Pakistan needs to be reemphasised here. Journalists, and to certain extent also the academia, commenting from the “outside”, tend to delve into a sort of circular discourse, similar to what has
been defined as “corkscrew journalism” (Halliday, 2010, pp. 243–244).
War and crisis have been in focus, especially since the “fall” of the Taliban
in 2001, however, the discussion has gone in circles at the surface levels
only, recycling the same material over and over again, and most importantly, rarely granting the “insiders” a voice.138 The analysis of literature,
138
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See e.g. Joya (2009, p. 185).

that is fiction and poetry, may thus provide a counterbalance, and an additional perspective, to the rather limited discourse on the subject.
Having said this, before entering into the reading and analysis of the narratives in the next chapter, it might be proper to conclude the initial discussion about the tradition of literature as social comment, and briefly outline
how aspects of conflict, war, and crisis have been mediated through Pashto
literature over time. As mentioned previously, Tarz and his adherents
brought a change to Pashto literature, infusing literary expressions with
social topicality, steering away from the belated imagery of past times and
into the realities of the present moment. During the three first decades of
the 20th century, the poetry genre retained its strong position, and prose was
still mainly used for non-fictive expressions (prose fiction at this time occurs primarily in the form of translations from other languages). A noticeable change of foci occurs; historico-political subject matters are introduced, and concepts such as independence [xp lw k ], nationalism [millat
p l na], and anti-colonialism [d škel k par ad], which marked much of
the socio-political climate of the time, were brought to the centre of attention.139 The three Anglo-Afghan Wars, fought between 1839 and 1919, are
recurring topics; the symbolic value of these events has not lost its strength
but is still today referred to frequently as connotations of imperialism and
oppression in general.140 The intellectual sphere in the 1930s consisted of a
rather limited elitist circle, of which most were under state sponsorship, and
which left little room for oppositional writings and ideas that deviated from
state policy. However, during the following decades, as also Gerasimova
notices (1986, p. 4), cultural activities in general, and the literary discourse
in particular, reached domains beyond the royal gates.
If we look at Pashto writers of today, whether residing in exile or not,
very few among them would assert that they remain oblivious to the ongoing conflict and past crises, or deny that these experiences have had an
influence upon their writings. In the biographies of many writers we find
evidence to support this. Here, experiences of war, both as onlooker, victim
or participant, are often described and commented upon, and are sometimes
explained to be the main motive for writing a poem or a story (see e.g.
Dost, 1385a, p. 4). For example, P r Mu ammad K rw n, one of the most
widely read Pashto poets and prose writers today, was introduced to the
Pashto literary scene by the Afghan prose writer and poet Sa d al-D n Šp n
It is interesting to see that the very same concepts used here are foregrounded in many
contemporary writings, especially in Pashto resistance poems (e.g. in Taliban poetry).
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Ahmadi (2008, p. 73) writes that “nationalist poetics encompassed select historical events
and incidents from the ‘national’ past. The Anglo-Afghan encounters during the course of
the nineteenth century offered fertile thematic ground to be explored in composing longer,
narrative poems, exalting the patriotism of the Afghans in battling foreign occupiers”. This
is a core element in Taliban rhetorics and poetry (see e.g. Widmark, 2010, pp. 156–157, and
Semple, 2011).
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(1933–) (Shpoon, 1988, p. 53–54) with the announcement that “we were
delightfully surprised that the winner [of the poetry contest] was an unknown Mujahid from Tani of Paktia with the pen name Karwan. This man
who keeps sending us poems, sometimes uses the bark of an oak tree as his
pen”.141
So, Pashto literature of today, both poetry and prose, may be characterised as “politicised”, though not necessarily political (as was the case earlier) or ideological. It is “politicised” in the sense that it explicitly communicates with and responds to its geo-political or societal surroundings. Certainly, much of what is written today, and especially poetry, may be considered to be “nationalist” literature. As an example, Taliban poetry, a
rather new genre and an offshoot of the Jihadi poetry of the 1980s, is only
marginally ideological or religious, but more “nationalist” and more similar
to “resistance poetry”. One of the more famous contemporary Pashto poets,
Abd al-B r Jah n , has even been criticised for glorifying the Pashtuns,
and his poetry has at times been deemed “racist” or “chauvinist” [než d
ger yi] (Siy h Sang, 2010, Online),142 though a more appropriate definition
of his poetry would be that it is of a “localist” or “regional” type. This
“localist” character is something that also characterises much of the Pashto
prose that is being written now.
Reading a short story and at the same time considering the writer’s biography, one finds this localist tendency to be rather strong. Most of the
short stories (in terms of plot, setting, etc.) take place either where the
writer is located at the time of writing, or in a location to which he has
some immediate relationship (upbringing, exile, etc.). This will be seen in
the examples presented below. This characteristic is not only detectable in
the imaginary world of the short stories, but is also a rather strong tendency
in the critical practice surrounding the literature; i.e. many works reach the
market via a local publisher, sometimes endorsed by a local cultural organisation to which the writer belongs, with paratexts (i.e. prefaces, introductions, and reviews), that tend to be written by people who have some local
connection to the writer.

141
Since 2004, the Ta district is located in the new province of Khost which previously
belonged to the Paktiy province.
142
This critical piece, in which some verses of Jah n ’s poetry are likened to “a racialist
manifesto” which Jah n could be put on trial for, stirred a heated debate among literary
critics and writers on a number of websites during the summer of 2010.
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4 Reading crisis: Four discourses
on war and crisis

If we are to understand the nature of war, and the impact it has on people,
then we must examine other approaches to understanding, through, for example, literature… Any psychologist who tells you that they can only learn
about human nature from reading a psychology journal article or textbook,
without considering the contribution of a good novel, play or poem, is naïve.
(Hunt, 2010, p. 3)

4.1 Introduction
The Indian poet and scholar Rukmini Bhaya Nair (2009, p. 134) writes that
“poetry as a means of communication in any society wields an unpredictable and incalculable influence over the minds and hearts of people, precisely because it works against the statistical view and forces us to face up
to the emotional (author’s emphasis) impact of tragedy.” In the context of
Pashto literature, it could be argued that also the prose genre, especially the
short story genre, negates this “statistical view” and presents us with alternative ways of interpreting the on-going moment. Nair adds that “we understand the horror of war differently when a poet shows it to us, than via a
historical account or a newspaper report” (ibid.). Below, we will show that
the literary prose writer can also serve in this capacity.
The basic postulate here is that fiction can tell something about existence
that general history cannot. War and crisis, it seems, constitute the thematic
basis of many Pashto short stories, either expressed directly and explicitly,
as in the example given below from Dost (“Tiror st n”), or in a more allusive, symbolic, and indirect type of narration, such as in, e.g., “Zarka”
[“The Hen Partridge”] and “Dwa tak sp n m r n” [“Two Dazzlingly
White Birds”] by P r Mu ammad K rw n (1995, pp. 5–7, 74–75) or in
“Had ra” [“The Graveyard”] by Parw n Fai z da Mal l (1996, pp. 1–5).
Since none of these stories are available in translation, it may be suitable
to say a few words about them here and point out how they address the
topic of war. Almost like a trademark of his, K rw n often lets animals,
and especially birds, speak in his writing. In the story “Zarka”, a hen par93

tridge acts as the main character. It is a subtle story about war, loss, exile
[“Once, during the cold winter she migrated to warmer climes, but soon
she came to remember her hill again. When spring arrived, she returned to
that hill, accompanied by a big flock of other partridges” (p. 5)], love and
resignation [“An iron-falcon soars over the hill. The hen partridge has become deaf and she cannot hear the fearful sound of the iron-falcon anymore, keeping herself warm only by the mournful singing over her loved
one and her children” (p. 7)]. In “Dwa tak sp n m r n” from the same
collection, two birds appear as recurring characters, though here, they are
not anthropomorphised but retain their non-human qualities. The story, in
spite of its brevity (approximately 1½ pp.), is rather difficult to summarise.
It is an almost plotless composition (loosely set around a henna-ceremony
the night before a wedding) and is a good example of what was said earlier
in chapter two about low-degree narratives. Bordering the domains of poetry, K rw n structures the text on a series of similes, repetitions, allusions,
associations, and dichotomies (of colour, taste, sensation, etc.). The two
dazzlingly white birds appear like two pale hands, like two bombs dropped
from an airplane, like two white flowers, and in a reversed simile, the two
white flowers appear like two white birds. Only subtly, by mood and allusion, can we interpret the text as narrating war experiences: the two birds
being hit by an arrow, a mother’s recollection of her husband’s body
soaked in blood, the taste of her tears as being like that of gunpowder, etc.
“Had ra” by Mal l, is also somewhat plotless: a fragmentary, interior
monologue that symbolically revolves around life at a graveyard. The opening sentence reads: “We are all prisoners here in this graveyard and we
have nowhere else to go” (1996, p. 1) and an allegorical reading of the
graveyard as Afghanistan, or Kabul in the early 1990s, is probably not that
far-fetched.
First, considering what has been discussed above, that is, the nature of
literary referentiality and societal responsiveness, it is not unexpected to
find a whole range of short story titles signalling topics of war and crisis.
The writer and journalist Dawood Azami (2009, Online) writes that “new
themes and terms, such as suicide attack, missile, and helicopter have entered Pashto literature, especially poetry, reflecting the destructive nature of
the insurgency and counter-insurgency operations”, and also that the
“theme of violence is playing out in other genres in Pashto, such as short
stories. But it is more visible in poetry.”
As demonstrated above, the representation of violence and conflict in
Pashto literature is not a recent innovation. However, Azami alludes here to
the sensitivity and responsiveness of a literature narrating its immediate
surroundings (both temporally and spatially), a literature that responds to,
and comments upon everyday life. Poetry in all its forms and the short
story genre are without doubt the two most popular and widely practised
literary genres among the Pashtuns. In line with what was discussed earlier,
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the recent rise and re-emergence of different types of short narrative fiction
can partially be traced to the internet, and its demands for instantaneity and
brevity. One could say that it is the constitution of the internet itself,
“physically” as well as conceptually, that sets or limits its range and
method of application, with the result that brevity supersedes length. To
some extent, the widespread publishing of Pashto short stories on the internet may be interpreted as an adaption to these demands, however, there are
further aspects involved as well.
The emergent Pashto short story tradition, which commences with the
short stories of R at Z xel in the 1920s,143 has not really retrogressed over
time, but has developed uninterruptedly; independently of current trends
and in the absence of a competing novel tradition. This is not to say that
Pashto literature lacks a tradition of writing in the longer novel form, only
that there is not, and has never been, a distinct hierarchical relationship (of
status) between the short story and the novel, as is the case in many other
literatures. Thus, returning to the discussion on war and crisis, we might
conclude and summarise why the Pashto short story appears so adaptable to
its age. I have mentioned the role of a strong tradition of short story writing, at least since the 1950s, as well as the internet and its compatibility
with shorter formats for information and expression; however, in the end, it
is more likely that it is the presence of war and crisis itself that generates a
demand for immediacy – instant responses to the surrounding world, articulated in poetry or in short stories.
A discussion on the relationship between war experience and prose writing will demand some sort of selection, and as was outlined in the section
on method, this work has selected four topics to centre on in the analysis.
The first topic, a topic which is recurrently being addressed both from the
“inside” and from an onlooker’s perspective, is that of “terrorism” and,
“the terrorist”. Terrorism is often defined as “the unofficial or unauthorized
use of violence and intimidation in the pursuit of political aims”, and a
terrorist is thus described as “a person who uses terrorism” in such pursuits.144 However, as we shall see, this definition is contested, or at least
questioned by many. The news media, as well as statements issued by the
ISAF public affairs office, constantly report on suspected terrorists [šakman
trahgar] or militants who are captured or killed; killings that are rarely followed up but often entered into the books and forgotten as casualties of
war, occasionally discarded as collateral damage, a euphemistic expression

Whether the short story “Šledale pa a” [“Pages Torn Apart”] or “Kon a j n y” [The
Widow Girl”] was the first published Pashto short story remains disputed. Also, whether
these stories should be defined as short stories or essays [takal na] has been debated. See
e.g. Raf (1385, p. 17) and asrat (2009).
144
http://oxforddictionaries.com [2011-06-07]. For a more detailed discussion of the concept
of terrorism see e.g. Mustafa & Brown (2010).
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that eliminates all needs for further justification of an incident (Halliday,
2010, p. 239).
There is a Pashto proverb that says: “When two bullocks fight, it is the
shrubs and other plants that suffer” (Bartlotti & Khattak, 2009, p. 308),145
an apposite metaphor for the present war situation, illustrating how war not
only concerns the warring parties of a conflict, but also those caught between, i.e. the civilians, affected either directly or indirectly in a number of
ways.146 Since the front line in the War on Terror by and large has been
concentrated to the Pashtun heartland, many Pashtuns have involuntarily
been caught in the crossfire, “in the middle of warmongers, extremists, and
militants” (Asfandyar Wali Khan cited in Rashid, 2006),147 targeted from
most directions (and dimensions); by the Pakistani army operating along
the north-west border in FATA and KP, by US drones targeting especially
North Waziristan, by sectarian violence (in Karachi particularly), by the ongoing military engagement by coalition forces in Afghanistan, as well as by
indiscriminate insurgent attacks on both sides of the border, and more recently by Pakistani shelling of Afghan villages in Kunar and Nangarhar
provinces. Furthermore, the much questioned strategy of night raids, i.e.
forced entries into homes at night which is “one of the most despised tactics in the eyes of the Afghan population” (UNAMA, 2011, p. 25),
(mis)targeted killings (see e.g. Clark, 2011a), and an overall absence of a
“granular understanding of local circumstances” (Petraeus cited in Clark,
2011a, pp. 1, 4) has created a “widespread hostility toward the foreign
troop presence, even among Afghans ideologically opposed to the Taliban”
(Dorronsoro, 2011, p. 9, see also Nixon, 2011, pp. 8–10). This is also acknowledged by the Afghan-born professor Amin Saikal in a policy paper
(2010, p. 13) saying:
From the Afghan people’s perspective, Afghanistan has become a stomping
ground for too many foreigners, most of whom do not understand the comThis is a rather free translation. The Pashto reads: “ w y e sara šk r p šk r š zy n d
k o b o day”; literally, “When bullocks butt each other, it is the stones and shrubs that
lose.” There are many similar variants of this proverb.
146
It appears difficult even to estimate the extent to which civilians are affected, as victims
both of direct violence and its secondary effects. The statistics on civilian casualties are
fluctuating (depending on the source and the parameters included) but it is not unlikely to
assume that there are a significant number of unrecorded cases to add to the official figures.
Even more difficult to assess is to what degree and in what shape the indirect effects of
violence affect the population. However, in an entry entitled “Afghanistan war: every death
mapped” posted 23 June, 2011 at guardian.co.uk, data of nearly 25,000 deaths between 2004
and 2009 (based on the Wikileaks release in 2010) has been visualised graphically, illustratively displaying the geographical distribution of deaths and how these are concentrated to
Pashtun areas. See http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/interactive/ 2011/jun/23/
afghanistan-deaths-mapped?CMP=twt_gu [2011-06-23].
147
Asfandy r Wal X n (1949–) is the President of the Awami National Party (1998–2002,
2003–). He is the nephew of an X n and grandson of X n Abdul aff r X n, the founder
of the Xud y Xidmatg r.
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plexities of Afghan society and culture, and who appear to be more concerned about what serves their interests than what is required to enable the
Afghans to rebuild their lives and country. This sentiment has been particularly strong among the Pashtuns, whose areas have become a hotbed of
Taliban insurgency and US-led counter-insurgency operations. Whilst viewing the Kabul government and international forces as predators, many Pashtuns have found solace in the Taliban’s promise of ethnic and religious salvation. Whether right or wrong, they see themselves more a victim of these
actors than that of the Taliban.

Taking all this into consideration, two interrelated concerns appear central
in a Pashtun critique; that of “diverging narratives” and that of “stigmatisation”. Diverging narratives or “parallel worlds” as Clark (2011a) puts it is
strongly related to the notion of trust, but is also linked to the concept, or
definition, of terrorist. More specifically, these divergences are of two
kinds; on the one hand, there is growing criticism (comprising a sentiment
of distrust) of how realities of war are represented by the media as well as
by the public organs of the coalition forces, and how these accounts many
times differ from those given by local authorities and eyewitnesses. On the
other hand, the criticism also extends to the extenuatory use of language in
these narratives, as is illustrated in a blog post by Clark (2011b); in an
ISAF release (May 12), a killed policeman is referred to as an “armed individual” while his daughter, a 12-year-old girl who was also killed in the
same incident, is anonymised and desensitised as a “local national”.148 So,
one clearly detects a growing sentiment of distrust toward how war is being
narrated, a questioning of the veracity of statements that relate incidents of
captured or killed rank-and-file Taliban, suspected terrorists, militants, etc.
The other theme that frequently surfaces in a Pashtun discourse is that of
collective stigmatisation, the experience that the whole community is being
targeted, almost metonymised as being Taliban or terrorists (Widmark,
2010, p. 156, and Rashid, 2006, Online). One example (among many others) to support such a claim is found in the caption to a picture found on
the website of Michael Yon, an American writer and journalist (former
member of the US army).149 A picture entitled “Dead Taliban in Chora”
shows the corpse of a dead man (assumed to be a Taliban) and a surrounding crowd made up of men in varying ages. In the caption it is written:
“Please take time to examine this panorama by scrolling around and using
the “+” and “-” sign to zoom in and out. Look at the faces of these men,
This is the wording found in the heading of the release. The report states further below
that the persons involved in the incident were in fact a man “employed by the Afghan National Police” and “an unarmed Afghan female adolescent”. See http://www.isaf.nato.int/
article/isaf-releases/one-armed-individual-local-national-killed-during-securityoperation.html
[2011-06-20].
149
The article was posted 27 February 2011 at http://www.michaelyon-online.com/deadtaliban-in-chora.htm [2011-06-20].
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and you’ll see the faces of Taliban.”150 What the picture actually shows is a
dead body surrounded by 150 to 200 Pashtun men and boys wearing traditional clothing; some men with their hands held in prayer and some of the
children staring at the photographer with pronounced fear in their eyes.
Whether these men belong to what we usually refer to as “the Taliban” is
nevertheless impossible to say.151
A critical sentiment, in line with what was related above, surfaces in
many recent works of Pashto fiction. As an example, in the “very” short
story, “Tiror st n” [“Terrorists”] by Mu ammad Nu m n Dost, rendered in
its entirety below, such a critique is manifested.
“Tiror st n”152
We are living in a mountainous area, where no one is familiar with the television, though a few of us listen to radio. Also I have an old radio, and
whenever I turn it on, my children ask me questions about some of the news
and words. Some days ago they were asking me about the meaning of the
word terrorist, but I had not seen one before and did not know the meaning
of it. I played a trick on them that the terrorists were in town, and that we
should go so that they could see for themselves. After this we went to one
of our relatives’ houses in Nangarh r, and on the very same day there were
some explosions in Haska Mena. Once again they listened to the radio constantly repeating news in foreign voices about the deaths of terrorists; the
children insisted, and I found no excuse not to go: The scattered bodies of
children laid on the ground, their half-dead bodies covered in blood. My little ones approached me slowly, and I held them firmly. But suddenly they
ran off screaming intensely; my feet were all exhausted, and I did not have
the strength to follow them. I cried out loud. But they did not even look
back at me, they were just screaming again and again: “We are terrorists,
they will kill us too!!” K bul, 25 ang š, 1386 [15 July, 2008].
(Dost, 2008)

Very short stories of this kind often only loosely adhere to the generic features we usually attribute to a short story. Generally, these can be of three
types: either highly poetic non-narratives that move from the short story
toward a prose-poetic domain (this text type is very close to the adab o a);
The panorama picture is found at http://gigapan.org/gigapans/ed57f973634e620
bd1adddf6582a0954/ [2011-06-20].
151
This picture is also discussed in a blog post [2011-03-01] by Martine van Bijlert at
http://aan-afghanistan.com/index.asp?id=1535 [2011-06-20].
152
The title of this short story could be a play on words, either interpreted as “terrorists”,
i.e. tiror st and the animated plural – n [tiror st- n], or as “Terroristan”, i.e. tiror and the
derivational suffix –( )st n, indicating a “Land of Terror” in the same style as Jihadistan,
Talibanistan, Absurdistan, etc.
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a sort of poeticised chronicles on everyday life with a discernable but vague
plot structure, or what could be defined as high-degree narratives, fictionalised/tweaked representations of life (often of real incidents) which only
marginally differ from the journalistic reportage. A joint characteristic
shared by many of these stories is related to what was said earlier about
“localism”; they tend to communicate with and comment upon the immediate surroundings. If we may say a few words about the story by Dost,
before we go on with the next topic, this will become clear.
Linguistically, there is not much to say about this text; Dost’s journalistic background shines through, expressing a neutral, simple, and direct use
of language. The content and the message supersede most of his aesthetic
considerations. It is what is said rather than how it is said that is most important here. Dost belongs to what could be categorised as the Pajhwokintelligentsia, a group of young journalists that are or have been affiliated
with the Afghan news agency Pajhwok, but at the same time strive as poets
and literary prose writers. So, what is it that makes this a literary text and
not a formal report or a journalistic piece? The literariness of the text is
first and foremost derived from the writer’s choice to categorise the text as
belonging to the short story genre, something which in itself, by nature,
brings along a claim of fictionality. Also the tempo shift that follows the
colon and the open ending reveals a command of literary techniques. The
narrative structure and form of the story is rather typical for Pashto short
story writing (and for short story writing in general); a first person narrative
related by an anonymous protagonist consisting of an introduction to the
plot (scene-setter), an intermediate scene, a climax and a resolution/twist.
Initially, the plot was interpreted as relating a generic incident of contemporary Afghanistan, but as further attention was paid to the date of
composition, July 15, 2008, the scenario of the story grew more and more
familiar. July 6, 2008, just over a week before the story was written, a
wedding procession was bombed in the village Deh B l in the Nangarh r
province, which translates to Haska Mena in Pashto (mentioned in the story), leaving nearly 50 people dead, mostly women and children. So, here
(as well as in other short stories of Dost) it is evident how the immediate
reality triggers the writer to respond to and reflect upon this through fiction.
The story can most certainly also be read as a critique of (foreign) media,
mistargeted airstrikes, and especially the use of the designation “terrorist”,
something that is negated and thematised in many contemporary short stories and which will be investigated below. What the writers question is the
apparent discrepancy between media narratives and the reality that these
writers experience.
A second topic examined here is how representations of and by women
are narrated in a selection of four short stories. To enter a comparative
analysis of how male and female writers represent female agency in such a
limited material will not be sufficient to substantiate an argument and thus
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serves little purpose. The idea is rather to study each story in its own right,
as examples of Pashto short story writing about women, without making
any claims that these are representative or typical in any way. What seems
feasible though, is to position these texts in a broader context of Pashto
literature and society, and by doing so, possibly close in on a tendency at
the least.
Earlier, we discussed how female agency, is still limited in society as
well in the literary discourse. A reflection of this is how female Pashto
writers more or less have been excluded from most historical accounts on
the topic. This is true, in particular, as far as western sources are concerned.
Not one single female Pashto prose writer is mentioned in the more contemporary accounts on Pashto prose writing (c.f. Anzur & Loewen, 2010;
Bartlotti, 2010, Marwat, 2007, etc.). However, in the ground-breaking and
important work on Pashto prose literature by the Russian scholar Gerasimova153 (1986), the works of the Pashto prose writer Kubr Mazhar is discussed in some detail (see e.g. pp. 105–107; 117–122). Also, in a recent
online article by Gerasimova (2011a; 2011b), discussing Pashto literature in
the 21st century, female agency in Afghan literature is addressed.
In a brief introduction to Pashto short story writing, Anzur & Loewen
(2010, p. 138), comment on their selection of stories saying “in story after
story, the female is the loser, yet at a closer look, the male also loses.” This
is also the case in the stories examined here.
It is worth noting that female agency appears also under the other topics
selected in this study and that, e.g., “the madwoman” (see below), is at the
same time a representative of madness and female agency. The topic of
madness is here given supremacy and therefore “the madwoman” is discussed together with “the madman” in the topic presented in the following
paragraphs.
The third topic examined in this chapter, “The Madman”, is a concept
which often has been thematised within the Pashto literary discourse, and
also has come to the surface in the Pashtun socio-political discourse from
time to time. This “madman”, or “madwoman”, and also “madness”, have
a broad range of connotations in Pashto literature, occurring both in its
literal sense, as pathological insanity, and figuratively, as symbolic madness. In the classical output of Pashto literature (as well as in the folk literatures), represented by poets such as Xvuš l X n Xa ak, Ra m n B b , and
Abd al- am d Momand (also known as M šig f, “The Scrutiniser/Hairsplitter”), there is a constant presence of peripheral mystico-ascetic figures
like the z hid, darweš, qalandar, malang,154 faq r, and also the lewanay,
Gerasimova is a senior researcher at the Institute of Oriental Studies, Russian Academy
of Sciences, Moscow. She has published extensively on Afghan literature, and Pashto literature in particular, since the 1960’s.
154
Sidky (1990, p. 290) writes about the different meanings of the word malang saying that,
“the word is used to refer to madaree (stage-magicians), fakir (either beggars or holy-men),
153
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(rarely p gal), i.e. the madman. Caron (2009a, p. 226) writes that “the trope
of the marginal figure (often also ‘insane’) as a commentator on society
bears a long genealogy in Persianate literature” and that “the image of the
malang was one of the most commonly-expressed and polysemic metaphors
within romantic/passionate lyrics” (ibid., p. 216).
Images of the malang, the lewanay, and of lewantob, i.e. of insanity,
persist even with modern poets such as Am r amza Š nw r , an X n
(1915–1996),155 Qalandar Momand, Malang J n (1914–1957), Abd al-B r
Jah n (1948–), afiya idd q 156 and others. In modern Pashto prose writing, and in short story writing in particular, ambiguous images of the madman and insanity are also explored, e.g. in “The Empty Frame” (1997) by
Xal l B w r (English translation from Pashto). From time to time, the malang appears as a character in Pashto short stories, as in “Malang B b ”
(1344/1965–1966) by Abd al-Ra f Qat l Xožy n , where a distressed man
receives advice from a hashish smoking malang,157 or in “D lar kal malang” (1374b/1995) by P r Mu ammad K rw n, which will be examined
below. A malang is also one of the main characters in the English novel
The Widow’s Husband (2009) by the Afghan-born writer Mir Tamim Ansary. The madman, or the madwoman (lewan y), a much-used image in
poetry, also represents a common theme of the Pashto short story.158 However, the classical trope of the god-crazed madman possessed by divine
love (of the Persianate Majnun-type),159 has now been transposed into a
contemporary setting, and representations of madness mainly concern
qalandar (wandering Sufis), jadoogar (sorcerers who, in some instances, are indistinguishable from shamans), charsi (hashish addicts), divana (possessed madmen).”

In one of the more famous poems by an X n, “La n” [“Search”], an existentialist
composition on life and death in free verse [az d nazm], the lyrical subject enters a discourse on madness, “I am mad, mad indeed / seeking life in the eyes of death” (Khan in
Arif & Khwaja, 2010, p. 99) [“z l wanay y m, l wan y y m rištiy / d marg p stargo ke
jamd n g r m”] (X n, 1985, p. 376–377). The word jamd n occurs frequently in the poetry
of an X n. Zy r (2006, Online) considers this word (along with zwand n and jwand n) to
be a non-standard [n kara] variant of žwand n, i.e. “life”. The stanza cited above has been
emulated effectively by the Afghan poet Abd al-Ra man a ar (1386, Online), “I am mad,
really mad / seeking the pearl of life in the sea of death” [“z l wanay y m, p rištiy l wanay / d marg p s nd ke d žwand dur la aw m”]. The poetry of a ar is discussed in
Jah n (1387, Online).
156
For example in her poem “D mine malang” [“The Malang of Love”], dated 21 June
2004. Available at: http://www.narenj-gul.com/poems/poshtu-poems/safiya/Speiney_Khab
arey/safiya-29.html [2011-08-22].
157
The portrayal of the malang in this story reveals how he is generally perceived by people
in society: revered, but also feared; mad, but at the same time wise (ibid.).
158
The use of this image is by no means limited to only Pashto literature, but could be considered an areal phenomenon, also common in Dari, Persian and Urdu literature, e.g. in
Saadat Hasan Manto’s short story “Toba Tek Singh” (See Rushdie & West, eds., 1997, pp.
24-31).
159
Baily (1988, p. 133) describes the malangs as “those who rejected the norms and conventions of society at large, and who, like Majnun (in the famous tale of Leyli and Majnun)
wanted to get away, to be alone in the desert.”
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earthly matters, from spirit possession to pathological madness. This
change is aptly put in words by the Afghan Pashto poet Abd al-B r Jah n
in the poem “The Gentle Breeze” (Jahani, 1987, p. 60) translated by the
Afghan scholar Abd al-Ras l Am n.
It is not the same meadow it used to be,
Not the same homeland of old times,
It is not the same flower garden anymore,
Not the familiar verdant plain or the old musky land.

Craziness has grown into insanity,
Madness turned into terror,

Dropped on my land the evil monster,
All hell has broken loose.160

There are corpses, funerals, and graves everywhere,
Killings, burials and wailing all over,
The love affairs have been forgotten,
Instead, there are floods of tears and infinite grief.

Female madness is a salient theme in the highly marginalised output of
women literature in Afghanistan, often being expressed as resistance or as a
consequence of trauma, not only in Pashto writings but in Dari literature as
well. As an example, the Afghan poet and prose writer Parwin Pažw k
(1967–),161 takes on this subject in her short story “Diw na” from the short
story collection Nagina wa Set ra (2001).
In Safia Haleem’s short story “La revanche”, from the collection
Confiture d’orange (2004, pp. 55–67), madness, though only subtly alluded
to by the irrational behaviour of the protagonist and by her uncontrollable
“hysterical” laughter, is a perceptible underlying theme. Here, madness can
be interpreted as representing a form of resistance; a desperate, or inevitable reaction against “all the inequalities of life; against masculine superiority, the yoke of tradition, the superficiality of modernity” (Widmark, 2010,
p. 155) etc. Also in Haleem’s short story “Wr st y naša” (2008), which
will be discussed below in the section on female agency, a woman’s madness is related in a similar mode.
In the short story “The Madwoman” [“Lewan y”] (1994) by the Pakistan-born writer Šer Zam n T yz ,162 female madness is also addressed,
Italics added.
Parwin Pažw k is the granddaughter of the renowned Pashto/Dari writer and politician
Abd al-Ra m n Pažw k (1919–1995) who introduced rhymeless poetry to an Afghan public
in the Pashto drama Kal ma d ra r p y from the 1940s (Rafi and Loewen, 2010, p. 136).
162
According to T iz (1994?), the Pashto version of this story can be found in his short
story collection Shpelae [i.e. Špel y], pp. 115–119. According to Khattak (2000, Online), the
short story “The Madwoman” [“Lewan y”] “was published in English under the title of The
160
161
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though not as resistance to patriarchy as in Haleem’s story, but rather as a
representation of “further powerlessness” (Anderson, 2010, p. iii), madness
as a consequence of trauma and crisis. This story is interesting in many
ways and deserves some further discussion here. In brief, the story is structured as a frame narrative with a parallel narrative in between. Quite effectively, T yz creates tension in the story by structuring the events around a
dichotomy of security and exposure, or vulnerability. The beginning of the
story relates how a team of volunteers arrives at a relief centre to deliver
assistance to “a few destitute” people, describes how the event turns out to
be nothing but a media spectacle, and depicts, with explicit satire, how the
visitors to the relief centre later are seated at a table to relish the light refreshments of “salty pulses, French pies and roast chicken.” This is followed by a narrative break which contrasts well with the introductory paragraphs: “The country was afire. Innocent people were also burning. In fact
the warring parties were not so much affected as the common people.”
Here, the story enters a parallel narrative, beginning with a descriptive
scene of a small mountain village, where the residents “had no worry. They
were not aware of the events which they did not see. If they knew something, it would be treated as a pastime for discussion in hujra163 and mosque.” The main character of the story, Lal Marjana [Lal Marj na], is introduced in a scene where she is portrayed as delivering a son.164 Six months
later, Lal Marjana is depicted collecting dry wood in the countryside, and
“on her way back to the village” she suddenly hears a loud explosion.
She could see a storm of dust and fire rising from the situation of the village. She did not hear other blasts. Nor she knew whether the blast was
caused by a bomb dropped from the air, or a gun shell, a rocket or a missile.
She moved as sleep-walking and reached the village to see that the whole
village had been razed to the ground. The fire was still raging, and the flesh
and blood of the human being were scattered all around.165

In the final scene, Lal Marjana finds herself at the relief centre, not knowing how she got there and for what reasons; “she had lost her senses”. The
Madwoman in daily the Frontier Post, Peshawar, on 30 April 1994.” The English translation
was done by T iz himself. T iz is mostly known for having written one of the first successful novels in Pashto, Gul X n in 1967 (For a discussion on the literary output of T iz ,
see Khattak, 2000, Online, and Far, 2002, pp. 251–253.
163
The hujra [ ujra] is a guest-house/room. In Ahmad & Boase (2003, p. 361) it says that
the ujra is a “room or building where guests are fed and lodged, also serving as bachelors’
quarters for young men of the tribe and a place of assembly where men of the village meet
to talk, drink tea, or play cards.”
164
It should be mentioned here (though this will be discussed further below) that T iz uses
the symbol of Axtar (i.e. festival, ayd) to create an atmosphere of joy and happiness, and to
contrast this emotion with the horror that awaits her, and thus add tension to the text.
165
T yz ’s translation.
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visiting volunteers find Lal Marjana “tied with iron chains to a tree trunk,
with a skinny child clinging hard to her skinny breast”.166 A woman in the
delegation tried to take the son from Lal Marjana, with the intention to help
him; however, Lal Marjana refused and “pressed her son to her breast, and
burst into wailing”. In a final paragraph, the story is laconically concluded
with an independent sentence: “And the team of the volunteers of the humanitarian agency boarded, sorrowfully, their air-conditioned car.”
The writer and critic Frank O’Connor writes in his seminal work on the
short story, The Lonely Voice (1963, p. 19), that:
/…/ the short story has never had a hero. What it has instead is a submerged
population group /…/. That submerged population changes its characters
from writer to writer, from generation to generation. It may be Gogol’s officials, Turgenev’s serfs, Maupassant’s prostitutes, Chekhov’s doctors and
teachers, Sherwood Anderson’s provincials, always dreaming of escape (p.
18). /…/ Always in the short story there is a sense of outlawed figures wandering about the fringes of society, superimposed sometimes on symbolic
figures whom they caricature and echo – Christ, Socrates, Moses. /…/ As a
result there is in the short story at its most characteristic something we do
not often find in the novel – an intense awareness of human loneliness.

In the light of Pashto short story writing, we could easily add K rw n’s
malang, the madwomen of Haleem and T yz , as well as other figures, to
this list of marginal characters. Furthermore, the argument of a submerged
population would also fit here and could be applicable to the Pashtun community, as a hegemonic subaltern; politically empowered but culturally
submerged.
Buzzing robots sail through the sky, and nobody sleeps. Poor villagers
spend their meagre savings on pills; at night they swallow sedatives and in
the morning they take anti-depressants.
(Smith, 2010, Online)

This image may appear unrealistic to most, however, several sources indicate that this
practice is a reality for the mentally ill in some areas of Afghanistan even today. A mental
disorder can be interpreted as the symptom of jinn possession, i.e. that an evil spirit (a black
jinn) has entered the body (See Miller, et al., 2006, p. 429, n. 7). The lack of a functioning
health care system in Afghanistan, and a lack of awareness of mental disorders, forces many
to seek remedy at Sufi shrines and to undergo “spiritual treatment” (see Barker, 2008,
Online, and AFP, 2008, Online).
166
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As with many other areas of research on Afghanistan, mental health problems related to war trauma are highly understudied,167 although the few
studies that have been undertaken shows that mental disorders are widespread in the population (see e.g. Panter-Brick, et al., 2009; Scholte, W. F.,
et al., 2004). Thus, if the category of “The Terrorist” aims at investigating
how Pashto writers respond to direct violence, stigmatisation and war etc.
in their writings, the idea of “The Madman” will be to examine how these
writers address insanity as an indirect consequence of crisis; both through
explicit representations of madness, despair and frustration, and through the
more symbolic use of the malang trope. “The Madman” is thus used here
as a collective and ungendered term for a wider concept of madness.
The fourth topic examined here revolves around the concept of Axtar, a
word which generally translates to feast, festival, happiness, good fortune, joy
and star, but which also denotes the two big religious festivals of the Muslim
year; the Greater Feast [Loy Axtar], also referred to as the Feast of Sacrifice
[D Qurb n y Axtar] (i.e. the Arabic Eyd al-A ), and the Lesser Feast
[K nay Axtar]168, also called the Feast of Fast-Breaking [D Rože Axtar] (i.e.
the Arabic Eyd al-Fitr). These two festivals are often explained through bad
(or at least simplistic) analogies with the Christmas celebrations, though in
comparison, these feasts are charged with a different gravity and importance, at
least within the area examined here. This is also what the material tells us,
especially if we consider our argument that Pashto literature is marked, or
characterised, by a sensitivity and responsiveness to its surroundings. The idea
to construe a category devoted to narratives on Axtar emanates from broad
readings of Pashto poetry. In poetry, this theme, or image, has been applied
extensively, and almost constitutes a genre of its own – Axtar poems [d axtar
ši r na]. A recent example of this, by the Pashto poet Al- j Ilh m al-D n
Qiy m (2009, Online), reads as follows:
Tomorrow is the feast!

!

It is the last day of the fast, late in the afternoon
A month of fasting and the morning of the feast will be here soon

But my heart does not yearn for the feast this time
Because my friend of life has travelled far away
Most studies that have been undertaken mainly concern PTSD of non-Afghan veterans
who have served in Afghanistan.
168
Also Wa kay Axtar and Kamkay Axtar.
167
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I thought; I will reconcile with “him” during the feast
But not this time dear friend of mine, he’s out of hiding, angry

In stead of being happy, I swayed into sorrow
In front of everyone I laugh, but God knows how I really feel

God, bring all our aggrieved brothers back home
God, accept our pleas, we believe in your capacity

Reconcile the people, bring peace to the homeland
I, Qiy m—‘The Rising One’, beg thus my pleas to reach God169

Evidence of the cultural centrality of Axtar is also found in its proverbial
usage, e.g. in “The Eid is not for one man alone” [Axtar d yawa sa na
day], i.e. the feasts are “for all persons alike” (Bartlotti & Khattak, eds.,
2009, p. 23). The other meaning of this proverb is perhaps even more important, i.e. that the feasts are meant to be rituals of congregation and socialising, and should by every means possible not be spent in solitude and
loneliness. This aspect is most evident in readings of both poetry and prose
that address this topic. In the corpus of stories used in this study, the concept of Axtar makes the narrative core in numerous texts (in more than
thirty pieces). As is evident from the poem cited above, the poet does not
enter an exposition on the nature of Axtar, but rather applies it as an archetype of joy in order to create contrast and tension in the text. Generally, if
we anticipate the analysis somewhat, the same function is to be found in
prose texts that take on this image; Axtar applied as a sensory effect of joy
and used as basis in dichotomies of joy and sorrow.

The Pashto text has been retrieved from http://www.s-rohi.com/fullstory.php?id=4315
[2011-09-23].
169
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4.2 “The Terrorist”
Salim turned on the radio. The news was on. They said that there had been a
suicide bomb in Kandahar, the second news feature reported of on-going
fighting in Helmand, and the third feature spoke about an explosion in
Ghazni. Salim turned off the radio. Without leaning back so that he could
see me, he said, – Explosions, explosions, explosions. Explosions everywhere. So many explosions, they are drowning us. We do not even recognise life anymore. Even here in Kabul, and only today, there have been
three or four suicide bombings.
(Pasarlay, 2006, Online)

It takes only a short walk through the woodlands of contemporary Pashto
short story writing to understand that the effects of living in a state of crisis
and war have had an essential impact on how literature has emerged recently. A general thematic sentiment addressing both the direct and the
indirect consequences of war can be detected in a majority of the stories
that have been looked at. This is already evident in the titles of many short
stories, such as “Embraced by the Grave” [“D qabr p eža k ”] by
Ma m d Marh n (2009),170 “The Stateless One” [“Bewatana”] by Gul
Ra m n Ra m n (2009), and “Suicide” [“Dz nmargay”] by Emal Pasarlay (2006). Even though these stories are interesting pieces in themselves,
especially the story of Marh n, being a short first-person narrative relating
the contemplations of a martyr in his grave171, we will here focus on four
other short stories, all of which deal with the concept of the “terrorist”:
“Trahgar” [“Terrorist”] by Mu ammad Nu m n Dost (2007), “Trahgar” by
Asad Af n (2010), “Trahgar” by Šer A mad aydar (2009), and also
“Šakman trahgar wuwažal š ” [“Suspected Terrorist was Killed”] by Muxt r Lawang (2007).
Among the many short story writers that publish on the internet we can
find names that only appear once or twice. These are most probably new
writers who either are using the internet as a testing ground or as a means
Although the critical practice surrounding this story is marginal, according to a summary
of the proceedings of a literary gathering held in Kandahar (2007), written by Muxt r
A mad Intiq m and published on Benawa.com, this story of Marh n was scrutinised and
discussed by the participants at the event. An interesting comment made by a certain Sa d
Z bul alludes to an almost modernist ideal of “making it new”. Intiq m (2007) relates that
“Mr. Z bul said in the discussion that this kind of story has also been written before, [stories] in which the state of life after death is narrated, and he considered this story to have
been written in imitation [p taql d] of those”. Similar narrative perspectives are found in
e.g. the short stories, “D yaw z tob dard” [“The Pain of Solitude”] by Akbar Kargar
(2007), and “D K bul day?” [“Is this Kabul?”] by Alam Gul Sa ar (1383d/2004–2005).
171
For an English translation of this short story, see Marh n (2011).
170
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to seek recognition and feedback on their stories before publishing them in
printed form. In cases such as these, it is often difficult to find any biographical information about the writer or further details related to the text,
and one has to rely solely on a textual interpretation based upon internal
evidence. However, one writer who is surrounded by substantial external
evidence is Mu ammad Nu m n Dost, author of the short story collection
Trahgar from 2007. On Lekwal.com, a Pashto website devoted to Pashtun
writers of Afghanistan172 and partially structured as what might be defined
as a digital tazkira, we find a short biography of Dost ( aydar , 2006).
Here, Dost relates a condensed life-narrative which in many respects also
could be said to be representative of many others belonging to his generation: the Soviet invasion, migration to Pakistan, civil war, repatriation, the
arrival of the Taliban, and the US/NATO “occupation”. He recounts the
hardships he went through in order to receive an education under these
circumstances and informs us about how he started out as a poet but has
been committed to short story writing since 1381 [2002/2003] and now also
has “dared into the novel [genre], if only time and will could make friends
with me” (ibid.). Under the subheading “Tsalor dawre aw tsalor x t re”
[“Four epochs and four memories”], Dost presents four short snapshots of
life similar to that of diary entries, all of which are related to the effects of
war in one way or another. The fourth and final “epoch” ( aydar , 2006,
Online) which is dated to 22 Wažay, 1383 [12 September, 2004] reads as
follows:
It was the year 1380 [2001] during the cold winter, American fighters were
circling over Kabul in search for those terrorists from which they would
save the Afghans. One could wonder if they will do anything to rescue the
helpless Palestinian people from the ruthless attacks by the Israelis – that
they are now next in line. We were living in block 63 of Makroryan 3, on
the second floor. The trembling sound from the bombings had awakened us
and we spent the rest of the evening in anxiety. My cousin was suffering
from epilepsy [ a ab n ro y]173 and with the sound of each detonation her
cries could be heard all the way to the neighbours. It had become midnight
and we had closed our eyes to sleep, when the fighters were heard once
again, and after a while a powerful sound wave put the whole block into
motion. At the same moment a distressing sound left the mouth of the sick
girl. Her whole body was shaking, and then, with her eyes wide open as if
she was in agony, she fainted. Until morning, we sat by her side in a state of
concern and fear.

172
173

The English title of the page reads Lekwal: The World of Afghan Writers.
The term can also be interpreted more generally as nervousness, hysteria, neurosis, etc.
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The sardonic outlook can hardly be mistaken here – a critical mood that
resounds in many of the works discussed below. Although these four short
stories are written by writers hailing from diverse areas, living under different conditions (in diverse areas of Afghanistan and in the diaspora), and
consequently with quite different experiences of life, they are strikingly
similar in theme, in plot structure and in their social critique, either explicitly or by allusion, though they differ to some extent in narration and use of
language. This is certainly related to the fact that these writers belong to
approximately the same generation, having been born in the early or mid1970s, and thus have similar experiences of war. Also, that they address the
same thematics is most likely related to what we previously said about immediacy.
“Trahgar” [“Terrorist”] by Mu ammad Nu m n Dost (2006/2007)
The writer and journalist Mo ammad Nu m n Dost (b. 1975), hailing from
a small village in the Al ng r174 district of eastern Afghanistan ( aydar ,
2006), is one of the more prolific contemporary Pashto writers in the genres
of short prose fiction, especially short stories and “literary pieces”, but is
also a poet and essayist. He is also one of the more frequently published
writers on the internet with a long list of published works on sites such as
taand.com, benawa.com, and larawbar.com. His short story collection
Trahgar [The Terrorist] published in 2007, his first printed publication, is a
realistic, strongly self-experienced, and autobiographical assortment of stories, as Dost himself admits in the preface (1385a, p. 4) saying: “For nearly
three decades, the voracious demons of war have wandered across our nation with their sharp teeth; putting their feet upon its chest, sinking their
teeth into the dead…The short story collection which you now hold in your
hands today is but a fractional picture of these sorrows” (italics added).
“Trahgar”, is set in an unnamed village at an unknown point in time.
Place and time are only alluded to by context and through textual mood, a
phenomenon also seen in several other short stories and which can be considered a characteristic of the genre. The two first paragraphs of this “very”
short story set the mood of the story:
The helicopters lowered their rotor blades over our village with such force
that the doves in the old minarets lifted towards the sky, as if they had come
to eradicate peace. The village resounded with a relentless sound of trembling, aircraft dived at the village like hungry hawks, and a moment after,
174
Also spelled with the letter ayn as Al ng r. This exemplifies the on-going tendency in
Pashto to eliminate redundant graphemes inherited from the Perso-Arabic script that are not
differentiated in pronunciation.
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the earth-coloured houses and the verdant gardens had all been hidden in the
embrace of flames, and some tired souls departed towards the sky.

The attack is followed by a state of chaos among the villagers; everyone is
found running about searching the rubble for survivors. While the protagonists, who are only identified with reference to a nameless collective “we”,
are busy pulling a child from the debris, two young boys enter the courtyard declaring that “they are all gone”, upon which one of the main protagonists responds that “it looked as if they were pointing at Gul bs
house.” We are told that the home of Gul b had been endowed with a son a
few years earlier (something which will be relevant for the resolution of the
story). When the villagers arrive at Gul b’s home they see thick smoke
coming out of the house.
All the houses were demolished and bones lay scattered all over the place,
as if someone had recently dug up some graves. From beneath a fallen tree,
smoke arose from a cradle which had something black in it. We searched
the rubble until the evening, but we could not find everyone’s remains. It
was not possible to distinguish between the male and the female remains.
The town Mullah said: “These are martyrs and do not need any shrouding
or ablution. Collect the bodies and have them buried in one place.” In the
evening, we all gathered on that very courtyard with Qurans in our hands –
but, before our prayer was finished, an old man said: “You cannot trust
these kafirs [k pir], the radio announced that there were not to be any
bombings.” After a few more items of news, the name of our village was
mentioned in a notice. Everyone turned to the radio. The journalist was discussing this matter with another person; although we did not understand
much of it, some of it was briefly translated. He said: “A group of terrorists
had gathered in that house to draw up plans for their warfare. Our intelligence sources had discovered this and after that, the attack was initiated and
the house was destroyed by aircraft.” We looked at each other and at the
scourged cradle while the radio kept on transmitting.

“Trahgar” by Asad Af n (2009)
Asad Af n is a writer and poet, and a resident of Khost [Xost] in Afghanistan according to his blog.175 This short story has striking similarities with
the one discussed above, conceptually, plot-wise, as well as in wording.
Whether this correspondence is accidentaly, a result of intertextuality, or
deliberate is difficult to say for sure, but will be pointed out below. The
story, which is narrated from a first-person perspective, concerns two main
175

At http://asadafghan.bloguna.tolafghan.com [2011-08-06].
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characters, an unnamed protagonist and a man named Akbar X n, described
as being his father’s only remaining son, somewhat odd, simple but clever
at the same time. Furthermore, “he did not speak ill of anyone in the village and was cherished by all the villagers.” The story begins with the two
men working in the fields surrounding a “village far away from the city”.
In a short dialogue between them it is related that the wife of Akbar X n is
pregnant and that their house soon “will be endowed with another bright
light, a son”.
The next scene takes place after the birth of Akbar X n’s son. We enter
the mind of Akbar X n who thinks to himself “if my son survives childhood, I will educate him so that he can become a doctor and relieve the
Afghans from their afflictions”. After attending a feast at the house of Akbar X n in celebration of the new-born, the protagonist narrates that:
It was late at night when we broke up and headed back to our homes. When
I lay down on my bed my eyes felt heavy and I fell asleep at once. It was
past midnight when a volley of shots woke me up; I sat up silent in the bed,
and the shooting began once again. Foreign soldiers [bahran askar] were
closing in from all directions and through a loudspeaker they announced that
the villagers should remain in their houses. I went out on the courtyard, red
flames flared up from Akbar X n’s house, and a strange silence spread
across the village.

At dawn, after the soldiers and the armoured vehicle [z araw l mo ur] have
left the scene, the main character, along with some other villagers, set off
towards the residence of Akbar X n. When they arrive, black smoke is
pouring out of the house. After the body of Akbar X n has been discovered
the protagonist relates that:
I passed by him closely and in the doorway leading into the room, Akbar
X n’s wife had been consumed by the modern weaponry of the promoters
of human rights. Her chest was perforated with bullets. I covered the body
with her chador and stepped into the room. The mother of Akbar X n was
swimming in blood, her chest pierced with bullets. In the room my sight fell
upon a cradle from which drops of blood were dripping. I moved towards
the cradle; the little son of Akbar X n was bathing in blood. His tiny chest
had been hit by bullets in several places. Tears were falling down my eyes,
my heart on the edge of bursting. I took him in my arms, kissed him, held
him firmly against my breast and screamed loudly: “Was he also a terrorist?”
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“Trahgar” by Šer A mad aydar (2009)

Six days after his arrival, people still came to see him and to ask him questions. During these days, he had not found an opportunity to leave the house
even once – to visit his relatives, to experience the landscape, and to recall
the burning heat of Saudi Arabia in the cool winds of Ghazni.

Thus begins the short story “Trahgar” by Šer A mad aydar (b.
1352/1973–1974), a prose writer, poet, and journalist from the Qarab
district in the province of Ghazni. In 2009 he published his first novel,
Tsapa [The Wave], a narrative that revolves around different aspects pertaining to migration in an Afghan context (Hussainkhel, 2009).176 The opening paragraph, which was cited above, introduces the main character of the
j P r Mu ammad, or P ro as he is referred to among his fellow
story;
villagers. The story, which is told in the third-person, takes place in/around
Ghazni, his hometown, to which he has returned after five years abroad in
Saudi Arabia. As the opening lines suggest, he has not been able to leave
his home since his arrival, even though nearly a week has passed. During
these days, P ro relates his whereabouts and experiences abroad to his fellow villagers, and he is informed about what has happened in the country;
“everything about the war [and] how to tell a friend from an enemy”. Finally, on the seventh day, the sensation of his return has lessened somewhat
and he goes out for a walk:
Then, absorbed in these thoughts, he walked gently along the fields of green
clover [šawtal], he looked in another direction, and each field his sight fell
upon appeared even more lustrous than the last. He approached the garden
slowly and went in through the gate; the vineyard looked as lush and verdant as before, and the vines were loaded with grapes. He continued forward, walking slowly in a furrow amidst the vines, when he heard the sound
of a forceful explosion. He looked up. Along the main road passing by their
village, black smoke and dust arose, and at the same time shooting began,
j P ro
both of small arms and heavy artillery [spako aw drano waslo].
noticed bullets being fired in all directions like a hail storm.

P ro hides in the vineyard, at first seemingly unaffected by the situation, but
as the fighting goes on and he sees “a man in a khaki uniform [yaw d xa
li Mu ammad li (2006, Online), however, states in a bibliographical note published on Lekwal.com that aidar has written two novels and one short story collection that
are ready to be published, as well as several translations. It is not uncommon that even
unpublished works are referred to in Pashto bibliographies.
176
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dar š sa ay]”, this calm of his turns into fear. “In front of him, two armed

men with fingers on the triggers appeared; along with the discharge of a
shot, a loud scream could be heard coming from the mouth of
j P ro”.
Here the climax passes on to the resolution of the story.
In the evening, the blood covered corpse of
j P ro was shown to the
journalists. A Kalashnikov gun and two hand grenades lay beside the body.
The head of the government forces explained to the journalists that “two
hours earlier, this foreign terrorist was killed in confrontation with soldiers.
You can see his weapon and hand grenades here. Also some documents
were discovered whose contents now are under investigation”.

“Šakman trahgar wuwažal š ” [“Suspected Terrorist was Killed”] by Muxt r
Lawang (2007)
Muxt r Lawang (b. 1353/1974–1975) hails from the village Tor Largay in
the Š nw r district of Nangarh r province.177 As with many other Pashto
writers, also he started out as a poet before venturing into the field of prose
writing. He has published a poetry collection with the title D oško amel
[Necklace of Tears] (2004) and made his debut as a prose writer with the
short story collection Šakman trahgar wuwažal š [Suspected Terrorist was
Killed] published in 2007. The short biography of Lawang, written by his
older brother al- jj Q r Abd al-Sal m (2004), relates that the family
migrated to Pakistan where Lawang studied at a number of Islamic seminaries, including the famous D r al- Ul m [-i] Sar add in Peshawar. Abd alSal m (ibid.) says that it was “during that time that without our knowledge,
he went together with his friends to the burning trenches of jihad”. Personal
experience of war is also manifested in the poetry of Lawang. In a note
written beneath a azal commemorating the martyred commander Abd alaqq178 we learn that Lawang’s brother, Q r Abd al- amad who was “a
very dear friend” of Abd al- aqq, also has suffered martyrdom (Lawang,
2004). The short story collection mentioned above was written in Switzerland where he has resided for nearly a decade. The opening paragraph of
the story “Šakman trahgar wuwažal š ” reads:
This was a good year; my vacations occurred in the beginning of spring.
The passport had been sent to the embassy of Pakistan for issuing a visa one
Lawang [Clove] is the writer’s taxallu , i.e. the pen-name adopted by many writers in
exchange for a family name (family surnames are rarely used in Afghanistan). Lawang
belong to the Š nw r tribe.
178
Regarding the death of Abd al- aqq, refer to Rashid (2008, pp. 87–88).
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week before the start of the vacation, and I had already bought the return
ticket from Emirates Airlines. Just as always, I would not tell anyone at
home about this, except for one of my old friends, Gul b. He had been my
friend from Peshawar and back home.

The prelude to the story thus introduces the main characters, the narrator/protagonist of the story (whose name is later revealed to be Bahr m),
and his old friend Gul b, who is described as a war-experienced man who
took part in the jihad against Russia [r s]. In line with one of the main
characteristics of the genre, there are few contextual details and the plot
structure is somewhat reduced, which results in many information gaps to
be filled by allusion and connotation. However, by putting all the pieces of
evidence together, we can conclude that the narrator resides in an unknown
European country, and that he now travels home on his vacations. Later on
in the story, the location is specified as an area somewhere along the
T rx m–Jal l b d road, i.e. to the west of Peshawar on the Afghan side of
the border. The story can be divided into five parts: introduction, three linear scenes, and resolution. Following the introduction, we find a scene
where the narrator walks around the village and is absorbed by the beautiful scenery. He relates his astonishment in finding an abundance of poppy
farms in the area “since in the news on the Net I have both read and heard
that our provincial governor has promised that this year he would implement the constitution and the decree of the president in the whole province.” The remaining part of the opening scene concerns the topic of poppy
farming from a number of perspectives. In the form of an inner monologue,
the narrator ponders upon how people in powerful positions lie to each
other for personal gain and economic benefit, and how, in the end, it is
these lies that shape the reality we confront in the media. Caught up in
these thoughts, he enters into a discussion with the villagers on this very
topic. The opening scene is concluded by some critical comments expressed
by a hashish smoker named Ab s n, to which the audience responds with
laughter. Following this, there is a short leap in the narrative time, and the
next scene takes place a couple of days later “when all the hand shaking
was over”.
The narrator and his old friend Gul b, decide to leave the village and
take a walk to the nearby bazaar. As they proceed towards the bazaar, the
narrator, who had “adopted the European way of using a phone”, plugs in
his mobile earphones. Without the narrator’s permission, Gul b reaches for
the earplugs and removes them, saying:
“Hide those wires in your pocket”. These actions of his were both strange
and frightening, but before I got the chance to ask him [about this], he said:
“There was another guy that came from some European country like yours,
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who did not put the earplugs in his ears as you, but put them around his
neck like this. At the same time some ISAF soldiers caught sight of him and
shot and killed him immediately. BBC News and other radio stations reported that a suspected terrorist had been killed on the T rx m–Jal l b d
road before he had had the chance to kill himself. Afterwards when the incident was investigated it was revealed that he had been an ordinary man,
and the NATO officials even apologised saying that, ‘We saw some wires
coming out from around his neck which led us to believe that he was going
to attack and could be a suicide bomber.’”

In the third scene, the narrator relates an incident that takes place sometime
after this [d yaw tsa dzan wr sta]. An unidentified “we”, probably the
narrator and Gul b, travel by car to the bazaar where they see a young man
“immersed in blood”. The sight of this leaves them embittered and without
appetite. However they later enter a shop to get something to drink and in
the shop the news on Ariana Television has just begun broadcasting.
Among the headlines it is announced that “just some moments ago a suspected terrorist was killed”.
The short story concludes in a somewhat essayish manner with a “commentary” [taf l] given at the end, in which it is related how the official
organ of ISAF reports the incident mentioned above. Whether this is narrated by the narrator of the story, or if a heterodiegetic narrator is introduced here, is open to interpretation.
Commentary: In the subsequent news sheet from the public affairs office of
the ISAF forces it was written, “today, along the highway, a person who
had some wires hanging over his shirt front was believed to be a suicide
bomber in attack. This was noticed by our soldiers before he could blow
himself up. We thereafter approached the suicide bomber and noticed that
the man was dressed in new clothes and that a pocket had been sewn into
the shirt collar. And where the thread should run, a mine had been
threaded”.

Discussion: Form and content
One of the basic criteria of academic study is to move beyond the landscape of triviality and reveal something that is not obvious to all. Although,
many aspects of contemporary Pashto literature to a large extent remain
unexplored, at least outside the Pashtun domain, and the mere descriptions
and translations of the texts certainly have some scientific value in themselves, we need to expound on some aspects related to form, content, and
context here.
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Some are teaching the children of our nation to blow up bombs, to handle
guns, and to kill their brothers, some are making fun of our culture and
some consider our language to be that of hell and remove it from schools
and universities. Others take away our religious scholars to the jail on Guantanamo on the pretext of being terrorists and some are killing us in the
schools calling us heretics [kuff r].
(St nikzai, 2007)

The above extract comes from the short story “Na, na oške natoyaw m”
[“No, no, I will not shed any tears”], written by Raf ’all h St nikzai (b.
1986), a young Afghan writer from the Ma ul (also Mu al) Xel area in
Logar province who belongs to what can be seen as a new generation of
upcoming and promising Pashto writers; a generation of writers, many of
whom have grown up during the last thirty years of conflict and instability,
and consequently focus on such issues in their writing. The excerpt above
summarises well some of the main themes that are being addressed in the
Pashto short story writing of today: fundamentalism, terrorism, stigmatisation, language status, intolerance and crisis. Also in the stories summarised
above, a few of these themes could be seen.
However, before we examine how these short stories deal with the concept of the “terrorist”, we need to examine how they adapt to what previously has been said about the form. How do these texts conform to our
generic description of the genre, to poeticity, representation, reality, and
localism? Form is important to include in the discussion since the content
interferes with the form; i.e. the genre itself both governs and restrains the
means for how the content can be presented. As an example, the brevity of
the genre leaves little room for any profound examination of the individual
psyche; however, it does lend itself well to representing a collective consciousness and mood. Similarly, the degree of narrativity, as well as the
space available for detailed descriptions are both limited, which often is
compensated by devices such as exactitude in wording, poeticity, and allusion, especially in the type of “very” short stories examined here. Even
though, all of the stories, to varying degrees, make use of what may be
defined as “short story universals”, i.e. the literary particulars that constitute the genre, and display many structural similarities in terms of plot, one
can hardly make any solid generalisations about the texts, and only a few
distinct commonalities can be perceived among them.
Although all four short stories seem to build on a similar literary strategy, where the characters are only marginally “characterised”, in particular
the protagonists but also other central characters in the stories, this feature
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cannot be said to be common to these particular stories only, but rather a
generic feature of the genre as a whole. Interesting, though, is how the
writers narrate their characters quite differently and how these characterisations, in spite of their peripherality, have an effect upon both the framework
and the resolution of the story. In the story by Dost, there is hardly any
characterisation at all (not even implicit), only occurrences of rather
anonymous characters: the “we”, i.e. the villagers, a child, two young boys,
Gul b, his son, the town Mullah, an old man, a journalist and “another
person”. Here, the lack of characterisation generates a “community voice”
(Hansen, 1981, p. 291) that moves the story forward and relates a collective
experience rather than communicating a number of individual perspectives.
The personal voice is not in focus, but it is the sum of all voices present
that infuses the text with meaning and mood. “The individual identity /…/
is unimportant; what is significant is that the attitudes and mind of the village as a whole are articulated” (ibid.).
In the stories of Af n and aydar, the characterisations are marginal,
though explicit. An examination of these suggests that a conscious literary
strategy was applied by both writers, with the main characters being construed with a shared aim to achieve a specific effect. In Af n’s story, the
unnamed protagonist is only passively present, while the other main character in the story, Akbar X n, plays a more central role. Akbar X n is characterised as an impeccable man, without any moral flaws, uncomplicated and
imbued with a joie de vivre. Likewise, in the story of aydar, the main
character,
j P ro, is characterised in a similar way, though, he is described as wealthy and a man more experienced in the ways of the world.
Considering how both stories end, i.e. with the sudden and seemingly unjustified killing of both main characters, it becomes clear that the aura of
innocence and probity, which is conferred on both characters, is there to
emphasise the contrast between innocence and arbitrary death, and thus to
heighten the effect of the ending. Also in the story of Dost, which lacked
characterisation, the mere mention of Gul b and his new-born son evokes a
similar sentiment of innocence. Finally, in Lawang’s short story, the main
characters, Bahr m and Gul b, are both portrayed rather explicitly; Bahr m
as an urbane and somewhat sophisticated man living abroad, now on visit
back home, and Gul b as the antithesis of Bahr m, a rural and warexperienced man. Although this has little to do with the resolution of the
story, it creates a dichotomy between modernity and tradition that adds
tension to the reading.
As mentioned before in the section on Af n’s story, we could see a
strong parallel with Dost’s text, in terms of the main idea of the storyline,
the plot, and in the wording. Not only the fact that the short story of Dost is
of an older date and exists in printed form reveals that Af n is an inexperienced writer (at least as far as the short story genre is concerned), but it is
also evident from the text itself, considering syntax, punctuation and spell117

ing,179 and it appears likely that the Af n’s story is modelled on, or at least
inspired by Dost’s work. The main plot in both stories is basically the same
and can be summarised very briefly as follows: A village is attacked by
foreign soldiers and one of the villagers, who recently has been endowed
with a son, is killed along with his family. However, a closer examination
and comparison of these stories shows that they differ considerably and
most noticeably in how they represent literariness, i.e. in terms of where
they are positioned in relation to “ordinary” language (echoing the formalist standpoint). If we scrutinise the two texts, a clear-cut division of texttypes emerges: Dost’s text as subtle/allusive and Af n’s as graphic/direct.
This is already visable in the opening paragraphs, where Dost sets the
mood by giving a both dichotomous (doves/hawks) and metaphoric prelude
to the story, while Af n’s introduction reveals a more direct or linear type
of storytelling. The uses of the more direct “I” (Af n) and the subtler,
more distant “We” (Dost), further adds to this distinction. A final example
of this can be found in how both writers depict the people that are killed in
the stories. Dost’s description reads, “smoke arose from a cradle which had
something black in it”, and it is only by allusion we can interpret this
“black thing” as in fact referring to the charred remains of Gul b’s son.
Af n relates a similar scene as, “my sight fell upon a cradle in the room
from which drops of blood were dripping. I continued forward toward the
cradle. The little son of Akbar X n was bathing in blood. His tiny chest had
been hit by bullets in several places”.180
We have already discussed the issue of genre in the chapter on Pashto literature, where it was concluded that brevity is the principal feature of the
genre and that text types other than those pertaining to the “western” definition of the genre, also could be found under this category in their sole
capacity of being brief. The short story collection by Lawang, Šakman
trahgar wuwažal š , one short story from which was examined here, can
shed further light upon this matter. Considering the editorial paratext, on
the back side of the book cover, in a short introduction written by the poet
Akr m al-D n Maft n (with the taxallu arq Parq), the book is referred to
as a “short story collection”. Likewise, in the preface to the collection, P r
Mu ammad K rw n (1386) expresses his wish that Lawang “will become a
good short story writer” (italics added). However, at the same time, the
collection also carries a subheading which reads “k se aw x t re” [“Stories
and Memories”], which raises some questions related to verisimilitude and
fictionality.
E.g. aj b for aj b [strange], šuro for šuro [beginning] etc. Though, these misspellings
can of course be editorial flaws.
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A similar example is given by Umberto Eco (1994, p. 55) in a discussion on story time
and discourse time where he demonstrates this distinction of graphicness vs. subtlety
through a comparison of two texts which both represent a violent scene (one written by
Mickey Spillane and the other by Ian Fleming).
179
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In the preface of K rw n (ibid.), where some of the stories are discussed, a sense of non-fictionality can also be discerned. One story “talks
about the bitter realities [ aq yiq] of today”, another is described as a
“tragic and lyrical [ta azzule] reminiscence”, and others as a “memory and
picture of”, and “a tragic memory of our homeland”. This fact does not
necessarily invalidate the short storyness of these compositions, but it certainly raises some doubts about the claims to fictionality. At the very least,
it points to a borderland prose which is designated as comprising short stories, but at times shares the characteristic features of other genres, such as
anecdotes, memories, travel writing, journalistic pieces, prose poems, essays, and even drama. The short story by Lawang, as well as the other short
stories under scrutiny here, shows that personal experience and memories
often constitute the incentive for their writing. This parallels what was said
before about localism, i.e. how the writers often choose to narrate a context
to which they have some kind of relationship. In Lawang’s text this is evident, both in how he portrays the protagonist and the location where the
story takes place: along the T rx m–Jal l b d road which passes through
the Š nw r heartland. The same could be said of the story by aydar
which takes place around Ghazni.
From what has been discussed above, the basic ways that these writers
mediate the concept of the “terrorist” should be rather clear, however, to
conclude this section, it can be apt to examine this in further detail. A general impression is that all four stories seem to be conjoined by a common
idea of resistance, discontent, and distrust; that is, they give voice to a kind
of moralism. In the story of Dost, where we could see a “focus upon community instead of individual character” (Hansen, 1981, p. 291), such a sentiment is present from the very opening paragraph. A collective “we” relates how the village is attacked by an unspecified military force; helicopters [ rlako] are descending, putting the doves in the minarets to flight “as
if they [i.e. the helicopters] had come to eradicate peace”, and aircraft are
diving at the village “like hungry hawks”. The subtlety that marks Dost’s
writing, which was also discussed above, is not seen in the explicitly critical texts of aydar and Af n, nor in the satirical piece by Lawang. If Dost
merely alludes to who the attackers may be, Af n explicitly writes “foreign soldiers” and aydar describes the soldiers as dressed in “khaki uniforms”, which could be read metonymically as “foreign soldiers” since
ANA soldiers normally wear green forest-pattern uniforms (at least until
very recently). In Lawang, the offender is the ISAF forces. Thus, all the
stories, in one way or another, deal with a dichotomy of offender/victim
with the offender is being expressed as a military force, often denoted as a
“foreign” one, who, perhaps without intent, but through negligence or indiscriminateness, causes the death of someone attributed with an air of in-
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nocence.181 This provides the short stories with a contrasting effect in line
with the classical oppositional pair of the hero and the villain, and also
infuses the text with social comment, which occasionally grows into a stark
and explicit critique of the war.182
We talked earlier about how discussions on the interrelated concepts of
“stigmatisation” and “diverging narratives” at times surface in the Pashtun
discourse. Examples of this can also be found here, especially in the resolutions of the stories. At the end of Dost’s story, a radio news broadcast in a
foreign language, or at least in a language not known to most of the villagers, comments upon the incident in the village, saying that “a group of terrorists had gathered in that house to draw up plans for their warfare”, and
that this was the reason behind the attack. Likewise, in the story by aydar,
j P ro was
the final paragraph relates that “the blood covered corpse of
shown to the journalists” who were informed by the head of the government forces [d dawlat dzw k no m š r] that “this foreign terrorist was
killed in a confrontation with soldiers”. Af n, who effectively writes that
“the foreign soldiers were screaming loudly but I could not understand
what they were saying”, concludes with a question directed toward the
attackers, “Was he [i.e. the dead son of Akb r X n] also a terrorist?” In the
satirical, and at times also comical, piece by Lawang, a staunch critique is
levelled at both corrupt officials and diverging media narratives, as well as
at the indiscriminate killings of civilians, questioning the arbitrariness of
the guilty-by-suspicion (or everyone-with-a-beard) tendency that seems to
cause many civilian casualties in Afghanistan (ARM, 2011, p. 12). He also
effectively manages to voice a sense of distrust and fear. The protagonist
adds, after his friend Gul b has related the incident when a man was killed
by mistake, that “we realised the disastrous effects of bullets” and that “in
the car, we crouched down as the armoured vehicles of ISAF passed by”.
Reading these texts, it is also possible to find a sentiment of distrust
which is closely related to what was categorised as diverging narratives.
This plays out in most of the texts examined here and the main criticism
appears to be connected with how the “official” narrative diverges with the
reality on the ground. As an example, Dost’s community voice relates that
“You cannot trust these kafirs”, a statement directed against the media; and
in the concluding paragraph of the story, the villagers are portrayed standing in the courtyard listening to a radio voice referring to their village as an
Reading between the lines, a tacit sentiment of “arrogance” can be distinguished in how
the “offender” is narrated. This bears a certain resemblance to how the “enemy” is described in some Pashto resistance poetry, where the offender often is described with words
such as “ma r r”, “kabarjan”, or “takabbur”, i.e. arrogant, haughty, etc. (Semple, 2011,
passim).
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Such a sentiment appears clearly in Af n’s text where he writes that “Akbar X n’s wife
had been consumed by the modern weaponry of the promoters of human rights” (Italics
added). The Pashto reads, “d akb r x n m rman d bašar xaqq no [probably a misspelling
for aqq no] d k d r no d parmaxtl lo waslo xwar k š w wa”.
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abode of terrorists. aydar relates a similar emotion. When the dead body
j P ro is displayed for the journalists, “a Kalashnikov gun and two
of
hand grenades” have been planted on the corpse, apparently to justify his
wrongful killing.183 In Lawang, the protagonist addresses this subject more
explicitly, relating how media realities on the internet do not converge with
the reality he faces back home in Afghanistan. For example we find
Ab s n, the hashish smoker, relating that “nowadays, in the international
media, they say that the opium smugglers have joined hands with the terrorists and that they now will fight both groups. They are simply looking
for a reason to kill us too.”
In concluding this section it may be suitable to summarise what the readings of these four short stories (or five, including the “very” short story
“Tiror st n” by Dost) have revealed. First of all, from a broader perspective, it should be pointed out that these short stories are by no means alone
in addressing the topic of terrorism; there are many other Pashto literary
writings that take on this subject, in prose as well as in poetry. This thematic tendency thus suggests that terrorism is something that profoundly
affects contemporary Pashtun society. To be more specific, the texts examined here, despite their diverse strategies, techniques, and perspectives, are
all brought together by the fact that they basically address the same problem, i.e. the offender/victim opposition, from which one can discern an
underlying dichotomy of “us” versus “them”. Also, these readings can
further support what has been said about Pashto literature and its responsiveness to its immediate realities and surroundings. In a sense, it appears
as if the Pashto short story genre, and also Pashto poetry in general, at
times functions only as an outlet through which writers can express their
personal and subjective perspectives on present societal phenomena, with
only minor attention to the form, i.e. how the message is presented. In
comparison with e.g. the news media, with its requirements of objectivity
and its imposed constraints of (self-)censorship, the mere act of categorising a text as a short story empowers the writer with a greater freedom of
expression, especially as far as social comment is considered. This is what
the above readings point at – a borderline text-type wavering between fiction and a literature of fact, dressed as a short story but flirting with reality
– marginally character-driven, somewhat plot-driven, and mostly mooddriven.

The description of this course of action nearly parallels the modus operandi of “The Kill
Team” as it is related in Boal (2011).
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4.3 Female agency: Representations of and by
The emergence of Pashto prose writing by women begins roughly with
Zayt n B n (1938–) – a Pakistan-born accomplished prose writer and poet
who writes in both Pashto and Urdu – and the publishing of her short story
collection Hind ra [The Mirror] in 1958. The works of B n often portray
different societal problems and constraints that Pashtun women are confronted with. This is a theme that continues to surface in Pashto literature,
in works by both female and male writers. Below, we will examine four
contemporary short stories, two written by women and two by men, and see
how these texts represent Pashtun women and their agency in society.
“Wr st y naša” [“The Last Trace”] by afiya al m (2008)
The prose writer and journalist afiya al m (1951–), briefly introduced
above, was born in Peshawar, but with an ancestry from Ghazni (Badar,
1388, Online). She has degrees in both English literature and linguistics,
and has served many years as an editor and producer for BBC in London.
Together with Zayt n B n , Salm Š h n and Kubr Mazhar , she is a pioneering voice within the rather limited sphere of female Pashto writers,
especially in the field of Pashto short story writing. Besides an anthology of
international folk literature translated into Pashto [D na y wul s k se,
2005], an adaption of The Seven Journeys of Sindb d in Pashto [D
Sindb d wa safar na, 1994] and some historical works on the Pashtuns in
India, al m has also published three short story collections and two novels. The short story collection Confiture d’orange: nouvelles (2004), translated into French by the Pashto writer Naj b Manalai, is a translation of
al m’s first collection of stories; N mga ai andzor [The Unfinished Painting] published in 1999. Her second short story collection, D ewe p ež
ke [Embraced by the Candle], was published in 2003. The third collection
of al m was published in 1385 [2006–2007] under the titel Š y st [Beauty]. afiya al m’s first novel, Zbešn k [Exploitation] was published in
2002 and Duny [The World], her latest novel, was put out in 2005.184
afiya al m could best be described as writing in the feminist realist
aesthetic tradition, something which is manifested through her representations of women’s agency. It is also possible to discern a social-realist outlook in her writings, where the societal role and position of women is emphasised. Although al m, in an interview, clearly distinguishes between a
historical literature representing truth and a fictive literature portraying
An online version of afiya al m’s second novel is available at http://www.benawa.
com/kandahar/library/nawal/donya/ [2011-09-16].
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different aspects of real life, she also admits to their intimate relationship
saying that “literature [i.e. fiction] and history are like brother and sister to
each other” ( Abdall h, 2009, Online).
The short story “Wr st y naša”, which appeared on a number of Pashto
websites in 2008 (benawa.com, s-rohi.com185 etc.), centres on one main
character, Š n z, a mother of four and forsaken by her husband three
months prior. The story, being one of al m’s shorter compositions (less
than two pages), is related from a third-person perspective.
With the sound of something breaking, that Chinese vase which Š n z had
cherished for the last twelve years, broke into pieces against the floor. Her
children rushed in from the TV-room and stared at the broken pieces. The
youngest one, the five-year-old boy, put on a downhearted face and said to
his mother: “How did it break?” The eyes of Š n z were filled with tears,
but since she did not want her children to see, she turned her face away and
said: “It looks as if the glass had become old”. But the children had not
heard these words. They had gone back to the TV-room.

The elder daughter of Š n z seems to be aware of what is going on, and
why her mother is smashing all the beautiful things in the house. While she
recollects all the things that have been broken in the house recently, she
takes out a shovel and a brush, and sweeps up the broken pieces.
But the situation in their home was not like before. Three months earlier,
her father, Š n z’s husband X lid, had met another woman and he now lived
separated from them, however, he used to come and visit the children and
his love for them remained unchanged. Though, the elder daughter of Š n z
could read her mother’s feelings. It had become time for supper and she had
gone after the tablecloth. She asked her mother [where it was] to which she
responded: “Take out a clean coverlet from the cupboard. I have put the tablecloth in the washer”.
But Š n z was lying. The daughter knew that her mother had torn the tablecloth to pieces this afternoon and now had put the shreds in the litterbin.

It is revealed that Š n z is trying to eradicate every trace of her husband by
destroying everything that he has bought for their home.

A website named after the Pashto writer and scholar Mu ammad idd q Roh (d. 1996).
It is also available at rohi.af [2011-09-15].
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She had lived together with X lid for twelve years. During his first long trip
on his own…yes…in twelve hours he had lost his heart to another woman;
that woman who he had become acquainted with on the plane. And as far as
Š n z knew, he had contracted a marriage with her [nik ye war sara ta le
wa]. Š n z’s house of love [i.e. her heart] was laid in ruins.

Š n z kept asking herself what it was that made X lid leave her, “what was
lacking in me?”, though without finding any answers. At first she is consoled by people around her but she is later advised to simply endure the
hardships. Š n z’s mother takes a pragmatic approach to the problem saying that “‘you should be thankful that you don’t have any economical problems…the house belongs to you. Just keep on living in prudence and honour, and care for your children.’ But Š n z was like wet wood on fire”186
In spite of her neighbours’ persistent exhortations that she should stop
with what she is doing, determinedly she carries on with her mission to
eliminate every trace of X lid and even sets fire to her wedding dress.
Whenever X lid came to visit the children, Š n z used to hide from him,
and when he was leaving, Š n z blocked him in the doorway demanding an
answer from him to her question…why…On one such day, X lid stopped in
front of her and said in a low voice: “Because there is nothing left in you
now”. That evening, Š n z was sitting in front of the large mirror. She
looked at herself; at one point her body appeared as an old car, and then, as
a sewing machine. The week before Š n z had visited a doctor and he had
prescribed some sleeping pills for her.

From this point we enter the climax and resolution of the story. It is related
that this evening (the same evening referred to in the citation above) all the
children are in a wonderful mood since their mother has been preparing
dinner for them, something which apparently has not occurred that frequently of late. When all the children have gorged themselves with all
kinds of delicious food, they retreat to the TV-room to watch a popular
Indian drama.
Š n z was gathering the dishes while gently humming an old song to herself. Off and on, through the door to the TV-room, she looked at the chil186
The picture of dry wood burning is found in several proverbs. Generally it implies that
also the innocent, good, or weak, is affected by the mischiefs of the bad. Cf. proverb 202 (p.
57) and 588 (p. 159) in Bartlotti & Khattak (2009). In this context, however, the simile of
the wet wood suggests that Š n z is completely lost in her despair and sorrow. The advice
and comfort by her friends and her mother have no effect upon Š n z.
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dren, either half-sitting [n m n st] or reclining [n m ml st] on their respective spot. The sound from the TV was so loud that she could hear it in the
kitchen. In every house in the neighbourhood, people were watching this
show. X lid tried to phone for a long time. The phone rang on the other side
but no one answered. At other times, the children used to grab the telephone
from each other to [have a chance to] speak with their father. What was going on now? He looked at the watch. His wife told him that everyone was
watching the drama at this time.

When the Indian drama is over, and there is still no answer, X lid drives to
Š n z’s house. With the help of some neighbours he mangages to enter the
building.
/…/ and when he reached the TV-room he uttered such a scream that everyone in the neighbourhood could hear him. She had eliminated even the last
trace of X lid’s love. In every newspaper in the town it was written in big
black letters: “Mother slaughtered [ al l k l] her four children”.

“Š m ho ” [“An Ill-fated Decision”] by Wažma Sab

mir (2004)

mir (b. 1979) is an Afghan prose writer, poet, and journalWažma Sab
ist. She originates from the M rw l area in Logar province but later moved
to Kabul. After a period of working as a journalist in Peshawar at both the
Pajhwok news agency and Azadi Radio, she moved to the Czech Republic
(Prague) where she now lives together with her husband, the critically acclaimed Pashto poet and journalist Naj b mir.187 She has published several books in a number of genres: a poetry collection, D palwašo ata
[Dancing Rays] (2004); two novels, Bang w la [The Bangle Seller] (2006)
and Jinnat ko [Paradise] (2010),188 as well as a short story collection, D
w wre laman [The Snowfield] (2004). Her latest novel, Jinnat ko , is set
among the Mahs d and Waz r tribes of Waz rist n and engages with the
topic of suicide bombings from a female perspective, and has received
much critical attention.189
The short story “Š m ho ” [“An Ill-fated Decision”] (2004), that will be
brought to attention here, is an online version of the short story “Ho ”
187

Naj b

mir has published three collections of poetry; D
n ro l nde mangaya [The
akay [A Necklace of Narcissuses], and D

Waterpot under the Plane Tree], D nargiso
n mo špo xabare [Midnight Talks].

She has also written an unpublished novel with the title B z r [The Bazaar].
Tob Nid S p y, another successful novelist who published her first novel P stargo ke
l k l šwe afs na [A Story Written in the Eyes] in 2008, has written a critical essay on Jinnat
ko (Nid S p y, 2010).
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[“The Decision”] found in the short story collection D w wre laman [The
Snowfield] (2004). As exemplified earlier with regard to B b kuhi’s short

story “X k-e bot”, it is possible to find several parallel versions of one and
the same short story. In the case of “X k-e bot” only minor changes could
be detected between an online and a later printed version, however, in the
two versions addressed here, the alterations are significant. In the printed
version (1383b/2004), the story is related in the third-person perspective,
while the online version is narrated in the first person. These revisions will
be looked into in the discussion section below.
The story centres on four characters: an unnamed protagonist/narrator,
her two children Zar na and M rwais, and a man, described as a warlord
stereotype with “a short raven-black beard /…/ dressed in a camouflagejacket [palang jampar], with a pakol-hat on his head and a golden watch on
his wrist”. The story is quite typical in terms of arrangement, temporal
outline, and narrative structure, though, thematically, the text stands out.
The initial scene-setting paragraph is structured like many other short stories in the corpus. Here, the opening scene is set through temporal location
(night, morning), physical position (bed, room), bodily sensation (cold), and
some notions on the weather (icy wind, golden sunlight), all of which are
common elements in short story openings.
After a night of wakefulness, pondering, and anxiety, the protagonist of
the story (whose name is Gul l y in the printed version) has come to a
decision: “my decision was final and irrevocable. The whole night I had
thought about this decision; I had accepted the good and bad of it, and all
the spiteful consequences it would bring along.” This “decision” forms the
leitmotif of the story and since we can only imagine what this decision
consists of, until we reach the second half of the story, it successfully adds
to the suspense of the narration. After some hesitation, the main character
decides to leave her home early in the morning. Her two children, Zar na
– “the piece of her heart”, and M rwais – “tomorrow’s hope”, are still
asleep, and from the text we learn that the girl is sick and that both of them
have had little to eat lately.
/…/ The alley seemed infinitely long and I said to myself again and again
that I should go back home…
But no! I had made up my mind; I had thought about this all night, there
was no other way out. I had lost all hope in humanity; how many days had I
not beseeched the good will of destiny and mankind, but now I knew that
this was it. I would carry through my decision. I could not see any other
way out than this…than this way.
I set off with lofty steps and found my way out to the roadside. Along the
road, a few pedestrians came towards me. I observed them closely, but eve-
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ryone was absorbed in their own walking and passed by with their heads
lowered. One with bare feet, another dressed in an old jute cloth, and yet
another dressed in so many old rags that he disappeared in it. Everyone on
the road was busy with their own thoughts and no one paid any attention to
anyone else. It felt as if the whole city was in a state of sorrow, and that the
people of the city just waited around to die.

There, along the road, she hesitates and is in two minds about whether she
should follow through with the task she has set out to do, or if she should
return back home to her children “who may have woken up by now and are
looking for me, crying.” The fourth character of the story, the man who
was introduced briefly above, arrives at the scene by car:
He drove his car up to me and said, “Come here! Where are you heading? I
can give you a ride…” I looked around and since I saw that there was no
one else around but me, I realised that the driver was talking to me. With
fear I answered him, “Are you speaking to me?”
– Well yes, I am speaking to you. Come here, what are you standing there
for? Jump into the car.

In great anguish, the protagonist finally enters the car. The man observes
her through the rear-view mirror while he tries to start a conversation with
her. She remains silent. When the man invites her home, although she does
not approve, she quickly comes up with all kinds of reasons and excuses
why she has to accept his invitation: that she is a widow with two sick children at home for whom she cannot afford to buy medicines, and that they
do have not had anything to eat for the last four days. Here we can anticipate what the “decision” is all about. The man gropes her thigh and tells
her that they can go to his place:
/…/ “But first, unveil that face of yours a little so that I can see what you’re
worth.” With hands shaking like leaves from the fear, I lifted one side of
my torn veil, and turned myself toward him; his black lips put on a
smile…“That’s nice, that’s alright”.

After a while the car stops in front of a house which is not “marked by the
effects of war” and the woman is led inside. The interior is described in
detail; a hallway decorated with “photos of a well-known warlord” [“d
yawa mašh r qom nd n aks na”], leading into a room bedecked with a
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red carpet and pictures of nudes [barban barban ta w r na] hanging on
the walls. At the sight of all this, the woman is terrified and cries out aloud.
I was not really aware how my clothes had come off. My heart cried inside.
Now and then, these tears of my heart reached my eyes and flowed down
my cheeks like a warm river. When I looked at myself, I realised that I too
had become like those pictures on the wall. Quickly, I put on my clothes;
beside me, like a beast, lay the naked man. He was sweating and seemed to
be all done. He picked up his camouflage-jacket, put his hand in his pocket
and pulled out some money which he gave to me. I put on the rest of my
clothes, looked at the money and thought, “So, this is what these many
hardships and such a great sacrifice were worth.”

The man quickly turns the woman out of doors. In spite of the woman’s
repeated pleas urging him to drive her back to where she was picked up, he
simply dismisses her, saying, “Go, get lost you nasty woman [badk re
šadze]. I don’t work for your father. Go somewhere else; perhaps someone
else can take you there…” The woman walks away. Absorbed in a state of
self-accusation and ignominy, she imagines that people in the street will be
cursing and spitting at her, and that her two children will come walking and
that they will do the same to her. Eventually, she finds the way leading
home and she runs all the way.

– M rwais! M rwais! He did not move. I gave Zar na a shake, but she remained still as well. I screamed, “M rwais, my son! Zar na, my daughter!
Get up children. I have brought warm bread and kebab for you; vegetables
too, and some tasty apples…” But they were still immersed in their dreams,
as if they held their eyes closed because they were angry with me. Their
closed eyes gave me only this answer. In the darkness of the night, their
souls laughed at me. I had insulted them and they cursed me. From within
this night of eternal darkness they demanded an answer of me:
– Why Mother? Why did you do that and why did you leave us alone? You
walked away. If you had been alone – OK – but you had us two. We should
be under one and the same roof; you should have gone with us into this
sweet world of eternal sleep. That would have been much better, Mother.
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“D m n r xw ta” [“Towards the Minaret”] by I mat Q ni (2004)
The prose writer, poet, and journalist I mat Q ni (1340/1961–62) originates from the Kal Xel village in the Š h J y district of Z bul province.
He is “well-known within the resistance literature of Afghanistan”190 and is
also active in domestic politics. He has published a number of poetry collections and short story collections. The short story “D m n r xw ta”
(Q ni , 2004, pp. 64–77) which will be discussed here, is included in
Q ni s third collection of stories with the same title. The collection consists
of twelve short stories, of which three are translations of stories by Maxim
Gorky, asan Man o, and the Sindhi writer N r al-Hud Š h.191
This relatively long short story (14 pages) centres on a young girl named
M ray and three other characters: M ray’s father who is known as
ib; the Mullah of the district mosque, Mull Abd al- aqq Axund; and
X lid, a co-worker of M ray. The story is set in the areb b d area in
Peshawar, to which M ray’s family has migrated from Kabul, and is related
from a third-person omniscient perspective.
In the first paragraphs we learn that M ray has received some education
ib has begun
back in Kabul, but that after arriving in Pakistan,
observing the regulations of the purdah more rigidly. M ray is confined to
the family home and her father keeps reminding her that “if you want to
become an angel of paradise, don’t start talking about going outside” (p.
ib strives to
64). Using all kinds of different charms and spells,
accumulate the money for his children’s expenses and the house rent, but
since “the talismans of
ib were so weak that they could not relieve
him even of the smallest problem, he was finally forced to find a job for
M ray at an NGO.”
M ray is described by the narrator as being “dangerously beautiful, with
pale almond shaped eyes, brown hair intertwined with red and black, and a
bulging bosom so eye-catching that Satan would surely let the mosque’s
sixty-year-old devotees break their bonds of faith” (ibid.). It is related that
M ray, on her way to work, used to walk along T k l road by the large
burial ground in areb b d where she “looked at the gravestones, and
whenever she read that someone had died in their youth, she sighed and
pitied them.” Several times M ray tells her mother that the gloomy graveyard makes her feel bad and that she wants her mother to find another
house for the family to rent, but her mother’s only response is an account
of their poverty and destitution.

From the publisher’s blurb (Q ni , 2004).
The Pashto translations of these stories are “D š dze intiq m” [“The Woman’s Revenge”] (Gorky), “D sa ak par
a” [“By the Roadside”] (Man o, “
”,
1953) and “G r k nd nkay” [“The Gravedigger”] (Š h).
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One day, a ferocious dog came running after M ray at the areb b d
graveyard. Horror-stricken she hurried into an alley where she bumped into
the Mullah of the mosque. When M ray raised her head the Mullah stood in
front of her. Like a frightened gazelle she looked at him and excused herself: “I’m very sorry Mr. Mullah, sir! This dog was barking and it scared
me.” When the trembling words of M ray came to an end, the Mullah said
to her in a very gentle and tender voice: “Don’t be afraid, my daughter. This
alley is full of dogs, they are only barking and they don’t harm anyone. I
will give you a duty to perform; whenever you come this way, read the yat
al-Kurs 192 two times, say Qul huwa-ll h193 eight times, and take a deep
breath” (pp. 65–66).194

Staring into M ray’s eyes, the Mullah is also allured by her beauty, but he
soon recovers his senses and steers the discussions in another direction,
asking about the situation of M ray’s family, with whom the Mullah is
familiar. She mentions that her mother is unwell, and the Mullah promises
to pray for her recovery. “M ray turned towards the narrow winding alleys
of areb b d and set off home. In comparison with the surroundings in
Kabul, the neighbourhood around M ray’s house was very rough.”
This is followed by a narrative break, and the focus shifts temporarily to
ib.
the characterisation of M ray’s father,
Her father was an old delusional [tawahhum-parast] religious man who
called himself Say d and had also assumed the pen-name Qurayš . The
whole family of M ray was deprived of the light of the urban liberties outside. Her mother was a woman who observed the purdah and the veil [satar], and her elder sisters had been married into families of dogmatic
[muta a ib] beliefs (p. 66–67).

At first, when M ray is at work at the NGO she is wrapped in a black veil,
but after some time she unveils her eyes, though, at home she remains secluded.
But her father and mother could not impose the stronghold of constraints
upon her feelings and impulses. After all, M ray was also a human being,
and like humans, also she had natural desires and instincts. Due to the steadib, the migrated families also viewed M ray
fast religious beliefs of

This is the “Throne verse” in the Quran. Verse 255 of Surah 2 (al-Baqarah).
This translates to “Say, ‘He is Allah’” and is the first line of Surah 121 (al-Ixl ).
194
The traditions of the prophet mention that these two verses should be recited when approaching a grave.
192
193
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with respect, and thought of her as a chaste and virtuous maiden. But M ray
was a human being, and like a human, she had emotions (p. 67).

The third character is introduced. X lid, a young man at the office where
M ray works, has become interested in her and after some time he asks her
out.
– Will you see me tonight?
– No way, I’m not that kind of girl.
– But look, I will not abandon you.
– So what will you do?
– I want to merge your soul with mine.
– Stop that city-prattle. You know what kind of family I belong to.
– I know nothing about that. This is the first time I’ve talked with you,
X lid answered angrily (p. 68).

This dialogue continues over nearly three pages. X lid tries to persuade
M ray to go out with him, underscoring that he is serious and that he promises to marry her.
– So, dear X lid. What troubles wouldn’t that bring about? You know very
well how much our family is honoured.
– I have laid my hands on the Quran that I will marry you, so, there is no
need to talk about troubles.
With innocent eyes M ray looked at X lid and said:
– Do you really mean it X lid?
– I am telling you the truth, I promise, I swear on the beauty of you (p. 69).

Despite M ray’s explicit dislike and fear of the graveyard, she finally
agrees to see X lid there later that evening. In the middle of the night she
sneaks out of the house and meets up with X lid in a secluded place in the
graveyard, near the path leading to the mosque. The paragraph concludes
with the narrator commenting:
Now, M ray was no longer the M ray she had been before. The glittering
pearl of chastity [from] inside the four walls [of her home] had been lost in
a dark corner of the graveyard (p. 71).
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This is followed by a scene shift (indicated by three asterisks) and the story
proceeds with a more detailed description and characterisation of Mull
Abd al- aqq Axund.
Mull Abd al- aqq Axund’s relationship with M ray’s father was good,
since they were of the same opinion regarding the seclusion of women. He
[i.e. the Mullah] used to deliver long sermons, lessons and speeches on this
topic. He used to refer to depraved women [b z r š dzo] as bitches in heat
[spemo] and say that on judgement day they will burn like dry wood under
the saucepan of the heavenly houris (p. 71).

After twenty-one years of marriage, the Mullah’s wife, who was “praying
for widowhood night and day”, has left him and moved back to her parents’ house. The divorce seems to have turned the Mullah into a staunch
misogynist:
On Fridays, in his sermons, the Mullah used to agitate for the idea that those
women who do not acquiesce to their husband’s command and who disobey
his orders, face an inescapable destiny of hell. He used to give advice to
married men in the mosque, saying that the women should be kept under
such severe control that they could not even wag their tails. /…/ Sometimes
in his preachings, he used to hum melodiously this saying in Persian:
“Damn all women” [la nat b š bar zan n]
“Even if they would be good” [gar e b šad nek zan n] (p. 72)

The paragraph, enclosed by the three asterisks, is effectively concluded
with a final sentence in which the focus is moved from the Mullah to X lid:
But one day, while the Mullah’s mind was ensnared in a struggle of sorrows; there, at the NGO office, X lid wanted to bring about another game
of lust with the vibrant flesh of M ray at the graveyard next to the mosque
(pp. 72–73).

In the next paragraph, the dialogue between M ray and X lid is resumed.
X lid tells M ray that he has been reassigned to another office and that he
will be away for over a year. This news is received by M ray with some
concern and she is assailed with doubts regarding X lid’s intention to
marry her. However, X lid assures her that he will stick to his promise and
they agree to see each other at the graveyard later that night.
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When she came out from the room, she looked
mosque. There was a secluded place near the
graves had been built. Beneath the graves was
which M ray was heading when she saw X lid.
with an electric torch (p. 75).

at the high minaret of the
mosque where four large
a small sufi-like space to
He signaled where he was

As they reach their “special place”, X lid spreads out his shawl on the
ground and they give way to each other. After a short while they notice the
sound of heavy footsteps.
/…/ X lid, who had stretched himself over M ray’s body, caught sight of
Mull Abd al- aqq Axund next to the graves. Right in front of the Mullah,
they both lay completely naked [l ts p ts]. X lid did not know what to do,
but he finally got up and stood before the Mullah, “Mr. Mullah, sir! Forgive
me. I repent before both my father and my grandfather.” In a hurry, X lid
threw himself over his removed clothes, put the pile of clothes on top of his
head and ran off without looking back. He ran to a place far way, put on his
clothes, and walked away on his own.
But M ray was still lying completely naked in front of the Mullah, and like
a frightened gazelle she did not know what to do, her clothes being out of
reach. M ray was gripped by a strange mood of fear and shame. She
thought that Mull Abd al- aqq would throw his shawl over her naked
body, or get the clothes and tell her to get dressed. But Mull Abd al- aqq
quickly undid his drawstring knot, dropped his trousers, and threw them on
the grave. (pp. 76–77).

Thus, it seems as if the Mullah has something else in mind and M ray is
filled with fear. In spite of M ray’s tearful pleas, the Mullah throws himself
over M ray “like a hungry wolf”.
Mull Abd al- aqq overcame months of heated lust and with his sturdy
hands he grabbed M ray’s throat and brought the tender heart of M ray to
an eternal halt.

Sah r, the city’s only newspaper in Pashto, reported the incident saying: “A

young girl, eighteen years of age, from an Afghan Qurayš family has been
murdered after a sexual assault. After post-mortem examination the body of
the murdered girl was handed over to her family by officers from the city
police [d wn t e p leso]” (p. 77).
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“Walwar” [“Bride Price”] by Mu ammad

if Nang (2005)

In the paratext of the short story collection D sark tib k tsa [The Sark tib
Alley],195 from which this short story has been retrieved, we read that the
if Nang (b. 1350/1971–1972) hails from the Pakt k
writer Mu ammad
province and has received education in several disciplines, e.g., Islamic
studies (the blurb reads “D Qur n fiz”, a title attributed to those who
have memorised the whole Quran), Arabic language and literature, economics, law, etc. He has worked both as editor and writer for numerous magazines, as well as being a journalist. This is his first published work of fiction, but he has previously published in other genres, e.g., Af na š dza!
mudirniyat, isl m aw an ana [The Afghan Woman! Modernity, Islam and
Tradition] (2003) and D Af nist n Iqti d [The Economy of Afghanistan]
(2005).
Nang (2005)196 writes explicitly in the foreword [pel ma] of the collection: “In this book I have collected such stories that, instead of having one
message, carry several meanings. There are a number of such stories in this
book, whose message even after a long period of time has been instructive
[d ibrat wa ] also for me. Many of the stories in the book are real
[rišt n ]! I do not remember which ones among them that may be [a result]
of imagination and inspiration, however, the story “D spožm y p lwar”
[“Towards the Moonlight”] may be compared to a folk tale with regard to
form and structure, though it still depicts a real situation.”
From this short passage we can discern how the writer conveys both a
didactic and realistic literary stance to his writing, something which is further emphasised if we look into other paratexts of the book. Some stories
contain short opening notes [y ddašt] which introduce the subject of the
story to the reader. In these, we find evidence of personal experience, and
some of the stories are overtly categorised as being “a memory” [yawa
x tira] (ibid., pp. 1, 143) or “a true incident” [yawa rištiy n y peša] (ibid.,
e.g. p. 99). In the y ddašt of the first story, “L m y špa” [“The First
Night”] (pp. 1–10), which describes one of the migration routes from Pakt k through the border town Ang r A a via the Ba a [ na] area of South
Waziristan during the Soviet occupation, Nang concludes: “I too walked
with these caravans [q filo] on foot and managed to get to Pakistan. This is
a memory from my migration. bargolai [May–June], 1365 [1986].” Likewise, in the story “Mor j ne m p xp le ež ke wun sa” [“Mother, Take
Me in Your Arms”] (pp. 99–100), dated “1373 [1994], autumn, K bul,
B l i r, prison of Dostum’s militia”, we are introduced to the origin and
topic of the story through an opening note in which Nang states: “This is a
real incident and the young mother of this child was the sister of friends
195
196

The book has a subtitle reading “Lan o d st n no olga” [“Collection of Short Stories”].
From the second page of the foreword, which lacks pagination.
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close to me. She was martyred in the K rta Naw district of Kabul by Dostum’s militia, and I even attended her funeral. May God grant her the heavens” (p. 99).
The short story “Walwar” [“Bride Price”], which will be examined here,
also addresses a topic which has been thematised in many Pashto short
stories before. Only in the digital corpus used here, “Walwar” occurs as
title of five short stories (written between 2002 and 2009), and is the topic
of more than a dozen of stories from the same material. Also historically,
the bride price has been thematised and problematised frequently. Already
in one of the early Pashto short stories from the 1920s, “Kon a j n y” [The
Widow Girl”]197 by R at Z xel , the tradition of walwar was addressed and
criticised. Although prohibited by law in Afghanistan since the 1920s (Kamali, 1985, p. 86), the walwar is still a widespread practice. The “walwar is
the sum of money (or commodity) paid by the groom or his family to the
head of the bride’s household” (ibid., p. 85), a practice despised by some
and esteemed by others (see e.g. Zamir, 2009, Online; ibid). The short story
addressed here deals with a variant of the walwar referred to as por [lit.
debt], a term used when a girl is given to a creditor as means of settling a
debt.
The short story “Walwar”, a narrative divided into six chapters/sections,
also bears an opening note introducing the story’s main characters, similar
to the cast list in a play script:
The only daughter of the usurer Zafar X n – Palwaša – the main character
of the story, who now is 57 years old, is married to a person named Torgul,
the son of Nawroz Ak .
Nawroz Ak is a wealthy moneylender in the village with five sons and two
daughters. One of his wives has died, and with the other wife, he has only
two sons: the 58-year-old Bah wal X n and, the 46-year-old Torgul.
Palwaša has three brothers who live in different areas of Karachi, but her
mother and father are in Ka aw z (p. 101).

The introductory paragraph that follows speaks to the reader generically
through the first-person plural, i.e. the ‘we’, about the conditions of marriage in Afghanistan. Whether the narrator is a heterodiegetic narrator who
speaks from the outside voicing an Afghan ‘we’, or if it is the main character, Palwaša, who addresses us from a sort of extra-narrative deixis (“now
57 years old”), is a matter open for interpretation.

197

Some sources refer to this story as “Kon a nj l y”.
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If it is true that our human nature possesses love, then we are deprived of it.
The right to this human disposition [innate attribute] is not in our power, but
rests in the hands of our mothers and fathers. As far as rights and freedom
are considered, we remain prisoners in our history and destiny. We are married and sold in silence, and we are not even told to whom we are married
or sold. Here, no one asks whether you are a human being, if you have a
heart, whether you agree or have any preferences. We are fettered like cattle
and sheep, and are given to persons of whom we often do not know the
name, or the looks and manners (p. 101).

The narrator, i.e. Palwaša, relates that she is 34 years old, a time reference
that forms the intra-narrative deixis of the story. This is followed by a lengthy flashback. She recalls when she was 15 years old and the “matchmaking business was really hectic” but that she remained unmarried for four
years since no one was willing to pay her father’s high walwar. We are told
of her love for a young man named J no, a distant relative and the son of a
worker in the town’s mosque (serving as the muezzin, a service which is
passed onto J no after his father’s death), how they used to meet each other
at the godar, i.e. the place on the bank of a river at which water is taken,
and how she lived a life of ease.
Although he cannot be seen together with me nowadays, every afternoon
and evening I listen to the voice of his az n [i.e. call for prayer], and past
memories of his love and the sorrows of the heart are brought back to life
(p. 102).

Nawroz Ak , mentioned in the introduction, comes to Palwaša’s father with
a proposal that the debt between them can be settled if he gives his daughter to his son Torgul. After some hesitation, Zafar X n finally agrees to his
proposal of which Palwaša relates:
Perhaps he was happy with it after all, because now it had gone so far that
he could not marry me off for a bride price, so to resolve his debt and give
me to Torgul was at least better than keeping me at home (p. 103).

One year after the engagement [kožda], the wedding takes place in absence
of the groom Torgul, who is in India for work. Since the groom is not present (and whom Palwaša never has met), the wedding ceremony is held
without any extravagances.
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My wedding went by in such a manner that I thought I was at a funeral and
I did not have a palankeen [kaj wa],198 but rather a coffin, upon which they
carried me to their house. From the very beginning, everyone looked upon
me with disgust. Everyone’s faces appeared desolate and in sorrow, particularly my mother-in-law’s face, which seemed gloomy and spiritless (p. 104).

She is installed in Torgul’s room. In this new hostile environment, and
solitude, she looks forward to the arrival of Torgul who is supposed to
come back from India in a short period of time.
In our region, the tradition is that the bride is relieved from work some days
[after the wedding], is relieved from preparing bread and that she is honoured and respected, and…but me, they woke up early in the morning. My
ill-tempered mother-in-law came in to me, woke me up and said: “Come on
now, go and wash yourself. I will be waiting for you in the hall and [then] I
will acquaint you with the household chores” (pp. 104–105).

Although she finds it somewhat strange that she is set to work already the
first day after the wedding, she says dejected and surrendering, “Work is
the adornment of ours, every woman and girl works you know, if we were
not to work what should we do instead?” Palwaša sets about the daily routines, without feeling downhearted, since all her duties make time pass by
quickly.
The following days and nights of my life continued in this way…eveyone’s
chores were obvious; my duties were to bake bread, prepare the morning
tea, do the dishes, wipe some rooms and to wash the clothes of my parentsin-law…
But I was happy in all this and I never experienced feeling tired. Not that
the chores were not demanding, but I was happy, since it made time pass
by…though I was tired of the daily mockery and taunting by the women in
the house. I could not complain to anyone and no one confided their problems to me. I kept to my self as much as I could /…/ (p. 106).

In the second chapter the story, fourteen years have passed since the marriage, and “every year that passed, they kept saying that Torgul will come,
Torgul will come…”. In spite of the many years passed and that she felt as
if she was “married to the four walls of Torgul’s room”, her longing for
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Torgul persists. Despite of Palwaša’s assiduity and compliancy, the taunting
of her continues:
“But you are childless [wa a š n a], you are an old woman now, your missing husband will not come home…we have received you in debt and when
Torgul comes home we will give him another maiden…who are you and
what is your purpose [here]…[?]” (p. 107).

Another year has passed when we enter the third chapter of the story. Palwaša is now 34 years old and we have thus returned to where the flashback
began. As the story unfolds, Palwaša is once again informed that her husband will come home and “this time Torgul actually came”. She is filled
with excitement by hearing this and makes all kinds of preparations for his
pending arrival. Palwaša withdraws to her room and waits for her husband
to come. Not until the following day Torgul comes to see her.
/…/ He laughed bitterly and said: “It is good that I did not visit you last
night, you really look like my grandmother, they said so but I did not believe it…Look here woman! Today God bestows you with both purdah and
honour as you are known as being my wife. This dignity and esteem of
yours are over with, do not let us torment each other anymore…You do
your thing, come and go [as you like], but let us not intend anymore…From
today I will regard you as my older sister, you are unlawful [ ar m] to me
and…” (p. 109).

These words uttered by Torgul knock Palwaša off her feet and she is shattered. Torgul forces Palwaša to change rooms and is sent off to live with
his mother. It is soon brought to light that Torgul is to marry one of his
cousins, a young girl named Spožm y199.
I had several beautiful and precious dresses [jo e]200 from my youth and
wedding which they took from my bottom drawer [ and q] to make a bridal
veil [poš] of for the new bride. I cried and pleaded them not take them since
these were a token of my life and youth. Though neither Torgul nor his
mother and father took any notice of my cries and laments but said, “We
have received you from Zafar X n’s house, together with all the clothes, as
means of settling a debt, so you have no right to demand a thing…you and
all your belongings have been included in the payment of our debt…” (p.
110)
A more common Pashto spelling is spožm y [“Moonlight”].
Jo a is the clothes that are brought from the groom’s house to the bride before the wedding.
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The wedding takes place, and in the evening, “Torgul and his indulged
bride went into their room, I saw them…tonight was their wedding night,
while I was sitting in my mother-in-law’s dark and small room, lighting the
torch of tears” [i.e. cried incessantly]. The following morning, Palwaša is
awoken by her mother-in-law saying, “Get on to it, old woman. Prepare a
good breakfast and some flat-bread [par e] for Torgul and the other families”. This command is the last straw for Palwaša who cuts her mother-inlaw short and says, “Go and wake up that spoiled bride of yours, how come
I was awoken after the first night, I was also a bride!”, and they end up
beating each other.
After this incident, Palwaša’s situation in the house of Nawroz Ak neither improves nor gets worse. She watches how Spožm y is being coddled
by the members of the family while she is forced to serve.
/…/ It made me think of those days fifteen years ago, when I had been married to him…I used to ponder…if father had married me while I was still
young, I would have enjoyed the same honour and esteem…
But these thoughts and ideas were of no meaning for me now; these are waters passing through the dam201 (p. 112).

Life goes on. Palwaša is tormented, especially by seing Spožm y wearing
her clothes, but there is little she can do about it, fearing that they will send
her back to her father’s house or that Torgul will divorce her if she were to
complain about her condition. Palwaša relates how they all tried to justify
Torgul’s decision to “degrade” her to sister, which was an unlawful move
according to both tradition and religion. The status and respect of Nawroz
Ak (as being a wealthy man), however, causes even the town mullah to
“change the decrees of God” and approve of the action.
Palwaša is constantly reminded of the time when she was deserted by
her parents and she recalls how her father used to say that, “you are very
old now and nobody wants you anymore, and we cannot keep you here at
home for the rest of your life”. Although she expresses a wish to see her
mother and father again, at the same time, she says that, “I did not want to
live on the charity and benevolence of my father and brothers, such a thing
I considered as coming to hell…” She also keeps repeating her wonder at
people’s indifference towards the behaviour of both Nawroz Ak and her

The Pashto reads d tar warx tire oba de which correlates to another idiom with a similar
meaning: oba e d warxa tere š biy na r gardz [“Once water has passed through the
sluice it never returns”] (Bartlotti & Khattak, 2009, p. 53). The meaning is thus that something has occurred and cannot be changed or made undone.
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own father; how money, wealth and status seem to surpass values of morality and honour.
But whatever falls upon a woman, whether it is her happiness or sorrow…that has no meaning in this area; for these people, the man is seen as
the star [storay] of the house202 and the shadow [syoray] of God…(p. 114)

In the final chapter, the abuse of Palwaša by the family members continues,
and the only one who treats her with at least some respect and dignity is
Spožm y.
I had become like looted property for them. Now I did not even care what
they did, I had become used to their beating and mockery. I had become
very old, my eyes were weak, my back and bones were aching, the strength
in hands and feet has faded, and also my patience has declined. Husband or
no husband, it has absolutely no meaning for me now, nor have I any needs
after someone’s love, affection and compassion…whatever happens to me
now, I will still be forced to please everyone, and this because I am a
woman who has been sold, a woman without a voice and support…I will be
brought to my grave together with all my longings, the yearnings of a son,
the longing after Torgul’s love, and…(p. 115)

In the resolution of the story, Palwaša, turns herself towards a higher
power.
The kingdom is yours, God. You know well what will happen after death.
After I have died and have turned into soil, will someone come to my grave
and pray for me? If so, if someone comes to my grave after I am dead, I
will tell him the whole story of myself (p. 115).

Her wish is that J no, the love her youth, will come to her grave so that she
can explain to him about her destiny and sorrows. The last paragraph reads:
And there I am, the old Palwaša, walking and waiting for the sun of life to
set. The bondswoman, the scorned and sold Palwaša. She, who never got to
experience the love of a child, nor [the love] of a mother, father, or a husThere are also Pashto proverbs that express the opposite meaning, such as š dza d kor
day [“Woman is the lamp of the family”] (Bartlotti & Khattak, 2009, p. 299), probably
a loan from the Persian zan er -e x ne ast. However, as also Bartlotti argues (ibid.), the
majority of Pashto proverbs addressing women are misogynous in spirit.
202
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band. The Palwaša [who is] bereaved of everyone’s sympathy, who beseeches God for death; a God who will not grant her even that favour.

Discussion: Form and content
In an article on Afghan women’s poetry, Zuzanna Olszewska (2011, p.
342), researcher at the University of Oxford, states that:
/…/ women have always had to be particularly judicious in balancing creative expression with safeguarding their honor and upholding public moral
codes; for many, this has come at the heavy price of silencing or even death.

Despite an increased access to internet (concluded from a heightened presence of female writers over the last years) and the potential this has created
in terms of anonymity and means of expression, we can still find an underlying or unspoken “code” of what can and cannot be said in the public
space. This is most evident in Afghan women’s writing, but also discernable to a certain degree with male writers. An example of this can be seen
if we look at the autobiographical book nsu-ye wa šat [Beyond Horror]
(2009) written in Dari by the transgender Afghan writer amid Nilufar,
now exiled in Canada. This book, which first of all deals with the pain and
suffering of growing up as a transgender individual in Afghanistan, 203 but
also addresses several taboos related to sexuality, has attracted much attention among literary scholars and critics. The book has been referred to in
reviews in terms such as “unprecedented” and “unique” (not for its aesthetic merits but for its message and content), and its author as being a
t bu-šekan, i.e. a “taboo-breaker”. Nilufar’s uninhibited use of language,
outspoken descriptions of sexuality and structural violence, and his identification of societal taboos, thus gave voice to something that is generally
known but has so far remained unspoken. The wide attention, and the fact
that some critics reviewed the book under assumed names, shows that Nilufar through his book borders on what can and cannot be talked about in the
public space.
From the second chapter (p. 11) we read: “During childhood, kids used to call me
amida, the girl, the sissy and izak. In minds of great many Afghans, the word “izak” is
exceedingly ridiculous and laughable, and as such, also accursed and loathed. Kids use the
word to tease and to make fun of each other, while adults use it as insult, humiliation, debasement, or as malice and ridicule, or simply as to make fun of someone. The primary
meaning of the word in colloquial Dari is xons [androgynous, hermaphrodite, sexless], that
is, someone who is neither a woman nor a man. The word is also used in some other meanings; about barren women, sterile men, effeminate boys, boyish girls, childless and disabled
people, and also about honourless and incompetent people. Anyhow, the word izak and all
of its connotations […] are perceived as insulting and demeaning in Afghan culture.”
203
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If we first make a brief overview on how and to what extent women are
represented in the short stories examined in the three other categories of the
analysis, this can serve as a referential basis for the discussion. Since female agency was not a parameter in the selection process of the three other
categories, these are to some extent representative of the general presence
of female agency in the large corpus.204 In the preceding category, “The
Terrorist”, women are represented in only two stories, in Dost, only a short
reference to some “female remains” and in Af n’s story, a brief mention
of Akbar X n’s wife delivering a son and of her death at the end of the
story. If we anticipate the two categories below, we will see that in the
section on “The Madman”, two stories have female representation. In
S nd’s story “The Spectacle”, the main character’s wife is briefly mentioned in the introduction (as being worried over their ill son), and Sa ar’s
piece has a female main character: a lone mother on the verge of insanity.
In Jam lzay’s story in the concluding category, there is only a cursory mention of a mother and a girl (no characterisation). In the latter part of the
story “Blood in the Milk” by Sa ar, the main character is a mother injured
from a rocket attack, and in Rawšan’s story, the protagonist is a lone
mother in despair.
This shows that approximately half of the stories have some kind of female representation present, although their agency is quite uniform and
stereotypical in how they are portrayed, namely as victimised and more or
less powerless. Gerasmimova (2011a, Online), discussing Sa d al-D n
Šp n’s novel Š n ay [The Roller] (1998), one of the few works that features a female character who is represented as emancipated and empowered, concurs with what we discerned in the material addressed above, that
“a woman is in most cases the victim who suffers from an unfair society
which men dominate”. One must bear in mind that this only reflects a tendency of how women are portrayed in fictional representations, however, as
Deborah Smith (2011, Online), a researcher affiliated with the AREU argues in an AAN blog post, reality is more diverse than this and there are
“myriad examples of women having agency in their lives”.
Reverting to the main discussion, if we first consider the form of these
stories, we see that they are quite similar in narration and structure, being
well-thought out and elaborate compositions, lacking the spur-of-themoment features that many online stories reveal. All four stories are mainly
linear, chronological, and have short narrative times, with the exception of
Nang’s story, which enters a lengthy flashback and entails a narrative time
that spans more than forty years. A representation of the structure of
Nang’s story in pictorial form would read (somewhat simplified) as follows:
Likewise, if the four texts under, e.g., the topic “The Madman” are excluded, the remaining twelve texts can be regarded as arbitrarily selected in respect to “madness”.
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c

15

b

d

57

34

a

Here, the numbers represent the age of the protagonist, Palwaša, and the
letters signify the narrative order of events. In the summary above we discussed two points of reference: an extra- and an intra-narrative deixis. The
extra-narrative deixis signifies the reference to Palwaša as being 57 years
old, which constitutes both the beginning and (possibly also) the end of the
story. In the beginning of the story we read that Palwaša is now 57 but the
narrator starts the story when she is 34 years old (a), which makes the intra-narrative deixis. Here, we enter a flashback (b) and from this point the
story changes temporal direction, moving towards a present-future direction; back to a present moment in the intra-narrative and further on towards
another deixis in the extra-narrative time layer, manifested in the concluding paragraph of the story. The purpose of this brief exposition is to reveal
the narrative structure in one of the lengthier stories in the selected material
and to demonstrate how “length” (16 pp.) may render possible a more
complex narration than that which we normally see in shorter linear stories.
Moving on to the main topic of this section, that is, to examine how representations of female agency are realised in these texts, we will first look
at the two stories which are written by female writers. In summary, the first
story, “The Last Trace” by afiya al m, centres on a mother named Š n z
whose husband recently left her for another woman. This has thrown her
into a state of despair and hopelessness and she embarks on a quest to erase
everything at home that reminds her of him. Although we know that their
four children are “slaughtered” by Š n z at the end, the ending is rather
open, since we do not know if Š n z kills herself as well. The image of a
woman committing suicide is nonetheless frequent in Pashto short story
writing, and as Mills (2011, p. 71) states, also a societal reality:
Suicide has, in recent decades, become an all-too-frequent option for young
Afghan women faced with impossible situations, especially disastrous marriages. It is, in that sense, the last form of agency to which a beleaguered
woman can resort.
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mir’s story “An Ill-fated Decision” bears a certain resemWažma Sab
blance to al m’s piece; the protagonist is a lone mother who lives in utter
destitution, and in order to find the means to feed her children, she sees no
other way out than to prostitute herself. However, by the time the protagonist comes back, both her children have died.
al m’s stories, generally speaking, cannot be said to be typical of
Pashto short story writing. There is a sense of universality and atemporality
to her writings that is rarely seen with other writers. It is also noteworthy
that many of her stories entail an urban middle class setting. The story addressed here, where the female protagonist indeed has agency, cannot be
interpreted as to represent a weltanschauung of Pashtun women exclusively,
nor even of Afghan women, but rather speaks for the woman in more universal terms. We also see how al m here refrains from the usual archetype, that is, to demonise man and to dichotomise him with the image of
the victimised woman.
mir’s story is more context-specific or localised in (re)presentation
and adapts to the stereotype to portray woman as victim and man as violator. In fact, the protagonists of both stories display agency; Š n z in the
domestic space and Gul l y (or the “I”) in the public space, though their
actions only lead to further despair and desolation, and possibly also death.
We can see how both writers use allusion as a device; al m as a device to
effectuate suspense, and mir, as a means of distancing the writer from
the text. For example, in mir’s story, although there is little doubt that
the story talks about prostitution and also images a sexual act, there is no
explicit mention of this in the text, but it is only referred to by allusion.
Related to this is also what was mentioned briefly in the introduction to
mir’s story, that we have two versions of this text: a printed version related from a third-person perspective and an online version from a firstperson point of view, both published in 2004. Besides this, there are only
minor differences between the two texts, mostly performed to fit the change
of viewpoint and nothing that affects the message. Such a strategy could
indeed have been adopted as a result of some aesthetical considerations or
editorial intervention by the publisher; however, it seems more likely that
this decision is related to self-censorship.
Considering the sensitive topic addressed in this story, the switch of
viewpoint appears to be a conscious strategy to take the focus off the “I”,
which eventually could be interpreted as a writer’s subject being present,
and to relocate all “liabilities” to the protagonist (by naming her Gul l y).
This thus points to the fact that mir, despite the allusive mode of narration, borders on what can be expressed (if you are a woman that is). Furthermore, if we accept this argument, this could also be an indication of
how the internet, as public space, may be interpreted as less restrictive in
terms of what can be voiced than what would be possible in printed matter;
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probably owing to the transient (less “set in stone”) and somewhat distanced nature of the internet.
The texts written by male writers highlight two ingrained themes of
Pashto prose fiction: the situation of the Afghan diaspora in Pakistan (in
Q ni ) and the bride price (in Nang). In Q ni s story we can also see an
underlying theme of religious hypocrisy, evident from the characterisation
of both the Mullah and M ray’s father. The Mullah is portrayed as a
staunch conservative who agitates in the mosque about the importance for
men to keep their women secluded and under strict control. However, at the
same time, we see how he does not seem to practice what he preaches;
being himself forsaken by his wife, and, in the resolution of the story, in
what seems to be instigated by a synthesis of generic hatred towards
women and sexual frustration, he sexually assaults and kills M ray. The
ib, M ray’s father, suggests a similar two-faced
characterisation of
outlook; on the one hand, he is imaged as a faithful believer who observes
the purdah rigidly and complies with the Mullah’s attitude towards women,
on the other hand, he displays a belief in superstition (resorting to charms
and spells), and also has to compromise his ideals due to financial strains,
letting his daughter, M ray, enter the public space. Nang also touches upon
this theme in the paragraph where Nawroz Ak , in his capacity as a
wealthy man, gets the Mullah to “change the decrees of God” and approve
Torgul’s decision to degrade Palwaša to be his sister.
If we consider how the women in these stories are represented, we meet
the common stereotype of them being victimised and abused. Q ni s story
“Towards the Minaret”, effectively set in the areb b d district (which
translates as “The Land of The Strange”), relates how M ray, the main
character, in the beginning of the story is confined to the four walls of their
house due to her parents’ rigid observance of the purdah. Later, her father
unwillingly lets M ray partake in the public space, where she experiences a
short-lived moment of relative freedom, before she faces abuse and death.
This text, in terms of narration and content, has a conspicuously “male”
outlook, particularly evident from the characterisation of M ray as being
“dangerously beautiful /…/ with a bulging bosom” /…/, but also in the
paragraph where X lid, M ray’s lover, is described as longing after the
“vibrant flesh” [žwandayo wašayo] of M ray. Such a wording would
hardly appear with female Pashto writers, not even in representations of the
most chauvinist male character in a story.
Nang’s story, in comparison with Q ni s piece, represents a more truthful female voice, but yet adapts to a similar stereotype of female victimisation and male demonisation/domination. With the exception of the moment
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when Palwaša objects to her archetype evil mother-in-law, her agency in
this domestic space is only that of submissiveness and compliance. 205
Reading these stories, as far as representations of women are concerned,
does not take us far from the images we are usually met with in the media
and academia. In the stories examined here, all female characters are characterised through their experiences of violence, trauma, and societal distress. In Afghanistan, as Smith says (2011, Online), “the ‘woman as victim’
cult not only continues, but appears to be embraced, even by those fighting
for women’s rights”. This also appears to be the case if we take women’s
representation in Pashto fiction into consideration. However, it is important
to bear in mind that these writers do not only aim to reflect upon a certain
aspect of reality, that is, to thematise and image the exposure and exigency
of Pashtun women, but also, merely by choosing to address this theme,
entails a kind of criticism and moral stand.
Looking back on these four stories, one cannot fail to notice how they all
seem to be linked together by an absence of war. Even though there are a
few traces of war experience present in Q ni s story (through the family’s
exile) and also in
mir’s story (by the characterisation of the warlord
stereotype), these hold no prominent position in the narratives. In the other
two stories there is nothing that speaks of conflict or crisis. Thus, what we
see is how these four stories with female main characters seem to occupy
another space, representing a seemingly timeless and unchangeable state of
female marginalisation, a state that persists irrespective of war and crisis.

Noteworthy, though perhaps somewhat out of context, is that also in this story by Nang,
we can discern how he sets his narrative to his immediate surroundings or a reality he is
familiar with. In the opening paragraph of the story we read that Palwaša’s parents live in
Ka aw z (a district in western Pakt k , bordering the Ghazni province), and in the blurb of
Nang’s book it says that Nang’s father is a Ka aw zay.
205
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4.4 “The Madman”
.
The people were laughing at the madman, while he was laughing at the
people.
(Pashto proverb in Bartlotti & Khattak, eds., 2009, p. 248)

‘Cause I’d rather stay here
With all the madmen
Than perish with the sad men roaming free
And I’d rather play here
With all the madmen
For I’m quite content they’re all as sane as me /…/
(Bowie, 1970)

In the introduction, we examined how images of the madman and madness
have been represented in Pashto literature over time, and in the Pashto short
story especially. Below we will read and examine four short stories, written
over approximately a decade (1994–2005), all of which confront some aspects of madness: “Tam ša” [“The Spectacle”] (2007b) by X n
o y p la a” [“Searching for Bread”]
Mu ammad S nd, “D
(1383b/2004–2005) by Alam Gul Sa ar, and two short stories by P r
Mu ammad K rw n, “ r ta raw n sa ay” [“The Man Who Went into the
Hills”] (1383c/2004–2005) and “D lar kal malang” [“The Malang of Lar
Kalay”] (1374b/1995). The inclusion of two of K rw n’s texts here, under
one and the same heading, may need some further justification and explanation. First of all, although both stories tackle a common thematics of insanity, they differ considerably in how they present the matter, in narration as
well as in aesthetics; the earlier text is infused by a dense and poetic symbolism, while the latter piece leans towards a more realistic presentation.
Furthermore, the fact that the stories are separated in time, and thus are
rooted in different contexts and experiences, can also justify the selection.
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“ r ta raw n sa ay” [“The Man Who Went into the Hills”] by P r
Mu ammad K rw n (1383c/2004–2005)
The poet and prose writer P r Mu ammad K rw n, who was briefly introduced above, has been an influential literary voice on both sides of the border since the late 1980s.206 He made his debut as a published writer in 1993
with the poetry collection L m š ma tar m š ma [From Evening to Evening] which since then has been followed up by two more collections of
poetry: in r xabar kaw [The Plane Tree Speaks] in 1998 and D š per y
war aw [The Angel’s Palm] in 2000.207 He has also written two short story
collections; L nargisa tar nargisa [From Daffodils to Daffodils] in 1995
and more recently r ta raw n sa ay [The Man Who Went into the Hills]
in 2004/2005. K rw n’s works have been republished in several editions,
and he is one of the few contemporary Pashto writers whose works have
reached a wide readership among the transnational Pashtun community.
K rw n hails from the village Nar z in the Ta district of Khost province.
After more than a decade in exile in Pakistan he repatriated to Afghanistan
in the early twenty-first century, shortly after the fall of the Taliban Emirate. According to the few and fragmentary biographies we have at our disposal, e.g. in Ta (n.d.) and in the preface of D š per y war aw (2000),
written by himself, certain recurring topics have been fundamental in shaping his authorship, and at times also come forth in his texts, most clearly in
his poetry but also in his prose writings. Apart from having become acquainted with religious texts on various matters at an early age, it is also
related that he was deeply affected by folkloristic poetry, storytelling, and
especially fairy tales, during his childhood. This is something that is palpable in many of his short stories where animals, animated objects, or other
fabulous characters are anthropomorphised and serve as the principal characters of the story. As an example, in the story “Zarka” [“The Hen Partridge”] (K rw n, 1374c, pp. 5–7) a hen partridge is attributed with human
emotions. The story ends with the following paragraph:
Now, the intoxicated singing of the hen partridge has changed from a loveintoxicated song into a song of sorrow. Above every stone and shrub on the
hill a song is heard, a song of gloom. And this song narrates for the hill,
over and over again, an elegy for her beloved and her children. An iron falcon soars high above the hill. The hen partridge has become deaf and she
Apart from a translation of the short poem “Gul aw Ban - dam” [“Flowers and Human
Beings”] from K rw n’s latest poetry collection (published online at poetrytranslation.org),
the literary works and authorship of P r Mu ammad K rw n have been completely neglected in Western sources (e.g. in Loewen & McMichael, eds., 2010; Bartlotti, 2010).
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These three collections have been published together in an omnibus book under the title
Yaw Zar n na mo s nd [A Green Sea of Songs] (2008/2009).
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can no longer hear the alarming sound of the iron falcon; only through the
sad song for her beloved and her children does she keep herself warm.

In the short story “Ma w patang š ” [“The Fly who Wants to Become
a Moth”] (K rw n, 1383b, pp. 1–3), which most likely is an adaptation of
the theme of “The Story of the Moths” found in Att r’s Manteq al-Tair
(12th–13th century), we enter into a discussion between a fly and a moth. A
similar strategy is found in the short one-act play “D gul no š per y: P
dr yo pardo k yawa r ma” [“The Fairy of Flowers: A Drama in Three
Scenes”] included in his latest collection of stories, where the main characters are made up of a prince [šahz da], a fairy [š per y], a rose [gul b], a
narcissus [nargis], and a tulip [ ol] (K rw n, 1383d). Also Sa di’s Gulist n (13th century) is acknowledged as an important source of inspiration,
and as a text that played an important part in his moral upbringing. He recalls how he heard the following stanza from the Gulist n being recited to
him in Pashto by a Mullah (Ta , n.d.).

A sweet-smelling piece of clay, one day in the bath,
Came from the hand of a beloved one to my hand.
I asked: Art thou musk or ambergris?

Because thy delicious odour intoxicates me.
It replied: I was a despicable lump of clay;
But for a while in the society of a rose.

The perfection of my companion took effect on me
And, if not, I am the same earth which I am.

And with this verse in mind, if we look at a poem from K rw n’s latest
collection of poetry (2000), a Sa dian awareness is unmistakably present.
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Flowers and Adam’s sons

Flowers feed on earth, ashes, and dung,

a few on clear, but most on muddy waters

Yet they are pure, beautiful, and sweet-scented,

and both eyes and hearts are amused by their colours

Though, the sons of Adam, before whom angels have bowed down,
look at flowers, drink water purer than tears,
and crunch deep red apples,

Still, I wonder why they are so foul.208

These examples do not aim to reduce the authorship of K rw n to that of a
belated fabulist obsessed with past forms of expression. The idea is rather
the opposite: to demonstrate how he manages to communicate effectively
within two narrative spaces, on the one hand with a cultural tradition rooted
in an oral literature that by no means can be regarded as outmoded and
bygone, but still constitutes a kind of literary basis for much that is written
and said, and on the other hand, with the present moment, which infuses
the text with topicality, relevance, and commitment.
In the first sentence of “ r ta raw n sa ay” the mood of the story is set:
motion, running, fleeing, and frustration. The story is narrated in the thirdperson perspective and has much of the quality of “something glimpsed
from the corner of the eye, in passing” earlier mentioned with regard to it;
a linear and chronological fragment of a larger whole. The story begins
with the unnamed protagonist, the walking man [raw n sa ay], rushing
through an unidentified town:
This is a slightly edited version of Azami’s translation “Flowers and Man” available at
http://www.poetrytranslation.org/poems/103/Flowers_and_Man [2011-02-02].
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He was walking quickly through the alley. His eyes were wide open and he
stared frantically straight ahead. A group of people were tossing banana
skins in the middle of the street. The walking man hurried passed the skins,
then suddenly slipped and fell. The whole crowd began to laugh at him. Furious, the walking man got up. Wild with rage, he began cursing the laughing crowd, “Hey, look at all of you! Blood is flowing in our country and
you’re laughing. You should all be ashamed!” (p. 13)

Already after this opening paragraph one can sense the protagonist’s experiences of his surroundings, how the stressful and crowded city affects him,
and what sort of mental state he is in or is heading into. He sets off in a
hurry, declaring his fear of not to be able to escape from the alley before
the radio news broadcasts (which he finds to be threatening) begin to resound in the throng, a fear that proves to be well-justified.
The news about the wounded and the dead began. All the radios spread vicious news about the country. The news coming from all corners cut like a
sharp dagger into his heart and broke it in two. The walking man screamed,
“All of them are telling lies. All of them have been bought. They have been
bribed.” He stuck his fingers in his ears and set off running. His white
clothing had been soiled with dirt. The people began laughing at him once
again. (pp. 13–14)

As his misgivings turn out to be justified, the walking man runs into a
square in an attempt to avoid hearing the news. However, when he reaches
the square he finds himself surrounded by newspapermen shouting and
waving their papers, papers the narrator experiences as:
Reddish with the news of the dead and wounded. On the front page of each
newspaper a map of the country had been drawn which resembled a big
fish. It looked like as if it had been thrown on a dry riverbank during a violent storm. The map had been cut in the middle and divided in two. (p. 14)

In spite of all his efforts to escape the crowd, he is held up by a newsvendor who holds up a newspaper in the walking man’s face.
He looked at the torn map on the front page. It was pierced all over. His
eyes were filled with tears; he screamed, “Oh, my God, what kind of oppressor has cut this fish to pieces. Look here, one half of it moving in this
direction, and the other half in another direction.” The newspaperman burst
into laughter saying, “You, madman, this is not a fish, this is the map of our
homeland [watan].” (p. 14)
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Finally the walking man manages to escape the scene. As he runs away, he
begins to swear loudly and exhorts the crowd not to believe the news,
“People [xalqo], do not read this, it will kill us, drive us crazy, alienate us
[pard kaw m ]. Oh, people, the liars will bring about a disaster, deprive us
of a nation. Oh, people…!” In the next scene, which follows without any
significant leap in the narrative time, the walking man arrives at his house
and notices that he has lost the front-door key. This discovery is the straw
that breaks the camel’s back; he sets about the lock with an iron bar, breaks
it, enters the room, spreads out a piece of cloth and puts his “beloved
books” [xwaš kit b na] on it, and starts tearing all his newspapers apart.
This frenzy increases as he hears someone’s footsteps outside and he says
irritatedly:
“And who could this be? Not even here can they leave me alone. If I didn’t
manage to destroy someone’s newspapers in the city, what do others care
what I do with my papers? I will destroy my television and smash my radio
as well. Those have all been bought with money. Not one of these lying instruments will be spared. I will take my revenge on all of them. I will go up
to the hills. A town such as this will not do me any good, where lies are
sold in each and every alley, lies as truthful as a hen giving milk.” (p. 15)

As the walking man smashes his television, some of his friends arrive at the scene and urge him to stop destroying his remaining belongings.
To this, the walking man responds by smashing his radio, since “each and
every word of news from these radios and televisions is a poisonous knife
that cuts our hearts in two, like that fish.” His friends respond to his destructive behaviour describing it as “like setting fire to one’s own money”
to which the walking man responds:
“You don’t know anything. You are mad. Help me God, they are the ones
who are mad, and they call me mad. I don’t have the patience to explain
what’s wrong with what you are saying. You have all been maddened by
these poisonous lies. Our discussion is over. I have run out of patience and
will not bother to explain this again.
The walking man wrapped his books in the cloth and said loudly, “Goodbye my friends, I will walk away from you now and leave this city in your
custody”. (p. 16)
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“Tam ša” [“The Spectacle”] by X n Mu ammad S nd (2007b)
X n Mu ammad S nd is a prose writer and journalist based in Kabul. He
also writes poems, some of which have been published on the internet.209
Although the biographical data surrounding S nd is sparse, in a short introduction to the short story collection D min r xw ta [Toward the Minaret]
by Q ni I mat (2004, pp. 1–6), S nd paints a most personal, and at the
same time representative, picture of the conditions facing a Pashtun writer
during the last decades of war. He also manages to point out the thematic,
or modal, characteristic of the literature from this era:
During the long era of sorrows in our homeland, Pashtun poets and writers
strained every nerve, with their exhausted minds and wounded fingers, to
write down their painful feelings and thoughts on paper. Even though these
sorrows rushed on at a high speed, and our men of letters could not always
keep pace with these fierce onslaughts and manage to depict all the desolation; nevertheless, those who still strived and struggled are worthy of both
praise and esteem. During this period, though, numerous works were published and in many of these – without exaggerating – in all of these, the
reminiscence of grief is the most perceptible topic. In numerous literary
works, it seems as if the literary and aesthetic standards are somewhat lower
than before, and the reason, again, is this very sorrow. This is because for
more than two decades now, our poets and writers have remained prisoners
in an environment of affliction, sorrow, pain, death, and poverty (italics
added).

The short story “Tam ša”, from the collection with the same name, is explicitly inspired by a true incident. The story takes place in Pakistan, in
Peshawar to be more exact, and centres on five characters: the protagonist
Sarwar, an exiled Afghan working as a sugarcane street vendor; B d r, a
shopkeeper; a policeman; Sarwar’s wife; and their sick five-year-old son,
Baray. The story is related from a third-person omniscient point of view
with a sequential plot structure.
In the opening scene, the protagonist, Sarwar, returns home from work
late one evening and asks his wife about the condition of their sick son,
Baray. His wife says that he still has a high fever and refuses to eat:

E.g. the poem “Where the fresh flowers soon will shed their leaves” (2011) at
http://taand.com/index.php?mod=article&cat=%D8%B4%D8%B9%D8%B1%D9%88%D
%86%D9%87&article=25452 [2011-05-31]. S nd has also published a couple of separate
short stories after the release of his short story collection Tam ša in 2007, e.g. “D šna
za k petska” [“The Hem of the Green Dress”] and “ ob ay” [“The Gadfly”], both published online in 2009.
209
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He approached the child once more, leaned over the bed, and said to him:
– Baray, my son. Baray, my child. How are you? Where does it hurt?
Baray opened his eyes slowly, looked at both of them and said in a low
voice, “My whole body aches.”
The father knelt, cradled the boy’s head in his arms, and said:
– That’s good. You will get better, by the blessings . . . Sit up now, there
you go, and try to eat a little now. I’ve brought you a banana. He sat him up
gently. His mother quickly prepared his meal, and both of them tenderly
gave him spoonfuls of food. After this, Baray moaned all night, and either
his mother or father sat up with him up and watched over him.

The following morning, before heading off to work, Sarwar gives some
money to his wife and tells her to take the boy to a doctor. It is still early in
the morning when he arrives at the bazaar and stops in front of a shop. He
greets the sugarcane trader, B d r, who is portrayed as something of a stereotyped authority figure; fat, with a clean-shaven head, beard, and long
moustache, lying on a bed with a “big belly and unbuttoned shirt”. It is
revealed that Sarwar is in arrears with the payments and that B d r therefore will not give him any more sugarcane on loan. Sarwar comes up with
all kinds of reasons why he has not delivered the money, and tries to make
B d r change his mind:
– B d r, the other day my sales were a real disaster, the traffic kept me
from moving around, and all of my sugarcane dried up. I was supposed to
have given you the money yesterday, but my son is very sick, so I had to
leave the money at home for his medicine.

For a while, the sugarcane trader seems unyielding, “but Sarwar apologized
so much that B d r finally gave him five hundred rupees’ worth of sugarcane”. In a hurry, Sarwar takes his handcart and sets off toward “the P
X n Intersection and ah r ada Road, the place where he always stood”
and starts preparing the sugarcane. Although he manages to sell ten to fifteen kilos before noon, as he begins counting his profits in the afternoon, he
quickly realises that he will not be able to pay off the sugarcane and also
buy medicine for his son. In the evening, Sarwar, enduring in his efforts to
sell more sugarcane, spots a group of people heading toward the Royal
Garden [š h b ]:
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[He said to himself:] “There will be a lot of playing in the park, let’s go,
bring your cart there, God willing I will sell the remaining sugarcane over
there,” and gave his cart a push. He hurried along the main road until he
reached the intersection, where a traffic policeman was standing. The policeman started screaming at him for no reason; he approached him, kicked
Sarwar’s cart, and said, “Hurry up, go back!”

Imploringly, Sarwar responds that he only wants to reach the garden entrance, but the policeman is relentless in his decision and threatens to beat
Sarwar severely if he does not leave immediately. Sarwar persists and starts
talking about how he has a sick son at home and that his goods are only his
on loan, “but the traffic policeman only bared his teeth at him and said,
‘Hey, you Muh jir. I won’t let you in. Run away now,’ and gave Sarwar a
couple of slaps.” Sarwar walks away, but soon realises that he must have
dropped his shawl at the intersection. Once again, now with his eyes filled
with tears, he approaches the policeman and pleads with him to let him
through. Sarwar’s determination infuriates the policeman even more and he
threatens to arrest him and confiscate his handcart. Sarwar, in a final act of
desperation, makes a “counter-threat” that he will kill himself and that the
policeman will be to blame for it. To this, the policeman responds:
– Get lost now. I will throw you under somebody’s car if you don’t.
Sarwar, still out of his mind, answered tearfully, “I won’t bring any sorrow
on the drivers. I’ll kill myself and leave you with the guilt.”
The traffic policeman, who was directing the motorists as he wrangled with
Sarwar said, “I’m telling you to disappear. Take a flight up that pole and get
lost.” Hearing this, Sarwar ran off and began climbing up the iron-girded
electric pole. The astounded pedestrians and shopkeepers said to each other,
“Look at him . . . look at . . .”
When Sarwar reached the top of the pole, he screamed at the policeman
again. “Now I will put on a spectacle for the people, a sight you brought
about.” From below, the policeman shouted back, “Show me. Show me
your spectacle.” Sarwar grabbed two electric cables and hung on to them,
dangling. With a cracking sound, the power cables short-circuited; silvery
sparks flew, and Sarwar was shot through the air like a glittering bird before
he fell to the ground like a dry piece of wood.
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o y p la a” [“Searching for Bread”] by
“D
(1383b/2004–2005)210

Alam Gul Sa ar

The writer Alam Gul Sa ar (1963–) originates from Isl m Xel village in
the Zurmat district of Paktiy province in eastern Afghanistan.211 Sa ar is a
leading cultural personality in Afghanistan and has professional experience
from a number of different fields; working for several literary publications
( Irf n, Saw d etc.), ministries, and news agencies (BBC, Azadi Radio etc.).
He has written extensively in many genres since the 1980s, especially in the
field of poetry, but he has also published different types of literary prose,
e.g. short stories, satire, children’s stories, drama, etc. Recent publications
by Sa ar which are worthy of mention are Šait n tsir [Demon Light], a
collection of satrical stories [d tanziya k so olga] published in 1386; the
novel M na aw jag a [Love and War] published the same year; and the
short story collection M na aw wasw s [Love and Temptation] published in
1383, from which the short story “D o y p la a”, which will be examined here, has been retrieved. Before summarising this short story, it may
be fruitful to first give a few examples of how Sa ar himself talks about his
writings. In a literary essay by poet and short story writer idd q All h
Badar (1387, Online), Sa ar is quoted as saying:
Most of my stories /…/ are the outcome of my own personal experience,
that is, of something that has had a profound impact on me, whether it be
love or war, I have written my stories based upon that emotion. The things I
write are often things I have either seen or experienced myself. /…/ A good
story is a story that carries you into another world; that is, a story should
show us how an eighty-year-old man lives; it should, for instance, reveal the
life of a farmer in Nangarh r; the story should disclose how the daily life of
an Afghan living abroad can appear /…/.

Such a literary outlook parallels much of what was discussed earlier about
self-reflexivity and social reflection in the section on Pashto literature and
“representations and realities”. Also, in the above mentioned essay, the
Afghan journalist, prose writer, and critic, Asad All h a anfar,212 a “wellknown personality of the resistance and jihad literature of Afghanistan”

This short story is dated “K bul, Ts rand y Mena, 1378/11/18 [7 February 2000]”.
The Zurmat district is in the southwest of Paktiy (just south of the provincial capital
Gardez), where much of Operation Anaconda took place in March 2002.
212
a anfar published the short story collection S a b d na [Cold Winds] in 1371/1992–
1993 and was the editor of the website Dastanona.com (non-functional since November
2009). An English translation of one of his short stories, “Old Men”, can be found in Sheikh
(2004, pp. 130–133).
210
211
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( a anfar, 1371, p. 4),213 is cited commenting upon Sa ar’s novel M na aw
jag a. Here, a anfar essentially echoes what was argued about fiction and
history in the introduction to this chapter, saying “people who really want
to get to know and understand the conditions, history, and current political
state [raw n siy s wa yat] of Afghanistan, all of them I bid to read Love
and War.”
The main protagonist of the short story “D o y p la a” is a young
woman named H l y who lives together with her two sons, Abdull h and
Bismill h. We are told that six months earlier she lost someone dear to her,
a handsome youth [škule dzw n ] named Roz X n. Since nowhere in the
text is this man referred to as her husband [me a, x w nd, tsaštan etc.], and
because H l y states that her relatives have become angry with her
[xp lw no m ta starge n w l d ] for unknown reasons, we might assume
that their affair is surrounded by an aura of illegitimacy and disapproval.
Another character who only appears in the latter part of the story is an unnamed bone-trader; “a fat man who had a short beard and was dressed in
white”. The story is narrated from a third-person omniscient perspective in
a rather intricate style, interweaving voices in the first person, inner voices
as well as voices of the dead.
Right from the start, we learn that H l y and her two sons live in straitened circumstances. In the opening paragraphs, H l y alternates between
being immersed in thoughts about her and her sons’ miserable existence,
and exclamations and cries of despair addressed to a higher power, “Oh
God! You who are wise, only one small loaf of bread for the whole day, oh
God, what can I do, who can I go to, my relatives have become angry with
me.” H l y is once again “drawn into her own world of pondering” and
starts to think about days past, “when she had a beautiful young man and
everyone had looked askance at her; Roz X n’s mad love [l wan y m na]
for her and the lovely nights together with him”. The memory of Roz X n
appears so vivid that H l y can hear him speak, telling her not to forget
him, but to care for Abdull h and Bismill h and to not let them go hungry.
In an almost hallucinatory mood, H l y, whose state of mind is described as
“dreaming while awake”, holds a dialogue with herself, concluding despairingly, “Oh, I am going completely mad, I will wake up my sons and
then they will start asking me for bread.”
At one point, her own hunger makes her take down the piece of bread
they had saved from last night, however, she does not have the heart to eat
it and puts it back in the niche saying to herself:

This quotation has been retrieved from the publisher’s preface [sar za] of the mentioned
short story collection.
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– What should I do, where can I go? Whom will I share my sorrows with? I
will go to the graveyard since the dead are better than the living. The living
do not feel sympathy for anyone, but the dead however, offer their bones;
everyone does that, I will sell the bones and buy some bread for them [i.e.
the children].
Abdull h and Bismill h woke up from their sleep. Abdull h wanted some
bread and his mother divided that piece of bread between them, but
Abdull h threw it away and started crying. H l y gave him a slap over his
face and said:
– My God release me from you, you make me insane.
Abdullah crouched down and his sobbing got even worse. His mother took
him in her arms and together they cried. In between the sobbing she said to
him:
– Don’t cry. I’m sorry. Today we’ll go and get us lots of bread.

This is followed by a scene-shift, and when the narrator resumes the story,
we find H l y, together with her two sons, in a graveyard in the middle of
the night. Trembling with fear, she berates herself for having gone there
(also, it is understood, for having brought her sons along) and recollects the
day, six months earlier, when Roz X n was buried in the very same graveyard, something which intensifies her fear, and also reveals her awareness
of having transgressed some kind of moral boundary or taboo by being
there. H l y defies her anxiety, hides her sons under her chador, and sets
about her task: to collect bones from the graves.
H l y was moving around quickly from one grave to another, collecting the
bones in an old plastic bag, when she suddenly noticed that she was far
from her sons. She ran back and found her sons asleep, and then went back
to collecting bones.
The dark horizon was brightening and the early morning light suffused the
air. Even though H l y had been afraid in the dark, the morning light did not
make her happy; to her, this light only appeared like a big white shroud.
Now that the sack was full, she woke her sons.

When Abdull h and Bismill h wake up, H l y tells them that she now can
fulfil her promise to buy them bread. As she puts the heavy sack of bones
over her shoulder, she is struck by a strange feeling, as if she is carrying
the remains of Roz X n, and suddenly she hears all kinds of voices in her
head, as if the dead are talking to her.
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– She took that one, hunger has overcome her, she will carry away our
bones, she will eat our bones. Hey, hey, look at that living one, greed has
made her mad, what more will she do. Not even the dead are left alone by
you. You should be ashamed. Not even here will you let us be, and still she
calls herself a human…

At this point, H l y is convinced that the voices inside her are real and can
be heard by everyone. By doing so, she expresses a lack of self-knowledge
about the fact that she most likely is going mad. Finally she reaches the
bone-trader, whose address she was given “a week before” and who she
has been told pays good money for bones.
/…/ she knocked at a big green door /…/. A fat man with a short beard
dressed in white, who apparently had just woken up from his sweet sleep by
the knockings on the door, opened the door angrily, but as soon as he
caught the eyes of the young woman, a big smile spread over his thick lips,
and he acted as if he had known her for years.

He invites her to come in and H l y explains the reason for her visit. The
bone-trader, however, has something else in mind, since it is related that
when he “understood by looking at her surly expression [lit. sour forehead/brows] that she would not go with him, he laid out another lure for
her.” He enters a discourse on how the bone-trading market has deteriorated
recently, talking about how the supply of bones now exceeds the demand and
that the price for bones in Pakistan has declined. However, he assures her
that he will buy her bones on the condition that she follow him home.
These were not words, they were shots being fired from a gun.214 The dark
night unfolded before H l y’s eyes, she turned around and looked at the pale
faces of her sons. She felt a lump in her throat. Her chador fell down on her
shoulders, her head was shivering and her eyes bulging. She bent down for
the sack, took out two big bones and hit the fat man in the face. The man
held his hands around his head and people were gathering around them.
From within the gathered crowd, the voice of the bone-dealer could be
heard:
– Don’t do that. She is a mad stranger, she is crazy.
This sentence demonstrates well the presence of proverbs [matal na] in the language.
Here, as a kind of reversed adaptation of the proverb “It is better to be shot by a bullet than
to be disgraced by words” [“p opak w štalay ša day, p xabara ml mat šarmanda day”]
(Bartlotti & Khattak, 2009, p. 104).
214
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“D lar kal malang” [“The Malang of Lar Kalay”] by P r Mu ammad K rw n (1374b/1995) 215
We have already briefly introduced the authorship and literary works of P r
Mu ammad K rw n. This short story, “D lar kal malang”, which is included in the collection L nargisa tar nargisa, was written at the beginning
of K rw n’s period of exile in Pakistan at the end of 1994,216 i.e. just over a
decade before his latest collection reached the bookstalls in 2004/2005.
Considering the timeline of Afghan history, the mid-1990s is a crucial period; war, in different constellations and by varying factions, has ravaged
the country since the late 1970s, and now the Taliban are gaining ground.
This reality clearly sets the mood, or sentiment, for the whole collection.
Although it would be interesting to venture into a comparative analysis of
these two collections, such a task would demand a somewhat different approach and framework. Nevertheless, it may be relevant for the discussion
to say a few words about the relationship between the two short stories that
are examined in this section. Since both stories have been categorised under
one and the same heading, it is obvious that they both thematise the concept
of madness in one way or another. This, however, will be examined in the
discussion section below.
The writings of K rw n have often been described as prose texts
“dressed in the clothes of poetry” ( ab bzay, 2006, Online) or as prose
written with the pen of a poet (Widmark, 2011, Online), a characteristic
that also distinguishes both of these short stories, as well as being a general
feature of both collections. Exactly how K rw n employs these methods
and strategies, and imbues his prose with poeticity, will be examined in
further detail below. However, as a prelude to the reading of “D lar kal
malang”, considering the intricacy and opaqueness of the text, it may be
fruitful to anticipate the discussion section below and begin with some general remarks which are related to this matter. Returning to the figure presented in the conclusion of chapter 2, where the short story, as genre, was
positioned along a horizontal axis relative to its conjectural intrinsic degree
of poeticity, we might place “ r ta raw n sa ay” somewhere near the
centre of the axis, and “D lar kal malang” even farther left, close to the
category of “flash fiction”. The positions of these short stories are only
relative to the hypothetical position of the short story genre (whose position
in itself is governed by the two extreme poles of “prose” and “poetry”).
Thus, the fact that the category of “flash fiction” and the short story “D
lar kal malang” are positioned near each other on the axis, does not imply
The place name, “Lar Kalay”, most likely means to “the lower village” in a generic
sense. However, there is a village in the G l n district of Ghazni province by the name of
Lar Kalay.
216
The story is dated “Pešawar 1994/12/3” (K rw n, 1995, p. 56).
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that they share the same characteristics (of length, structure etc.), but only
suggests that they have the same position relative to “prose” and “poetry”,
respectively. If we were to generalise somewhat and venture an overall
assessment of the two collections, they would be given approximately the
same position in the mentioned figure. This thus suggests that these two
short stories could be seen as representative examples of two, slightly different literary strategies employed throughout these two collections.
In the short story “D lar kal malang” we can see how K rw n, in line
with what was discussed in the section on poetic narratives, explores the
boundaries of both prose and poetry, and at times lets the “sweet singing
) speak through his prose.
fairies of poetry” (K rw n, 1374a/1995, p.
The story has a loose plot structure, a lengthy and multi-layered intermediate dream passage framed by a beginning and an ending that take place in a
“factual” world. The narrative element in the story is clearly backgrounded,
and the focus lies rather on the realisation of impression, mood, and symbolism, i.e. it corresponds to the text-type earlier defined as a poeticised
low-degree narrative. In a sense, this short story (as well as other short
stories from the same collection), gives the impression of being something
akin to what a prosified extension of K rw n’s lyrical output might look
like.217 The conspicuous presence of poetic devices thus supresses the narrative progression resulting in a literary strategy of prosification of poetry.
However, if we here briefly examine the short story “ r ta raw n sa ay”
which was published in 2004/2005, we can discern a slightly different literary strategy, where poetical features are still present but are no longer in
command. Here, K rw n reveals a closer adherence to the narrative element of the story, and pays less overt attention to the poetic constituents.
So, with regard to the assumption made in the introduction, we can say that
in the early prose works of K rw n a “prosification of poetry” can be distinguished, while in his more recent short stories we find a “poeticising
approach to prose”. In a voice recording of “D lar kal malang”, read by
K rw n himself, this poetic mood is further emphasised. Apart from the
accompanying music, an emotive and lyrical piece mainly performed with
guitar, bass, and some type of synthesized flute, and the echo effect added
to K rw n’s voice, the intonation and the marked rhythm in the reading
clearly suggest a poetic intention.218
The plot structure of the story was briefly outlined above and consists of a
long dream sequence within a frame narrative. The story is related from a
first-person perspective, however, the poeticised prose discussed above
leaves little room for characterisation. The only thing we learn about the
217
You can almost sense this by comparing the title of the short story collection, L nargisa
tar nargisa with the title of K rw n’s first poetry collection, L m š ma tar m š ma pub-

lished two years earlier in 1993.
218
The recording is available at http://www.benawa.com/kandahar/melodious/player
.php?clips=ID_05 [2011-07-29].
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protagonist and the main character of the story is from a sentence within the
dream passage (p. 59): “In the king’s eyes, two teardrops glittered like mirror
glass. In these two mirrors I saw the picture of the Lar Kalay malang.” However, this only reflects how the narrator perceives himself inside the dream, a
perception that does not necessarily have to correspond to the “real” world of
the frame narrative. There is also the possibility that it is not his own reflection he sees in the king’s eyes, but only an image of the malang (who is not
him), since in the same paragraph, the narrator relates that he is convinced
that the king “will give the malang of Lar Kalay a hard time” (ibid.). To
refer to oneself in the third person here, although it would be possible, appears highly unlikely. The opening paragraph of the story reads:
It has been a while now since I was bitten by a mad dog [l wan sp ]. My
neck and chest bear scars from the mad dog’s teeth, and on my face, the
crazy dog’s claws have made some deep wounds. It seems as if the dog’s
maddening [l wan y] poison has had an influence on both my soul and
mind. Sometimes, all of a sudden, I begin to cry frantically; sometimes, my
face turns blue from a hysterical laughter. My frantic sobbing and crazy
laughter chase away the sleep from my neighbours. When I cry, my tears
pour down my face through the deep wounds caused by the mad dog. The
warm tears macerate my dry wounds, causing a fierce pain. And when I
laugh myself blue, the wounds on my neck and chest open up again, and the
excruciating, maddening pain comes back to life (p. 57).

This introductory scene is followed by a dense paragraph that runs over
approximately one and a half pages. “Last night I dreamt a dream which
also was insane. I dreamt about the king of our homeland [watan]” (ibid.),
the narrator begins, whereupon a lengthy scene description follows. The
scene depicts what seems to be a funeral procession headed by a king who
is described as mounted on a shiny horse and dressed in black, with the
image of a hawk on the crest of his headgear [xwal y]. The king is followed by a large army, also all dressed in black. In front of him, a throne
wheels forward, carrying some coffins which are covered in flowers. A sad
heavenly music [yaw ayb amjan m z k] resounds around the throne “in
reverence for the coffins” (p. 58), and everyone who is present cries, even
the king’s horse. As the dream protagonist contemplates the scene, he says:
Inside, I imagine that the dead in the coffins have been bitten by mad dogs.
Tears come to my eyes as well, and I begin to sob gently. The music becomes even sadder and the sorrowful wave of music takes me back to times
past (ibid.).
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Here, the narrator enters a flashback within the dream and relates an incident that occurred in his childhood, when he was in the first grade and the
king had come to visit the village. At the beginning, the story unfolds like
the description of the king and his entourage earlier, however, they are now
all dressed in white and the music is joyful.
A flock of white pigeons [kawtare]219 circled above the king. People used to
ib.220 Some said that
say that these were the pigeons of the shrine of Sax
they were fairies dressed in wings that had come from paradise [aram],
while others even thought they were angels (ibid.).

The paragraph concludes with a scene where the narrator relates how all
the boys in school put on clean clothes to go and greet the king. They scatter petals along the road while singing “Long Live the King”. When the
king arrives and dismounts his horse “the children were dispersing petals in
front of him and he kissed the children on their foreheads one by one.
When it was my turn to be kissed, I stared into his eyes, with love. In the
king’s eyes, tears of joy glimmered like stars. Also in my eyes, tears of
happiness burst forth. The king kissed me on my forehead and reached out
his hands towards me” (pp. 58–59). This is followed by a break in the narrative marked by three hash marks (#),221 a convention which normally indicates a scene switch, however, in the next paragraph we are still positioned in the dream, though outside the flashback, effectively imitating the
(il)logic of dreams.
Another sorrowful wave of music brought me back from the past. In the
king’s eyes, two teardrops glittered like mirror glass. In these two mirrors I
saw a picture of the Lar Kalay malang. Seeing this image, I came to think of
all of those friends who live in the village like me, and who all have been
bitten by mad dogs, like me. I am filled with loathing for the king, thinking
that he surely will give the malang of Lar Kalay a hard time. Gradually, my
rage [jal l ]222 was growing. I passed by the coffins (p. 59).
Pashto does not differentiate between “pigeon” and “dove”.
The shrine of the “Benevolent Lord” (Sax
ib) refers to the alleged tomb of Al ,
cousin and son-in-law of Prophet Mu ammad, which is located in Maz r-e Šar f (see Dupree, 1980. p. 115 and Sidky, 1990, p. 288). The pigeons around this shrine [zy rat] are
invested with a sort of sanctity, and of them Dupree (ibid., p. 106) says, “Afghans believe
that one in seven is a spirit (arwa’) [sic; arw in Pashto; arw in Dari] so they feed the
pigeons when they visit the shrine, hoping to gain religious merit points. If a man kills one
of the pigeons in which the arwa’ resides, the arwa’ will return to haunt his dreams.”
221
You can also find star symbols (e.g. in S nd, 2007a, passim) or asterisks (e.g. in Q ni ,
1383/2004, pp. 71, 73) performing the same function.
222
The verbal expression jal l ked l denotes a spiritual state of “supernatural madness”
(Sidky, 1990, p. 294). Jal l as an adjective in a Sufi context designates a “fierce” nature
219
220
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The protagonist proceeds towards the king with the intention of throwing
him off his horse, but when he gets there, the king has already dismounted.
Like a great sage [loy ak m], the king reads everything in his eyes and
face; he sighs, sheds a couple of tears and says to the protagonist:
– Many years ago the malang of Lar Kalay had come to [see] me. I had descended from the throne to greet him. In the begging bowl [ka kol], which
poets and mystics call the house of love and God’s abode, I had laid the
most beautiful and precious pearls of the world… (ibid.)
Again, I became furious and grabbed hold of the king’s collar.223
– So, why do they set a mad dog on me again? Why have you put on the
skin of a mad dog once more? Answer me, give me an answer. I squeezed
the king’s neck. I had trouble breathing and my wounds were hurting. Suddenly I woke up from sleep. My hands were stained with blood. All the
neighbours had woken up because of my cries and screaming. One said to
the other, “Look at that madman!” (pp. 59–60).

Discussion: Form and content
It was previously stated in regards to the Pashto short story that the content
interferes with the form, and that an examination of the form can facilitate

our understanding of the content. Thus, here, we will first analyse how
these texts relate to what has been said about the form, and also consider
how the application of different literary strategies and in particular different
foci on the word, can beget poeticity and mood, and interfere with how the
content is experienced. As a tool of reference, we will use the table presented above in the chapter on the short story, and place the stories examined here. The position of the texts, as was explained previously, should not
be seen as fixed, but aim to demonstrate the hypothetical relationship
amongst themselves and their relationships to “Poetry” and “Prose”.

and is contrasted to the Jam l , who is considered “cool, easygoing, [and] cheerful”
(Flueckiger, 2008, p. 174).
223
This is a literal interpretation of the expression d
grew n t l s a aw l [
], i.e. “to grab hold of someone’s collar”. However, this expression is often
used figuratively with the meaning “to attack”, or “to take a stranglehold on someone”.
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Poetry

Prose
K rw n 2

K rw n 1

Sa ar

S nd

If we start out from the right in the table above, we find the story of S nd, a
position that suggests a prosaic, high-degree narrative. Except for the concluding paragraph of the story, which reads “with a cracking sound, the
power cables short-circuited; silvery sparks flew, and Sarwar was shot
through the air like a glittering bird before he fell to the ground like a dry
piece of wood”, the text does not make any claims on poeticity, but is a
linear and sequential construction, emphasising the “what” rather than the
“how”. The strategy of Sa ar‘s story is close to that of S nd, however,
there is a densified attention to language here; several similes in H l y’s
descriptions of the nature around her, e.g. the morning light and the white
shroud; the inner voices speaking as a manifestation of the uncanny; and
the incorporation of proverbs, which only by being brief do express a certain degree of poeticity. If we look at the far left of the table we find K rw n 2, i.e. the story “D lar kal malang”. In the introduction to the story
we entered a brief comparison of this story with K rw n’s story “ r ta
raw n sa ay”, in which it was pointed out that both stories were low-degree
narratives, though differed somewhat in strategy; K rw n 2 as an example
of “prosification of poetry” and K rw n 1 as a “poeticising approach to
prose”. Furthermore, since the poetic attitude in “D lar kal malang” is
rather explicit and has also been underlined previously, we will instead
more closely examine the mechanisms of the hybrid text “ r ta raw n
sa ay” and see exactly what it is that establishes this poeticity, and also see
how K rw n manages to relate this to the presentation of the content.
One should mention also that there are certainly similarities between this
story and Sa ar’s piece; particularly considering the interior monologues or
stream-of-consciousness-like passages, but also the associative leaps in
syntax, the scanty punctuation, and hypotactic character overall; however,
K rw n’s strategy appears to be more conscious and further elaborated.
Summarising the story once more, we follow an anonymous man, apparently descending into madness, as he walks and runs through an unidentified
town. The only evidence that the story takes place in Afghanistan is found in
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the scene where the map is compared to a fish (“thrown on a dry riverbank
during a violent storm”); a simile which is quite clear if one considers the topography of Afghanistan, the H m n Oasis around Iranian Z bol forming the
eye (at least in the spring when the delta becomes a lake) and the W x n Corridor in the far east as its tail fin. The narrative emphasises three main themes:
distrust in the media (but at the same time a strong belief in the man’s books),
people’s indifference to what is happening in the country, and his own resignation, dejection and frustration caused by all this.
Besides the dense disposition of the text, with few paragraphs and long
sentences, it is possible to point out three main features, which together
help to render the text both dynamic and poetic, and also do much for the
characterisation of the main character. First, the use of the word “raw n” as
an attribute of the protagonist has a great deal of influence in setting the
mood of the story. Apart from the possibility that this could be some kind
of word play with the writer’s taxallu , i.e. his pen-name, K rw n, the plurasignification and the frequency of the word, add to the mood as well. Its
principle meanings are “walking, running, flowing, in motion” (from a
Persian present participle) but it can also allude to the “soul” or the “psyche” (as a derivative of r ). It can also give the meaning of “poetic” or
“imaginary” (as an extension of the primary meaning “flowing” in a context of poetry). The repetition of “raw n” (mentioned twenty-one times)
adds to the progression and the movement of the story. Thus, only by contemplating the title of the story, we can detect both a possible presence of
an author (k rw n) and a mood comprising motion, emotion and the poetic
(r w n).
Secondly, the text has a rich use of so-called “reduplications”, in this
case doubled adjectives or nouns that usually form augmentative or frequentative adverbs. Only in this short text, the following reduplications are
seen: ga anday ga anday × 2 (hastily, very fast), man man a (running
fast), t z t z (in haste, fast), lewan lewan (madly, frantically), p ak p ak ×
4 (onomatopoetic ideophone about laughter), k tsa k tsa (alley after alley),
and also intensive compounds such as ga a g e (crowd, throng) and
t wr t w (here: wiggling). The presence of these doublings adds rhythm to
the text and creates an atmosphere of pulse, stressfulness and tension in the
story.
A third feature, which is unmistakably present in this text, is the several
instances where rhyme is used in order to infuse the text with musicality
and poeticity. An example of this is a sentence which reads: “It crunched as
he put a stick into the television screen. It slammed as a group of friends
entered the scene [lit. arrived at his house]”. In Pashto, the first phrase is
introduced with xrap šo e (“it crunched”) and is rhymed with drab šo e
(“it slammed”) in the following sentence.
These three features all together thus, generate a reading that also demands a “listening” to how the story “sounds”, a “listening”, which in a
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reader’s perspective further enhances the atmosphere of the surroundings
(stress) as well as the protagonist’s frame of mind (distress). Such a strategy clearly embraces the domains of poetry, but also points at the tradition
of orality in the oral literatures, that literature is meant to be heard rather
than being read in silence.
This text of K rw n, can thus serve as a model example of how a short
story can border both the lyrical and the mimetic, can appear as prose but
adapt to a poetic mood. This corresponds well to how Hansen (1981, p.
290) characterises the “regional” Hindi novel of Phanishwarnath Renu, as a
type of writing that “does not confine itself to prose but uses the special
properties of poetry, such as allusiveness, compression, and rhythm, to
provide additional layers of meaning”.
All four texts examined here are conjoined by how they mediate some
aspect of madness. As was noted previously in the presentation of K rw n’s biography, he acknowledged the literature of his childhood as a
source of inspiration, which we also exemplified briefly. Just as Atiq Rahimi (Feehily, 2002) admits to commenting upon his short novel Earth and
Ashes from 1999: “It’s a violent book, but beneath it buzzes the poetry of
the 13th century”, we can discern a Sa dian awareness also in one of the
texts investigated here. K rw n’s “D lar kal malang”, begins: “It has
been a while now since I was bitten by a mad dog. My neck and chest bear
scars from the mad dog’s teeth, and on my face, the crazy dog’s claws have
made some deep wounds. It seems as if the dog’s maddening poison has
had an influence on both my soul and mind”. Considering the following
extract from the Bust n of Sa di, the correspondence is rather clear:
A dog there was who bit a desert-dweller’s224 leg,
In such a rage that poison trickled from his fangs!
The poor wretch could not sleep for pain at night.
(Sa di, 1984, p. 132)

The dervish who is either bitten or harassed by a mad dog is a well-known
theme in classical Persian poetry, aphorisms and proverbs, and as such, also
an active image throughout the literatures of the wider Persianate sphere.
Although this finding adds little to our discussion on madness, it further
demonstrates how K rw n seems to explore two narrative spaces, aiming at
“a synthesis between the old and the new” (Farooqi, 2008, vol. 1, p. xxiii).
Also, how animals are being anthropomorphised (the king’s horse crying)
in this story, substantiates this further.

224

The Persian word used for desert-dweller here is a r -nešin.
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If we first look at the story last mentioned, “D lar kal malang”, and
with reference to its position in the table above (K rw n 2), expound a little
on the literary strategy adopted, we can clearly discern the poeticity in the
text. In section 2.3.1 on proesy, we saw how Todorov tried to isolate the
poetic in Baudelaire’s prose poetry through three “figures of duality”: implausibility, ambivalence, and antithesis. Each of these three categories is
prominent throughout K rw n’s text and antithesis in particular.
The story consists of a frame narrative that takes place in the “real”
world, and two intermediary dream sequences. In the beginning of the
frame narrative, an anonymous person (possibly the malang) relates how he
has been bitten by a mad dog and now has descended into a state of pain
and delirium. To read this as a description of rabies at an advanced stage is
probably not an over-interpretation; rabies in Pashto is designated as “mad
dog bite” [d lewan sp d ana], or simply as “mad dog disease” [d
lewan sp n ro ]. The protagonist enters a feverish dream and later, in the
end of the story, wakes up with bloody hands (for reasons unknown).
As we enter the dream, we also walk into a world of dichotomies (the
Todorovian antithesis); the main polarity being that between a present and a
past. In the first dream sequence, which constitutes the dream deixis, we
meet different characters dressed in black, a symbol of a hawk, sad music,
and dead people in coffins. In the second sequence, that is, in a dreamwithin-a-dream taking place in the protagonist’s childhood, these “items”
are contrasted with white clothes, pigeons, joyful music, and school boys in
clean clothes. There is also an opposition between king and malang. The
interpretation of these “items” or symbols is rather obvious: the blackwhite as evil-good, the hawk-pigeon as aggressor (war)-victim (peace), and
the sad music/dead people-joyful music/school boys contrasting a present
moment of suffering (war, oppression, etc.) with a nostalgic past of joy
(freedom, progress, etc.).
Although it is evident that the story talks about madness, the poetic presence “disturbs” the reading and obstructs a direct interpretation of precisely
which aspects of madness are at play. The frame narrative relates how the
protagonist descends into a delirium after having been bitten by a dog and
wakes up with bloodstained hands in the resolution of the story. What becomes interesting is how the “dog bite” and the “mad dog” wordings are
transposed into the dream but appear to change in meaning; the people
bitten by dogs metonymised as victims of madness, and the “mad dog”
carrying connotations of “rabies”, “plague”, “war”, “oppressor”, and “insanity”. Thus, what we see here is that the malang trope is present, albeit,
somewhat backgrounded, and seems to function more as “prop” in the narration rather than constituting the main focus. We read the white king as
being possessed by a white jinn, depicted as a benevolent guardian, and the
black king as a black evil jinn who brings “grave disease or intractable
mental illness” (Boddy, 1989, p. 187) onto society and its people. Man is
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sometimes believed to be able to possess both the black and the white jinn
(there is at least no contradiction in a person being possessed by different
kinds of jinns at different times), and it is possible that the two kings mentioned in the story are in fact one and the same; imaging power and authority turning bad, a set-up which is not to difficult to relate to context. The
protagonist’s assault on the king, being the climax of the story, thus reads
as an act of defiance to unjust authority – madness from oppression, madness against oppression and oppression as madness.
Moving to K rw n’s other story, “ r ta raw n sa ay”, the two quotes
that introduced this section could very well serve as epitomes of this story.
Here, we see madness as a “mode of resistance, against the pressures of the
world” (Caron, 2009a, p. 219), the protagonist being a marginal figure
“dreaming of escape” (O’Connor, 1963, p. 18) from a society he considers
to be insane. The poetic intricacy we saw in the previous story is not as
marked here; there are no symbols, no animals talking, no syntactical gaps,
and only minor attention to implausibility, ambivalence, and antithesis. The
poetic awareness in this text, as noted above, lies rather in K rw n’s
heightened attention to language through which he establishes a poetic
mood to fit the plot.
Although without any explicit reference, the story reveals a conceptual
correspondence to “the way of the malang”: the protagonist, a solitary man
on the move through a crowded city, cursing the ignorance and indifference
he sees in his surroundings while he is being looked upon as a madman by
the inhabitants of the city. There is, though, a sense of wisdom in this madness. The protagonist emerges as an observer of a society disintegrating,
where moral values are deteriorating and people’s indifference towards an
apparent conflict or crisis is growing. We read how he expresses mistrust in
what comes out through the news outlets and seemingly on the verge of
going insane, he destroys his belongings, surrenders to the fact that nobody
will understand him, abandons the city and heads into the mountains. Thus,
the walking man and his escape from the city, reads well as an analogy of
the malang’s spiritual travel and societal renunciation, but also as a more
general or universal trope of alienation and escapism. To read this story
(written in late August 2000) as social comment, or even as allegory, is not
far-fetched, considering the situation in Afghanistan at the time.
If we could discern an author’s presence in K rw n’s piece, from exile,
commenting on a homeland in disarray, S nd’s text speaks about the opposite, about the conditions and struggles of an Afghan exiled in Pakistan. As
was pointed out in the introduction to this section, and also further demonstrated in the above cited table, the stories of both S nd and Sa ar were
analysed and defined as high-degree narratives. Both stories, and S nd’s
piece in particular, aptly exemplify how different degrees of narrativity can
affect the content. Here we see a lack in poeticity and accordingly an increase of realism and storyness. We see similar plot structures in these sto169

ries though with different endings. The two protagonists, Sarwar and H l y,
live under comparable conditions; both are struggling to provide for their
families, despite the headwinds and a constant suffering of reverses and
adversities.
A reading of these stories shows also how the authors have adopted a
similar literary strategy of suspense, which one could designate a “suspense
of suffering”, that is, a suspense in the storyline generated by the accumulation of reverses, suffering and sorrows (as a sequence of events that is),
which ultimately amounts to the climax and resolution of the story. Such a
set-up abounds almost as a “stock narrative” in contemporary Pashto short
story writing; stories about pain, often built on a suspense which essentially
lacks uncertainty (since the outcome can be anticipated), but instils the
reader with a frail expectation of a happy ending that, however, rarely materialises. In the case of Sarwar, that is, the story about the exiled sugarcane
street vendor, we see how his despair and frustration lead up to a state of
insanity, which ultimately leads to his suicide. Also in Sa ar’s story, in
which H l y, the protagonist, as a final act of desperation yields to collecting bones in a graveyard, we see a similar lead-up and resolution, how she
gradually descends into madness and in the end, starts beating the boneseller in a state of rage.
Thus, looking back at these stories, we see how all three writers share
strategy in how they represent madness as a manifestation of resistance in
one way or the other; whether it is to authority, society, poverty, patriarchy
or war.

4.5 Axtar: Longing for peace or imaging disillusion
As was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the word Axtar carries a wide range of connotations, mainly used to denote “feast” but also in
a figurative sense to express “joy” or “good fortune”. However, as will be
seen here, although three of these stories are set to a time around the Feast,
there is very little that speaks of joy, but it is rather the absence of joy that
is emphasised. The fourth story in this selection, “The Soul” by Emal
Pasarlay, does not thematise this topic but is structured along a similar idea.
In an early draft, the section heading was set to “longing for peace” but
later on into the analysis was extended to read “or imaging disillusion”,
reasons for which will be expounded below.
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“Axtar” [“The Feast”] by Abdall h Ilh m Jam lzay (1384/2005)
Abdall h Ilh m Jam lzay (–1987) is a young prolific prose writer and
journalist hailing from the Ja ato district in the Maid n Wardag province.
Jam lzay has worked in the media sector in both Iran and Afghanistan, and
is currently the general manager of Afghanistan Translation and Research
Center (ATRC). Notwithstanding his young age, he has already managed to
publish several translations, novels and short story collections, e.g. the
novel D Ibr h m Adham p pal no [In the Footpaths of Ibr h m Adham]
(2008) and the short story collection Šk r [The Hunting] published in 2011.
The short story “Axtar”, composed by Jam lzay in his late teens,225 centres
on a young nameless main character and takes place at an unnamed and, for
the main character, unfamiliar location; not necessarily in exile but distant
from what the protagonist refers to as his village [kalay] and his homeland
[watan]. The story is introduced by a dense and hypotactic scene-setting
prelude which aims at presenting the main character’s state of mind. It is a
first person narrative that focuses more on mood than on narrative progression and plot development.
All the noise is bothering me, the sound of car horns and other voices echo
in my head, gradually my head begins to ache, my eyes also hurt, but as I
put my hand over them, the pain is only getting worse, I just don’t know
how to get rid of this pain, I closed my eyes firmly, and it was good that I
closed them, I looked at my clothes, they were old, I had worn them many
times before, I had washed them many times in the past, I passed through
countless streets, I observed the people moving around me, everyone was
laughing, amusing themselves, everyone was showing kindness and affection today, no one was like me, everyone was dressed in new clothes, everyone held hands with their friends and companions /…/.
The sky was blue, as in our village; there, the sky used to be this blue, also
the air used to be like this, as well as the sun, but there was not as much
noise there, not as much hate towards one another. Today was the first day
of the feast [d axtar wradz].

The protagonist relates how he stops close to a concrete wall and observes
the people playing joyfully in the park nearby. Seeing all of this, intensifies
his sensation of solitude, and he soon bursts into tears, recollecting some
past memories; “I came to think of my homeland, of my own feasts, the
feasts together with my mother and father”. He is lost in thought, contemplating the memory of his father. In tears, he addresses his father as if he
was physically present, “Father, now that I see you, whatever it takes, I
225

The story is dated “6 Mar

may, 1384 [27 December, 2005], Tihr n”.
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don’t want to be separated from you anymore…” This impression though,
is transient, and as he comes to his senses he finds himself knocking his
head against the concrete wall. The main character keeps reflecting over his
loneliness and others’ rejoicing.
Seeing all of this made me remember my homeland, the dear Pashtun homeland, the painstaking before the feast, distant and near relatives coming to
our home; laughter, affection, joy…a different joy…these very thoughts had
overwhelmed me, my heart was filled to the brim and I did not want anything else, no amusement, no running about with the beautiful girls in the
park, neither any blinks of glee and fun, nor any strolls around the luscious
park. Inside, I heard the sweet commotion of the villagers of my earthcoloured village and the jovial boys in front of the mosque /…/ I began to
cry, said to myself, “For the cost of all the beauty of the world, I would like
to see my father, telling me once, “My child, why do you cry, happy Axtar…and a single word from my mother, that’s all…
I had leaned my head against the wall; from behind someone put a hand on
me, “Excuse me, why are you so sad…” I looked back, it was a young
beautiful couple holding hands, looking at me with wonder. The young man
shook his head as if to emphasise his question.
—Because you don’t have any friends?
My heart was filled with tears, I did not say a thing, but answered through
gestures – no. Then, I forced myself and said, “No, I came to think of my
father… I thought about my homeland, I remembered my fellowcountrymen, I yearn for [somebody to] love; a pure [p ka] and chaste [sp tsale] love…
Again, my throat was filled with wailing, they looked at each other, let their
heads down and without saying anything, they set off… Also I, walked
away towards the park…

As the main character proceeds towards the crowd, he catches sight of an
old man in front of him; “also in tears, as if he, like me, also was homeless
[be watana] /…/ as if he, like me, also had become tired of life [l žw nda
z a so sway w ]”. After a while, the old man approaches the main character and says with a compassionate voice:
—Do you think of your homeland?
When I turned towards him he asked again:
—Do you think of someone else?
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I burst into tears and began to sob:
—Father.
/…/ He took me in his arms and talked to me in such an empathetic voice
that I could not hold back my tears.
—My good son, forget about the “may your feast be blessed” [axtar de
mub rak ša]. I could see in you that you were yearning for love, [but]
nowadays, love has become artificial and its spirituality has changed, this is
a time of clothes…
—May your feast be blessed.

“W ne p šide ke” [“Blood in the Milk”] by Alam Gul Sa ar (1383c/2004–
2005)226
…And all of this occurred in just a moment, it was on the night of the feast,
that night which is the last night of the blessed month of the fast, of which
the next morning is the first day of the Minor Feast (p. 73).

Thus reads the opening paragraph of “W ne p šide ke”, a short story included in the same collection as the short story “D o y p la a” examined earlier. The story is related in the third person (by a non-participant
narrator) and takes place on the last night of Rama n, the Islamic fasting
month, in the Parw n Mena227 district of Kabul. It is difficult to point out a
main character in the story228, though, the narrative centres on the home of a
teacher named Ri where his relatives have gathered to celebrate the
breaking of the fast and to escape the fighting that rages in other districts of
the city. Besides the family of Ri , his younger brother Mu taf , his uncle’s son, and two of his sisters together with their families have gathered
at the house.
War had been going on in the city for a couple of months. Their [i.e. those
who had gathered at Ri ’s house] housing areas had changed into trenches
for the fighters; they had left their homes and belongings behind and had
only brought their own lives [lit. heads] out of the conflict areas. In the past,
This short story is dated “Paktiy , Zurmat—Isl m Xel, 1373/12/16 [7 March 1995]”.
Parw n Mena (K rta-e Parw n in Dari) is a district in west Kabul.
228
Though, in the latter half of the story, focus falls upon Fawziya, the wife of Mu taf , and
their son Samsor.
226
227
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on such days, they used to visit each other’s homes and spend these days of
happiness together.
Also today, they had all gathered in a house, but this evening was different
from other evenings. Today, no trace of happiness could be seen in their
faces; what they have had and had acquired over years of hard work and toil
had been left behind, and now they spent the nights of despair in the house
of Ri . Also this night, as with past feasts, they were all sitting together,
but that happiness of the past was not there among them. They talked with
each other and encouraged their hearts by sharing memories of past feasts
with one another – they had no fruits for the feast and nothing good to eat
(pp. 73–74).

All the members of the five families present are seated in a dark room
where they can feel relatively safe from the rocket strikes outside. In one
corner of the room, Samsor, the ill son of Mu taf , lay crying in a metal
crib; in another corner, the children sat together, discussing and anticipating
the day to come.
– Where will the picnic be tomorrow?
Another responded derisively,
– Where will it be; here, in our pantry.
– Would someone afraid of rockets go out?
– What kind of feast is this? We have no new clothes and our hands are not
even…229
In that very moment, along with a sudden crash, black smoke appeared in
the room. In a second, everything turned upside down; bricks, pieces of
wood and cement piled up over the people sitting in the room and only a
groaning was heard (p. 74).

The rocket impact awakes Samsor in the cradle and he starts to cry. He is
unharmed but has been shut in behind some rubble in a corner of the room.
/…/ he called his mother. But his mother [Fawziya] lay in the middle of the
room, under some bricks and wood, soaked in blood. One of her hands had
This alludes to the henna ceremony performed at festive occasions, e.g. New Year, marriages or religious festivals.
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been cut off by the rocket but she struggled to make her way to her only
son, Samsor. The little one was still crying, his mother wiggled her undamaged hand and reached out through the bricks. With the same hand she
pushed at the wood over her breast, the other end of the wood was stuck in
the wall. In despair, she looked towards the corner of the room, groaning:
– Mu taf !
But no one answered /…/ (p. 75).

Fawziya, with “tears of despair trickling from her eyes and blood flowing
over her body”, persists in trying to get out from the debris, while Samsor
cries incessantly. Finally, she manages to reach out her unscathed hand and
grabs on to the cradle and drags it towards her.
The child fell out of the cradle and his mother screamed:
– O, o, oh, s, sacrifice…me…for…you.230
She pulled him closer to her breast and held him tight in her arms. The child
put his mouth to the breast; after a short while, he began to cry again, but
this time his cry was different.
He cried as such; almost as if he had realised that he was drinking blood in
the milk or that he had imagined a scene of the death of his father and
mother. The child was crying aloud in the same manner and his mother tried
to soothe him in between the son’s waves of tears.
In another corner of the room, a moaning arose amid the martyred and injured children. One child, whose feet had been consumed by the rocket and
whose chest was covered with soil and bricks, was moaning; a low moaning
was heard saying: “W w what… ki… ki… kind… of… Ax… Ax… Axtar… is this?” (p. 75–76)

“Sab axtar day” [“Tomorrow is the Feast”] by Raf All h Rawšan (2011)
The poet and prose writer Raf All h, with the pen-name “Rawšan”, hails
from the village Az z X n Kats in the Qara ay district of La m n province. After several years in the Badaber [Ba a Bera] refugee camp just
south of Peshawar, Rawšan now resides in Kabul (Am nzay, 2010, Online).
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Lit. “Let me take your pain” [bal de w xl m].
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Rawšan is mainly known as a poet but he has also published frequently
(online) in other genres as well, especially in the short story genre.
Although we lack a more substantial account of Rawšan’s bio- and bibliography, as well as other paratextual resources related to his writing, in
the above cited interview with the poet and journalist Himat All h Am nzay
(2010), Rawšan, though in a context of poetry, provides a valuable insight
into his aesthetical outlook. Of special interest is Rawšan‘s answer to a
question about the differences between male and female writing, which
seems to further validate the argument about how woman writers are restricted in what they can say and write. Rawšan says that he grants respect
to poetry written by both male and female writers and that they both write
good poetry, but:
/…/ there is one thing; female poets cannot express the voice of their heart
in such a way men can /…/ this is a tradition in the Pashtun areas of ours
/…/ and male [poets] thus have given themselves the exclusive right to write
down everything which comes to their mind [lit. comes to the mouth] on
paper. That is the reason why the male poet is somewhat more powerful
[dzw kman]231 than female poets.

The short story “Sab axtar day” takes place on the evening before the fast
breaking, i.e. the day before the beginning of the Minor Feast, the “K nay
Axtar”. The main character, an unnamed mother of two, has been widowed
nine months earlier, but her children remain oblivious to this and still anticipate that the father soon will come back.
It was the last evening of the fast. The little child, with great excitement,
came up to his mother, stroked his tiny fingers over her shawl [pa nay] and
said in a sweet and tender voice, “Mother! Will you put on my new dress
tomorrow?”
—Yes my dear son, I will put on some new shoes too.
—Š no, as you know, has new clothes too, will you dress her as well?
—Well yes, she is your sister isn’t she? You will both be dressed in clean
clothes and then you will go and visit our (paternal) uncles [tr no]232 and
other relatives together with your (maternal) uncles [m m g no].

The Pashto text reads [dzwakman], which undoubtedly is a misspelling.
Besides tr , with the irregular plural tr na, also ak and k k are used in references to a
paternal uncle. A maternal uncle is referred to as m m exclusively.
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The boy smiled. He remained silent for a while before he was pinched by
the devil233 and screamed at his mother, “But all the other boys and girls go
to the feast with their fathers. Who will I and Š no go with?”

This question brings back past memories and the mother soon bursts into
tears. She wipes her tears with the brim of her shawl and tries to hide her
grief from her children.
“Mother, isn’t my father coming home this time either? You did say you
know, that he would come home very soon and that he would never leave
again. Is he still angry with us? I will tell my uncle [k k ] to talk with him
on the mobile, I will also talk with him; I and Š no will apologise to him,
make him happy, and then he will come and take us to the feasts”.

These words add to his mother’s despair and she bends her head low over
her knees, in tears. Her son cannot understand why she is crying and thinks
her mother is playing with him. After a while, when “her heart had been
emptied”, she lifted her head and took the child in her arms, saying
“No, my dear son. Don’t tell your uncle to call [your] dear father on his
mobile, OK [?]. I am with you though, and if your father does not come,
then we will go. I will take you for a walk and show you a great many
things.

The son quickly dissents with his mother’s suggestion and insists to go with
his father:
“No, no. We will not go with you, we will go with our own father, the other
day he took us out”, but this child; pampered, unaware of [the passing of]
time and [the] conditions [of things], what does he know about time, how
days pass and nights arrive? Over fifteen months had passed since their
stroll together.

When the boy lifts up a photo of his father and starts talking to him, the
mother is forced to throw her head into a pillow in order not to scream.
The meaning here is ‘to cry and shout’. This expression is probably related to some of
the sayings [a dis] of the prophet Mu ammad, which says that every child is pinched by
Satan when they are born and that is why they cry. See e.g. the a
al-Bux r (translated
into English by Mu ammad Mu sin X n in 1976), Vol. 4, Book 54, Nr. 506. Available at
http://www.cmje.org/religious-texts/hadith/bukhari/054-sbt.php [2011-10-01].
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/…/ the sweet little child had come to think of the incident nine months earlier when his father, in the middle of the night, accused of being affiliated
with the Taliban, had been taken from the house. Later, together with the
sound of shots being fired, only the father’s body, whose soul had departed
along with the arrival of the Americans, had come back home by the help of
the villagers.
The child put back the picture on the table /…/

His mother succeeds in getting her son distracted, making him think about
other things than the longing for his father
/…/ and he ran away. He began to fuss with his sister Š no who was asleep,
took hold of her and said, “Little Š no [Š nog y]! Little Š no! Get up now,
it is the morning of the feast. You and I will put on new clothes and shoes;
we will go out for a walk and a picnic. Father [l l ]234 is coming as well; today he will come to us.”

“Ro ” [“The Soul”] by Emal Pasarlay (2009)235
Emal Pasarlay is a writer and journalist from the ah r Darra district in the
Kunduz province of northern Afganistan, now residing in the UK. He is the
son of the famous poet and short story writer Mu ammad iddiq Pasarlay
(1928–2008), and brother to the prose writers Ajmal Pasarlay, Asad All h
a anfar, and I mat Ts rw n. He has published several short story collections and novels. His first collection of stories was published in 1372/1993–
1994 with the title Tsalor ma l r [The Fourth Way] and more recently, in
2006, the crime novel La n [The Search], and the short story collection
Šage, lmar aw samandar [Sand, Sun and Ocean] in 2009.
The short story “Ro ”, which is dated 27 May 2009, does not speak directly about Axtar or war, however, it expresses a similar sentiment to what
could be found in Rawšan’s story; hope juxtaposed with disillusion. The
story is narrated from alternating perspectives, though mainly from the
narrator’s and the protagonist’s view in the first person. In the introductory
part, the protagonist is speaking in the first person. The middle section is
also narrated by the protagonist, though, here it is his post-mortem soul
narrating. The final part appears to be related outside the psyche of the
protagonist in the third-person omniscient. The first paragraph reads:

This title is also used for an elder brother [mašar wror] or a brother-in-law [awšay].
A ‘rough’ translation of this short story into English is available at http://www.taand
.com/english/index.php?mod=article&cat=Literature&article=19 [2011-09-20].
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I got a job. I was sitting in an office facing a computer screen. The screen
had been split into four parts. There were four pictures. Each part displayed
the picture of a camera. The cameras had been affixed on the four corners
of the building. If anyone passed by, I could see what they were doing on
the computer. They had told me to watch them. My task was easy. The entire day I was sitting.

After this short staccato-like or paratactic introduction, the protagonist
moves on to relate how he is stopped by two men on his way to his home
village during a leave. In silence, a dark man with a pistol and a young boy
with a knife, tie his hands and carry him away to a spot nearby a river.
—Who were you spying for, mole? [The young man asks]
—I am not a spy.
—Shut up you spy, why do you work in the city?
—There was no work elsewhere. For six months I was looking for work.
—Did someone die of hunger so that you, dog, could be satisfied?
—My children were hungry, I was in debt, there was no other way.
—And the other Muslims, what do they do?
—I was forced to.
He did not say anything more. They both remained quiet for a while.
—The evening prayers will be over soon, the dark man said.
—That’s right, answered the young man.
The dark man threw me down on the ground. The young man put the knife
against my throat.

This is followed by a subtle break in the narrative; the story progresses
linearly, though, it is now the soul of the protagonist that takes over the
narration.
I am watching them. I see the dark man and the young man accompanying
him. I follow them everywhere. They move around together. They have
walked in behind a tree alongside the road. The dark man has long thick
hair. He has put oil in it. His eyes are anointed with kajal. He has a thick
beard and wears a white cap on his head. The young man’s beard is not that
thick, although he does not seem to have shaved it. His hair is also thick
though and he scratches it intensely. He is dressed in black.

The protagonist observes the men as they stop a car and at gunpoint pull
out the man driving. A nearly identical scenario, to what the protagonist
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faced, falls upon this man. The man is accused of being a spy and is beaten.
He is blindfolded and is hauled down to the riverbank where his throat is
cut by the younger man of the two.
They both got up from him. The young man cleaned the knife in the river
and the red blood disappeared in the water. They set off along the streaming
water. It was evening. The young man stopped at a place to perform his ablutions [before prayer] in the river. They went to the village and had something to eat in a house. The young one turned on the radio. He listened to all
the news and said to the dark one, “They didn’t mention us in the news”.
The dark man shook his head. He remained quiet. Also the young man was
lost in thought. The other man said quietly, “They are spies”.
The young man looked at him and began to think. As if he was saying to
himself—why didn’t I come to think of that? He nodded his head in concurrence, bit his lip, and they both fell asleep. The dark man snored. The young
man was quiet.
They attended the morning prayers in the mosque. The sound of the jets began. People ran away. The dark man and the young man left the village.

In the afternoon, the two men listen to the radio again. The journalist reports on residents being killed in the bomb raid on the village, but there is
no news on the victims of the two men. When the young man makes the
other man aware of this, he only responds as before, “They are spies”. In
the concluding paragraph, the two men halt another car:
—Get down!
—I’m a journalist.
—I’m telling you to get down
—What’s all this about, I’m a journalist.
—You are the father of all spies.
They brought him through the graveyard down to the riverbank and put the
knife against his throat. It did not work. The dark man emptied his pistol on
him. The young man whetted his knife on a stone and said to himself – it
has become dull.

Discussion: Form and content
An early assumption, made by preliminary readings of both poetry and
prose on this theme, was that an analysis would generate a quite specific
reading; that the Axtar theme would entail readings of peace (or at least a
longing for peace), of reconciliation, of hope, and of joy. However, as the
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stories presented above also reveal, there are few things in them that talk
explicitly about peace or related themes.
First, if we also position these texts in the table previously referred to,
all four of them can clearly be placed to the right, that is, closer to prose
than to poetry. Within this placement, the texts can be further determined
between themselves by positioning Jam lzay’s and Rawšan’s stories further
to the right and Sa ar’s and Pasarlay’s texts to the left (though all four still
placed to the right of centre). In the former texts there is a more distinct
focus on progression, message, and ordinary language, while in the latter
ones, we see a heightened attention to the presentation and the language
itself. As far as Jam lzay and Rawšan are concerned, this distinction does
not seem to be a deliberate literary strategy, but is more likely related to the
fact of them being less experienced prose writers.
Before we proceed to an examination of how these texts relate to the
concept of Axtar, or to the joy–sorrow dichotomy highlighted in the introduction of this chapter, there is another aspect that emerges from these
readings, and which has also been alluded to in previous sections.
In the section on the “terrorist”, we could see how the “son”, often together with the “cradle” [z ngo], was imaged as representing a sense of
innocence (Dost, Af n). Also in the “madman” analysis such themes were
manifest (S nd, Sa ar). In the readings on female agency, Nang’s story
talked about a woman’s (Palwaša’s) longing for a son, while those stories
written by women writers in the same section emphasised the “daughter”.
In the stories examined here, three stories adopt similar son–father/mother
tropes. In Jam lzay’s story “The Feast”, it is the protagonist himself who
represents the son and his longing for an absent father. Rawšan’s and
Sa ar’s stories reveal similar strategies; in Rawšan’s story there is a daughter present (Š no), though the focus is clearly put on the son and his longing for his father. In Sa ar’s piece, Fawziya’s son Samsor (in a cradle),
represents one of the main characters. Furthermore, in T yz ’s story “The
Madwoman”, summarised in the introduction to this chapter, the motherson image is also a central theme.
Seeing the frequency of this image and also considering the fact that it
was not among the selection criteria for this chapter, it is evident that this
image must be of particular cultural significance. Its literary function has
already been commented on, that is, it is found in the texts as forming one
constituent of a dichotomy, embodying innocence, frailty, and defencelessness as a means of establishing an opposition between good–evil, innocence–guilt, etc. We see how images of a lost (killed) son (or of sonlessness) are transposed into fiction as archetypical antitheses of joy and happiness. That such images almost exclusively involve the son and not the
daughter, can probably be interpreted as a reflection of the societal son–
daughter hierarchy which still prevails to varying degrees in Afghanistan
(WCLRF, 2006, p. t). This idea is also communicated in many proverbs
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and has been aptly illustrated by Abd al-Wak l Solamal Š nw r in the
short story “The Daughter” (Shinwari, 2009b, pp. 52–54).236 Somewhat
cynically, one could say that the device to characterise a son rather than a
daughter renders the reading more effectual (in consideration of its cultural
significance), increasing the tension of the opposistion in the story.
Linked to this discussion is the concept of Axtar. We have argued that
narratives on this topic rarely enter a discourse on the nature of joy and
happiness (which is the general connotation of the word), but rather use the
theme as an antithesis of misery and sorrow. In Jam lzay’s story “Axtar”, a
story which could fit well into a genre of troubled-youth-stories, this is
already evident in the opening paragraph. The protagonist is a young man
living away from home (whether this is of his own free will or due to conditions over which he has no control is not known). Here, the Axtar theme
is adopted to contrast or emphasise a sense of loneliness and to enhance a
feeling of alienation from a homeland and a family. The story, by means of
employing this theme, also evokes an unvoiced longing for something that
is not “now” and a yearning for a nostalgic past (which the Axtar reminds
him of) or a better future. We can see how the protagonist mediates this
further by dichotomising the “the concrete wall”/ “tears” and the “verdant
parks”/“laughter”, and also expresses a sense of exclusion in the “I” as
onlooker and the “other” as participant.
Putting all the pieces together, we can say that the main idea of this
story is to image a state of disillusion, effectively enhanced by setting the
story to the first day of the Axtar. The hopelessness is present from the first
paragraph and persists throughout the story, and when the protagonist in the
resolution seeks solace and advice from an old-wise-man stereotype figure,237 this disillusion borders on nihilism.
Sa ar’s story “Blood in the Milk”, however, starts out in a mood of expectation (for the Feast), but soon takes another turn. As we saw previously
in the summary, it is the last evening of the month of fasting and a group of
people has gathered at a house, not so much to rejoice in the breaking of
the fast, but rather as a means to escape the war that is raging in the city.
Also in this story the Axtar evokes past days of happiness for those present
at the gathering. Among the children, it is possible to discern a small ray of
anticipation and hope, but at the same time a pronounced understanding
that this year’s Axtar will bring neither joy nor peace. The climax to the
In brief, the story is about a family, sitting in a hospital waiting for one of the family
members to give birth. When the head of the family, Akram Khan, hears that the newborn is
a girl he quickly cancels all the celebration arrangements. This story has also been translated
in Anzur & Loewen (2010, pp. 140-141) where it is concluded in the introduction that the
story is a “bitter commentary on the value of daughters in some rural Pashtun areas”. That
the story speaks about an exclusive Pashtun custom would however be to jump to conclusions.
237
This character, that is, the old wise man or woman, frequently appears in youth-adult
fiction.
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story, that is, the house being hit by a rocket and its aftermath, establishes a
dichotomy of two opposite extremes of sorrow and joy; children dying on
the last day of the fast.
What was argued previously about immediacy as a characteristic of the
genre seems to be relevant also here, if we consider the context briefly. In
1995 the Minor Feast (i.e. the breaking of the fast) began on March 3, a
date which runs together with the Taliban’s initial attempts to seize Kabul
and the subsequent escalation in fighting. Sa ar’s short story is dated
March 7 of the same year. Thus, what we see here is another example of
the responsiveness that seems to mark many works of contemporary Pashto
prose writing; perhaps not written by Sa ar as an act of overt resistance,
but nonetheless as an expression of social commitment, taking a moral
stand.
To a certain extent, Rawšan’s story “Tomorrow is the Feast” corresponds to, or at least reminds us of Sa ar’s story discussed above. Also
here, it is the last day before the Axtar that makes the thematic centrepiece,
and brings about the tension in the story. The children’s anticipation of
what the next day will bring: new clothes, a picnic, visiting relatives and
friends, and the chimera of a returning father, all contrast with a mother in
grief who strains herself to hide her sorrow and does not have the heart to
disclose the grim truth about their reality.
Near the end of the story, we learn about the reasons for the father’s absence. In a rather euphemised (or at least evasive) description of how the
father was murdered, the narrator explains that he had been taken outside
the family home on suspicion of being affiliated with the Taliban: the
sound of shots being fired, the father’s body returning, though, without his
soul, which had “departed along with the arrival of the Americans”. This
paragraph, besides setting up the climax to the story, clearly communicates
the context and discloses a sense of immediacy and responsiveness.
Rawšan, the writer, subtly mediates an image of both communal experience
and contemporality, and demonstrates how the writer can (and often does)
respond or commit to a social concern through fiction. The incident as it is
narrated here, thus aims at imaging a (mistargeted) night-raid; a strategy
which has been unanimously criticised by the Afghans for violating the
sanctity of the family, and of women in particular, but praised for its efficiency by the non-Afghan counter-insurgency (see e.g. OSF & The Liaison
Office, 2011). Noteworthy here is not how this is represented in the text, in
that sense it is somehow generic, but rather the fact that it is imaged in the
story.
So far we have examined three stories which all take on the topic of Axtar and shown how all of them seem to adopt this theme as a device to establish a literary dichotomy in the narration; almost as if whenever the Axtar theme is foregrounded it can be anticipated that something bad will
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happen. To conclude this section we will be looking at a text that does not
engage this topic, but still entails a similar strategy conceptually.
In Emal Pasarlay’s story “The Soul”, the introductory paragraph establishes a mood of security and ease, instilling a feeling of “things-are-prettyokay” into the reader. This feeling, however, is soon dichotomised and in
the remaining parts of the story, the reader is drawn into an endless maelstrom of tragedy and insanity. We read in the introduction that the protagonist works as some kind of surveillance guard. After he is killed by the two
men down the river, Pasarlay skilfully transposes this image or idea of being an observer onto the protagonist’s soul. As the story unfolds, the soul
observes the two men as they move out on their killing spree. Despite the
dismay and gravity Pasarlay voices in this story, a satirical element can also
be perceived, particularly in the characterisation of the two perpetrators.
Pasarlay lets the two insurgent figures accentuate and imitate a stereotyped Taliban rhetoric, which often speaks of domestic enemies generically
as “spies”, that is, “those who spy for, take money from, offer friendship to
or in other ways associate with the foreigners” (Semple, 2011, p. 20), or for
any other reason objects to the ideals of the insurgency. The irony is also
evident in how they are imaged as faithful believers and at the same are
described as being piqued that their killings do not make the news (which is
explained by the news being run by spies). As it seems, they wander about
on their rampage for no specific reason, killing anyone who comes their
way, on the pretext of them being spies. In all this, and in the characterisation of the two insurgents particularly, we can also discern in this story a
moral standpoint, or at least an attitude, imaging the purposelessness of
war.
In concluding this discussion, the use of Axtar – the star of good fortune
– as a literary device to achieve a polarising effect in the text, appears in
many short stories and also in poetry. In the stories examined here, the
Axtar theme was used to represent joy, memories of a nostalgic past or
anticipation, and as a device to accentuate the opposite; images of sorrow,
hopelessness, and disillusion.
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5 Conclusions

Even though the image of the Pashtun as “strange” and the cultural marginalisation of Pashto expression persists to some extent, much has happened since I first set out on this thesis project more than five years ago.
Pashto literature, and online literature in particular, has greatly developed
as a medium of literary reflection, binding its practisers in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and the diaspora together. This is related to the growing use of the
internet as a means of communicating Pashto literature, and also to an increased international interest in Pashtun culture in general, particularly in
the last three to four years (note particularly Bartlotti, 2010; Loewen &
McMichael, 2010; and forthcoming Strick van Linschoten & Kuehn, 2012;
Green & Arbabzadah, 2012). I believe this work to be an important part of
this development and a contribution towards overcoming, or at least adjusting, previous neglect and misconceptions.
Many years of reading Persianate literature, and Pashto prose literature
in particular, awoke something in me that first I did not know how to verbalise and explain. There was something in these readings that reminded
me of poetry, or to be precise, revealed a subtle sense of textual poeticity.
For a long time I could not define this intuition. However, the idea of a
poeticised community gradually assumed a more definite shape in my mind
during my undergraduate studies in Iran. In addition to the prominent position which the classical literature holds in society, poetical expression
seemed to surface in all kinds of settings and contexts, irrespective of social
class and education: a couplet as graffiti sprayed on a wall, an xund exfez, a child resorting to a
pounding the secular interpretation of the poet
Rumian proverb in an argument with his mother, or, as I mentioned earlier,
in “the voice-over in a televised ketchup commercial”.
In order to explore and explain this poetic sentiment, and to verbalise
this perception, I have tried to identify where the poetic and the prosaic
connect and how they seem to operate within each other’s domains. With
the findings from this examination, presented in chapter two, I set out to
study the poetic undercurrent in Pashto short story writing. In chapter three,
I have tried to point out features that characterise Pashto literature in particular; limitations, concepts of genre, the position of folk literature, female
voice, and the notions on literary representation and context.
My studies in Pashto were accompanied by a growing interest in studying Afghan and Pakistani culture, history, and society, and the on-going
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state of war and crisis in particular. These studies, along with extensive
readings of Pashto short stories, revealed features that were shared in both
text and context. In this work, I have examined four such features and explored how the text – in a poetic space such as that described above –
adopts poetic strategies and communicates a context of war and crisis.
In the analysis of the short stories in this work, I have empowered the
texts and allowed them to set the direction. During the reading process, a
number of subjects stood out as often recurring both in the domain of text
and context. They constitute the four topics of this study, presented in chapter four.
In the analysis of each topic, diverging aspects emerged as being the
most prominent. Therefore the discussions in the subchapters 4.2 to 4.5 are
not uniform. To give two examples, in “The Terrorist” the description of
the protagonists stood out as particularly important, whereas in “The Madman”, the discussion of form was especially rewarding.
In all the readings we see that the authors, to various degrees, adopt poetic strategies, sometimes backgrounded and other times heavily interfering
with the contents. We also see how length/brevity clearly governs the degree of poeticity/narrativity.
One feature that emerged from the reading already at an early stage was
the notion of how the narrative worlds seem to communicate and respond
to their immediate surroundings, in time as well as in space. This is one of
the reasons why I see these stories as a way towards understanding the
Pashtun community.
I have clearly stated the fact that there are many things left to investigate
concerning Pashto literature in general and the modern literature in particular, and that a history of Pashto literature still remains to be written. In
chapter three, my aim was thus not to write a Literary History of Pashto,
but rather to point out those features that seem to characterise Pashto literature and which could be discerned to distinguish this literature from other
literatures.
The marginal position of women in Pashtun society has its repercussions
in the creative writing as such. Pashto literature is to a large extent male,
including the contemporary world of authorship. Female writers are still
highly underrepresented in contemporary Pashto literature, and in prose
writing in particular. This is also reflected in the corpus for this study with
a female representation of less than 5%. However, in the special selection
for analysis, female writers represent 12.5% of the text material, i.e. two
out of the sixteen selected short stories. It is also evident, at least in my
selection of texts, that female agency as it is represented in Pashto fiction,
still revolves around a limited set of stereotypes where the woman is
mainly depicted as victimised, either due to direct, indirect or structural
violence.
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This study has presented new insights to “voices at the borders” and a
“prose on the margins”, that is, to the Pashtun community and its short
stories. Now, more than ever, I am convinced of the potential of fiction as a
way to a deeper understanding of what we often only have fragmentary
knowledge of but are eager to learn more about. In this case, the study of
Pashto short stories has at least brought me to a deeper understanding of
how war and crisis is processed in the minds of those who live in a constant situation of conflict and violence, and how it here has resulted in a
vast literary output which heavily reflects the context in which it is written.
At the same time, I am still astonished when I notice how marginalised
this area of study is in the western academia, that is the study of Pashto
fiction. To quote K rw n, Afghanistan appeared as “a big fish /…/ thrown
on a dry riverbank during a violent storm” beseeching to be brought back
into its right element again. I believe that the Pashto literature has a strong
potential to be a very suitable means of understanding both the Pashtun
society and the conflicts and crises that this society has been a part of particularly during the past three decades.
There are many ways ahead in the studies of contemporary Pashto fiction. One interesting topic is to explore the emerging female voice and to
study how the young generation of woman fiction writers choose to express
themselves. Another rewarding project would be to do a detailed study of
how “proesy” is realised in the short stories and if also the novels are coloured by poetic means of expression.
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